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 The conservation of imperilled fishes should be informed by species-specific genetic 
information. However, there are a lack of molecular data for most species at risk with the 
development of species-specific primer acting as a barrier to genetic evaluations. Here, I describe 
the development and preliminary testing of a set of microsatellite markers for the imperilled 
Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta). These markers are apparently diploid, are polymorphic, 
and have been demonstrated to amplify individuals from across the species’ North American 
range. The microsatellite markers described in this thesis have applications for population 
genetics as well as informing source population selection for reintroduction. Demonstrating the 
absence of a species is required prior to reintroduction and can be difficult when conventional 
sampling is potentially harmful, especially for imperilled species. Environmental DNA (eDNA) 
is a novel and sensitive method of detecting the occurrence of aquatic organisms without direct 
interaction and, hence, impact. The non-invasive nature of this technique, coupled with its 
sensitivity, make it attractive for assessing the occurrence of fragile endangered species. 
Additionally, eDNA can be used during the winter when conventional sampling can be 
challenging. In this thesis, I use eDNA to survey for the occurrence of Redside Dace 
(Clinostomus elongatus), an endangered cyprinid, to gain a better understanding of its winter 
occupancy. A ROC framework is used to set a detection threshold and binary patterns of 
detection as well as eDNA signal strength are assessed. Results show that overwinter occupancy 
of Redside Dace is complex and eDNA signal strength is not related to flow or sample-site 
position in potentially occupied reaches. Together, eDNA and microsatellite analysis can be used 
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CHAPTER 1 - GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Biodiversity loss 
Global rates of biodiversity loss remain unchecked despite international efforts to slow or 
reverse this trend (reviewed in Seddon et al. 2014). Between 1998 and 2018, the number of 
species listed as threatened (which includes species listed as Critically Endangered (CR), 
Endangered (EN) or Vulnerable (VU) by the IUCN Red List) increased from 10,533 to 26,840, a 
more than 2.5-fold rise over two decades (IUCN, 2018). These losses can largely be attributed to 
the increasing human demand for space and natural resources (Clausen & York, 2008; Lande, 
1998). Freshwater ecosystems are arguably some of the most biodiverse, playing host to tens of 
thousands of fish species ,which corresponds to ~25% of vertebrate biodiversity globally 
(Lundberg et al., 2000). As such, freshwater ecosystems are expected to lose biodiversity at a 
higher rate than their terrestrial counterparts (Sala et al., 2000). This disproportionate decline 
may be linked to the human tendency to inhabit and exploit areas in close proximity to lakes, 
rivers, and streams (Angermeier & Helfman, 2008). Anthropogenic activities, including 
overexploitation, pollution, flow modification, habitat destruction, and the introduction of 
invasive species are the primary drivers of species decline in inland aquatic ecosystems 
(Arthington et al., 2010; Dudgeon et al., 2006; Reid et al., 2018).  
Freshwater fishes are suffering extinctions at a more rapid rate than any other group of 
vertebrates in North America (reviewed in Burkhead, 2012). Population declines are also 
widespread within this taxon as 65% of freshwater fishes have shown evidence of decline in the 
last 50 years (Baillie et al., 2010). Canadian freshwater fishes are not exempt from these global 
trends. Within Canada greater than 70 Designatable Units (DUs, a species, subspecies, variety, or 
geographically or genetically distinct population where such units are both discrete and 
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evolutionarily significant (COSEWIC, 2019a)) of fishes are listed under the federal 
government’s Species at Risk Act (SARA) (SARA, 2020). SARA protects biodiversity by: 
preventing the extinction or extirpation of wildlife species, by providing a mechanism for the 
recovery of species that are already extirpated, endangered or threatened, and by managing 
species of special concern to prevent any further decline in their status (SARA, 2015). The goal 
of recovery activity is the mitigation of further loss of biodiversity and the restoration of 
extirpated species to their historical ranges (SARA, 2015). The first priority in many species’ 
recovery attempts is habitat restoration and much of the action towards species recovery has been 
towards this end (Lamothe & Drake, 2019). Once habitats have been restored to a state where 
species persistence is possible, other actions are often required for recovery including 
translocation (among others). Translocation is essential when recolonization of rehabilitated 
habitat is not possible. Comparatively little work has been done to support conservation 
translocations despite reintroduction being identified as a recovery action for many of freshwater 
species listed under SARA (Lamothe & Drake, 2019; Lamothe et al. 2019).  
Reintroduction biology 
Translocation is defined as the human-mediated transport of an organism from one 
location to another with the goal of establishing a population to achieve a conservation objective 
(IUCN/SSC, 2013). This is a broad term that encompasses many different categories of human-
mediate organism transportation, including translocation for conservation. Reintroductions are a 
sub-category of translocation carried out for species conservation and can be defined as the 
movement of captively raised or wild-caught organisms to a location within their historical range 
from which they are extirpated (Armstrong & Seddon, 2008). The goal of a reintroduction 
program is to establish a self-sustaining population in an area previously occupied by a particular 
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species (Seddon et al., 2014). This is only possible if suitable habitat exists; therefore, the focus 
of research and recovery efforts on habitat restoration is understandable. Habitat restoration 
efforts are unlikely to successfully prompt natural recolonization if a species is scarce in its 
natural range (Morandini et al., 2017). Reintroduction is especially important in diffuse inland 
systems characterized by natural and human barriers, where the natural spread of species is 
truncated (O’Reilly & Doyle, 2007). Reintroduction is increasingly being considered a tool vital 
to recovery efforts (Lamothe et al., 2019; Lamothe & Drake, 2019; Seddon et al., 2014). It is 
often the only option when native fishes are extirpated from part or all of their historical range 
(Seddon et al., 2014).  
Genetic considerations for reintroduction 
Many studies have supported the importance of taking genetics into consideration for 
reintroduction success (Fraser, 2008; Schwartz et al., 2007). Ignoring genetics when planning 
reintroductions may endanger extant populations because reintroductions sourced from wild 
populations alter the genetic structure of the source population (Weeks et al., 2011).  For 
example, source-population selection not informed by sufficient genetic information can 
potentially lead to either inbreeding or outbreeding depression (Gum et al., 2009; Huff et al., 
2011; Moyer et al., 2009; Sousa et al., 2010). Choosing a source population for a reintroduction 
requires more information than a simple measure of genetic diversity. Characterization for 
genetic matching strategies should be prioritized (Minckley, 1995; Weeks et al., 2011, Houde et 
al. 2015). Therefore, characterizing the genetic structure among a species’ populations is 
necessary for a complete assessment of its conservation status. Such an analysis could play a 
critical role in addressing reintroduction challenges including small population sizes, source 
population selection, and captive rearing. 
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Population genetics for conservation and small populations 
The creation of DUs for conservation prioritization can take genetics into consideration 
when determining which populations or groups thereof are discrete (COSEWIC, 2018). 
Knowledge of population genetics is also vital to the management of wild populations (Aguilar 
et al., 2008; O’Grady et al., 2006; Reed et al., 2003). Species in decline tend to be characterized 
by small extant populations. The fragmentation of natural contiguous habitat into patches 
occupied by small isolated populations is often linked to inbreeding depression, genetic drift and 
loss of genetic diversity (adaptive potential) (Aguilar et al., 2008; Allendorf et al., 2010; 
Frankham, 2010). Inbreeding depression is a reduction in the mean fitness of a population as a 
result of a loss in genetic diversity, leading to the homozygous expression of deleterious 
recessive alleles due to low heterozygosity (Allendorf et al., 2013). Inbreeding depression is 
especially common in small populations where kin mating may be unavoidable (Weeks et al., 
2011). Individual fitness metrics, such as fecundity and survival, are adversely affected when 
recessive alleles are expressed in a homozygous manner (Charlesworth & Willis, 2009). Loss of 
genetic diversity and inbreeding are associated with increased extinction risks (O’Grady et al., 
2006). This increased risk of extinction can be linked to a lack of adaptive potential within 
genetically homogenous populations (Allendorf et al., 2013). Molecular markers, such as 
microsatellites, can be used to approximate adaptive potential under the assumption that genetic 
variability at neutral loci is correlated with functional variability (Caballero & García-Dorado, 
2013). Small isolated and declining populations are likely to suffer from lack of genetic variation 
and inbreeding depression (Breed et al., 2013). Likewise, newly introduced populations are 
likely to suffer from similar challenges. These challenges should be mitigated for successful 
reintroductions through proper source population selection and management of reintroduction 
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efforts. Identifying which populations require genetic rescue or would serve as good seed 
populations for reintroduction requires an assessment of the genetic quality or match of extant 
populations within the species range. This type of assessment may be accomplished with neutral 
genetic markers like microsatellites.  
Microsatellites 
Microsatellites are repeated DNA motifs, usually 1-6 nucleotides long, organized in 
tandem and found in relatively high frequency in most eukaryotic genomes (Selkoe & Toonen, 
2006). The short motifs that make up the bulk of a microsatellite are repeated a variable number 
of times. These molecular markers are also known as simple sequence repeats (SSRs) or as short 
tandem repeats (STRs) and are non-coding (Oliveira et al., 2006). The DNA found on either side 
of a series of repeats is termed the flanking region and it is generally unique to a particular 
microsatellite region. Microsatellite primers (complimentary oligonucleotides) bind with the 
flanking region to specify amplification using polymerase chain reaction (Selkoe & Toonen, 
2006). Microsatellites are thought to mainly evolve through a process known as replication 
slippage which tends to add or remove whole repeats to a microsatellite (Putman & Carbone, 
2014). This mode of mutation is thought to create homoplasy (alleles that are identical in form 
but are not orthologous (identical by descent)) (Oliveira et al., 2006). Homoplasy can lead to 
erroneous inferences of shared descent. Homoplasy is not the only disadvantage of 
microsatellites. The flanking regions of microsatellite are often species specific and thus new 
marker sets must be developed for non-model organisms (Selkoe & Toonen, 2006). The 
specificity of microsatellite primer means that cross-species contamination is not an issue when 
compared with techniques that rely on universal primer sets. Additionally, microsatellite loci 
often do not amplify across all individuals for a species due to the presence of null alleles. 
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Homoplasy is hypothesized to be caused by back mutations and high rates of mutation in this 
marker type (Putman & Carbone, 2014; Viard et al., 1998) but a high mutation rate is also and 
advantageous property for microsatellites. These markers are highly polymorphic and exhibit 
mutational rates that exceed the average for the complete eukaryotic genome (Hodel et al., 
2019). High mutation rates make microsatellites a good measure of contemporary genetic 
structure between populations and high levels of polymorphism lend microsatellites to 
applications in conservation, parentage assignment and population genetics (Putman & Carbone, 
2014). While rapidly being replaced by newer methods such as genotyping by sequencing, 
fragment length analysis of microsatellites remains a relevant method of analysis (Hodel et al., 
2019). Microsatellites are easy to amplify, can be manually (or digitally) scored, are usually 
selectively neutral and tend to be inherited following Mendelian patterns. Microsatellites are also 
fairly cost effective and may be the preferred method when the inclusion of many samples is a 
priority or when financial factors limit a project. Microsatellites will likely contain to be a cost-
effective option in the near future (Hodel et al., 2019). Microsatellites are often not available for 
species at risk and must be developed before they can be applied in a conservation setting. These 
markers can then be used to characterize the genetic structure of populations and inform source 
population selection for reintroductions.  
Source population selection 
It is imperative to avoid selecting populations with low genetic variability when sourcing 
a reintroduction. Populations that suffer from low diversity or, in the case of reintroduction from 
captivity, show signs of adaptation to domestic conditions should be avoided (Montalvo et al., 
1997; Weeks et al., 2011). Houde et al. (2015) outlined a framework for optimal source 
population selection with multiple strategies for choosing a seed population (see Figure 1.1). One 
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of these strategies involves environment matching, while two other strategies are based on 
genetic parameters. The environment matching strategy advises the selection of a source 
population based upon the ecological parameters of the reintroduction habitat. By matching 
environments, the selected population is likely to be adapted to release conditions (i.e. locally 
adapted), that are beneficial in reintroduction. The remaining two strategies outlined by Houde et 
al. (2015) rely on evaluation of the genetic structure of potential source populations. The first of 
these strategies is the ancestry matching strategy. Here, local adaptation is accounted for in 
source population selection by attempting to match the ancestry of the population to be 
reintroduced to the ancestry of the extirpated population through genetic similarities. The goal is 
to select a source population displaying genetic similarity to the extirpated population so that it 
will have adaptations suited to the reintroduction environment. This strategy is most relevant if 
the reintroduction is temporally close to the extirpation event so that subsequent ecosystem 
alterations have not occurred and will not impair reintroduction efforts. For example, use of the 
ancestry matching strategy may be of little value in the reintroduction of Atlantic Salmon (Salmo 
salar) to Lake Ontario in part due to drastic alterations in salmon habitat over the last century 
(Beeton, 2002). The second of the genetic-based reintroduction strategies outlined in the 
framework presented by Houde et al. (2015) is the adaptive potential strategy. This approach 
argues that reintroductions should draw from populations that have high genetic variation. 
Genetically diverse populations can be selected using neutral markers, such as microsatellites, 
and measures of diversity such as allelic richness and heterozygosity (Excoffier & Heckel, 2006; 
Williams et al., 2014). The adaptive potential strategy can use a single high-quality source 
population (one with high adaptive potential) or it can rely on multiple source population with 
different gene pools. Reintroductions sourced from multiple populations can lead to increased 
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genetic variation in the reintroduced population (Breed et al., 2013). Additionally, one of the 
source populations may be locally adapted to the reintroduction site’s environmental conditions. 
The downside of this sort of genetic bet-hedging is that outbreeding depression may occur if the 
populations used are too genetically dissimilar (Cochran-Biederman et al., 2015; IUCN/SSC, 
2013; Weeks et al., 2011). 
Captive breeding 
There is an advantage to using wild populations over hatchery-raised populations in 
reintroductions with wild-sourced reintroductions displaying higher success rates (Cochran-
Biederman et al., 2015). The genetic constraints of captive-breeding programs likely play a large 
role in this differential success rate. Inbreeding, small founder populations, lack of mate choice, 
and adaptation to captivity are some factors that may contribute to the poor genetic quality of 
captive populations (Neff et al., 2011; Ryman & Laikre, 1991). Despite the challenges involved, 
captive breeding is necessary when natural populations are too small to persist in the wild or 
support the removal of individuals for translocation (Frankham, 2008; Seddon et al., 2007b, 
2007a). A variety of methods can be used to maintain genetic diversity and fitness within 
captively bred stock. Using populations located as close as possible to probable reintroduction 
sites can ensure that genetic adaptations to regional environments are not lost during captive 
propagation and reduce the chances of outbreeding depression (Brannon et al., 2004; Huff et al., 
2011). Allowing mate choice in captivity can confer a fitness increase on offspring (Fleming, 
1994; Pitcher & Neff, 2007). Effective population size should be maintained in captive 
populations by sourcing breeding stock from a diverse population and by preventing inbreeding 
(Montgomery et al., 1997; Saltzgiver et al., 2012). Microsatellite markers may be used to help 
inform captive-breeding programs by providing basic information about a population’s diversity 
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as a whole and the relatedness among individuals. Competition in relation to reproduction and 
skewed reproductive success causes a reduction in effective population size (Anthony & 
Blumstein, 2000; Bekkevold et al., 2002). This reduction in effective population arising from 
skewed breeding success is concerning in captive-breeding programs, especially those that allow 
mass spawning (Boudry et al., 2002; Campton, 2004). Reproductive skew must be controlled in 
fish conservation projects where the release of genetically inferior stock can cause ‘swamping’ 
and drastically reduce the fitness of wild stocks through genetic homogenization (Araki et al., 
2007; Ryman & Laikre, 1991). Observationally, determining which individuals may monopolize 
reproductive opportunities is difficult because multiple morphological and behavioural traits are 
correlated with reproductive success (Elgee et al., 2012; Stapley & Keogh, 2006) and, thus, 
molecular techniques must be used to monitor levels of reproductive skew in captive settings. 
Microsatellite markers may be employed to examine reproductive skew in captively bred 
populations. Additionally, these markers can be used to look at changes in genetic diversity 
between generations to help inform the preservation of diversity in conservation breeding 
programs.  
Post-reintroduction monitoring 
Post-reintroduction monitoring is not easy but genetic tools can be used to examine 
suitability of different reintroduction methods following release. Most reintroduction attempts 
are unsuccessful (Fischer & Lindenmayer, 2000; Godefroid et al., 2011; Minckley, 1995; Sheller 
et al., 2006). Small population size and lack of genetic variation could contribute to many 
failures yet go unnoticed due to a lack of post-reintroduction monitoring (Fischer & 
Lindenmayer, 2000; Nichols & Williams, 2006; Seddon et al., 2007b; Sutherland et al., 2010). It 
follows that monitoring reintroduced populations is critical (Laikre et al., 2010). Genetic tools 
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can be used to aid in the monitoring of populations following release to help inform future 
reintroductions. A multitude of studies have examined the genetics of captive breeding (Cooper 
et al., 2010; Saltzgiver et al., 2012; Seddon et al., 2014; Tzika et al., 2009) but comparatively 
little research has investigated the genetic character of populations after their release. Monitoring 
is especially useful if the reintroduced population is genetically assessed immediately prior to 
release to allow for comparison of population structure before and after reintroduction 
(Koelewijn et al., 2010). Microsatellite markers can be used to monitor the genetic structure of a 
reintroduced population. In a recent study, captive beach mice (Peromyscus polionotus 
trissyllepsis) were reintroduced and microsatellites were successfully employed to track the fate 
of the new population (Greene et al., 2017). Greene et al. (2017) used microsatellites to track the 
effective population size of the reintroduced beach mice and identify admixture between the 
reintroduce population and neighbouring populations. Similarly, microsatellites were used to 
assess populations of reintroduced Lake Sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens) in the Mississippi and 
Missouri Rivers (Berkman et al., 2020). Here, microsatellite data suggested that future stocking 
events be sourced from established local populations rather than the previously used source 
populations to reduce risk of outbreeding depression moving forward. Here genetic data altered 
management choices.  
Demand for non-invasive detection techniques 
Knowledge of a species distribution and habitat occupancy prior to reintroduction is 
critical (Mooers et al., 2010). It is important to ensure that species are being reintroduced into 
areas that lack an extant population. Definitively establishing the absence of species is difficult 
and can be prohibitively expensive using conventional sampling (Morell, 2008). Additionally, 
conventional methods of detecting freshwater fishes. such as seining and electrofishing, are 
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prone to high error rates and are imperfect means of detecting a species occurrence (Guillera‐
Arroita et al., 2017; MacKenzie, 2005). Techniques that rely on physical interactions with an 
organism may also cause mortality or reduce fitness by inducing stress (Snyder, 2003). This is 
especially concerning when assaying occupancy for rare or endangered fishes and calls for 
detection methods that minimize mortality and yet are still able to accurately assess fish 
occurrence (Breck, 2006). eDNA is a promising non-invasive technique that offers strong 
sensitivity and reduced invasiveness in assaying habitat occupancy (Coble et al., 2019).eDNA is 
can be defined as fragments of DNA that are left behind by an organism in the abiotic 
components of an ecosystem (i.e., water). (Díaz-Ferguson & Moyer, 2014). Quantification of 
eDNA can be used to assess if a habitat is inhabited when conventional methods of sampling are 
too risky. For example, direct methods of survey can cause mortality while eDNA, an indirect 
method of detection, does not (Castañeda et al., 2020). Additionally, eDNA can be used 
throughout the year, even in temperate ecosystems when winter temperatures preclude other 
methods of sampling (Khalsa, Smith, Jochum, Savory, & López, 2020). Finally, eDNA surveys 
are often less expensive than conventional means of survey, allowing for more extensive 
sampling efforts with a similar budget (Biggs et al., 2015; Khalsa et al., 2020)  
Environmental DNA for estimating occupancy  
 Environmental DNA monitoring for the occurrence of aquatic species relies on the 
collection of water samples to act as the basis of molecular assays, rather than relying on 
conventional methods of observation or trapping (Taberlet et al., 2012). These bulk water 
samples contain biological material or free DNA molecules that are released from tissues (skin, 
scales, blood, etc.) and excretions (saliva, urine, faeces etc.) into the water column. eDNA as a 
detection method has its roots in work done on microbial communities (Handelsman, 2004; 
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Venter et al., 2004) but, more recently, its potential to detect larger-bodied species was 
recognized when it was used to detect bullfrog (Lithobates catesbeianus) in water samples ( 
Ficetola et al., 2008). Since then, interest in the use of eDNA assays in ecology and conservation 
has greatly increased (Jerde et al., 2011). Aquatic eDNA analysis requires the following general 
protocol: collection of a water sample(s), extraction of the DNA from the sample, and PCR 
(generally quantitative PCR) amplification of the target species DNA (Bronnenhuber & Wilson, 
2013). eDNA analysis is an emerging technology and, as such, there is little standardization in 
sampling. This lack of consistency can be associated with the novelty of the field and with the 
versatility of the technology itself, which lends itself to myriad applications. The variety in 
sampling protocols matches the variety of uses for this technology (Rees, Maddison, 
Middleditch, Patmore, & Gough, 2014). In aquatic settings, the number and volume of samples 
taken per sampling location can vary greatly. Stagnant systems tend to be associated with smaller 
sample volumes while sampling carried out in flowing bodies of water, such as rivers and 
streams requires larger volume of samples, and higher number of replicates (Rees et al., 2014). 
Sample volumes have ranged from as little as 15 mL ( Ficetola et al., 2008) to 20 L (Kelly et al., 
2014). Imperfect detection necessitates the use of at least triplicate samples for detection in 
aquatic systems (Rees et al., 2014). Similarly, it is recommended that extracted DNA be 
quantified in three separate qPCR reactions or replicates (Rees et al., 2014). Biological and 
technical replicates are important to ensure the validity of results and reduce the number of false 
positives and false negatives within a given study. The sensitivity of eDNA as a methodology 
also necessitates stringent protocols to reduce contamination (Goldberg et al., 2016) and the 
inclusion of negative controls to validate results (Rees et al., 2014). Despite the sensitivity of the 
eDNA assay necessitating stringent controls, this aspect of the analysis is one of its greatest 
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strengths and is advantageous when compared to conventional survey methods. Jerde et al. 
(2011) found that eDNA surveying increased detection sensitivity compared to traditional 
fisheries surveillance tools and decreased potential for harm to the species of study as it does not 
require direct handling. Conventional sampling involves direct interaction with a species and can 
lead to stress and mortality (Snyder, 2003). As eDNA surveys do not involve the direct 
observation of a species in the wild, the persistence of detectable quantities of genetic material in 
the environment becomes a factor in determining the temporal relevance of a detection (Barnes 
et al., 2014).The longevity of an eDNA signal in the environment depends on a variety of biotic 
and abiotic factors including the characteristics of the DNA itself, light, oxygen, pH, salinity, 
substrate abundance and composition, microbial and enzymatic activities (Barnes & Turner, 
2016). Determining how long species-specific DNA lasts in a given environment may be 
important when interpreting eDNA data. Transport and diffusion of genetic materials through an 
environment can also alter the interpretation of eDNA data. This is especially pertinent in 
flowing systems, such as rivers. A study by Foppen et al. (2011) compared the downstream 
transport of a salt tracer to artificial DNA tracers in a flowing system. They found that the 
quantity of DNA within a stream system decreased as it flowed downstream and hypothesized 
that instream biotic and abiotic processes removed the DNA tracer from the system. Despite the 
reduction in quantity, the tracer was still present in detectable quantities over a kilometer 
downstream of the release site (Foppen et al., 2011). Similarly, Balasingham, Walter, & Heath 
(2017) found that eDNA could be found 960 m downstream from a release site in a natural river 
system. Clearly flow regimes should be considered when interpreting eDNA data in riverine 
systems. eDNA has been used to identify populations of imperilled fish and amphibians such as 
Eastern Hellbender (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis) and Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) 
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(Olson et al., 2012; Serrao et al., 2018). eDNA is also attractive for conservation applications 
because it does not require direct contact with potentially sensitive species.  It is clear that eDNA 
can be used for species detection (Jerde et al., 2011) and determining community composition 
(Kelly et al., 2014) but, recently, it has been recognized for its potential to determine species-




The Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) is a small freshwater fish native to North 
America (see Figure 1.2). It is an omnivorous member of the sucker family Catostomidae and the 
only member of the genus Erimyzon in Canada (COSEWIC, 2008; Mandrak & Crossman, 1996). 
Lake Chubsucker is found across eastern North America, ranging from Texas and southern 
Florida to the Laurentian Great Lakes basin in the north (Staton et al., 2012). It is a species that 
prefers warm temperatures, 28 – 34°C, which limits its northern range at the northern end (Coker 
et al., 2001). Within Canada, this species is limited to southern Ontario where it has a fragmented 
and limited distribution (COSEWIC, 2008). Here, at the northern end of its range, the Lake 
Chubsucker spawns between the end of April and June when water temperatures are 20°C on 
average (Staton et al., 2012). Spawning occurs in shallow and highly vegetated waters (Staton et 
al., 2012) with 3,000 to 20,000 eggs scattered across vegetative substrates (Becker, 1983). This 
species is found in aquatic habitats with low or no flow, clear water, and abundant vegetation 
including floodplain lakes, marshes, and wetlands (COSEWIC, 2008; Mandrak & Crossman, 
1996; Staton et al., 2012). In Ontario, Lake Chubsucker is largely found in shallow waterbodies 
containing its preferred habitat. These include ditches, oxbow lakes, and wetlands (COSEWIC, 
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2008). It prefers water with a depth of two metres or less and is sensitive to turbidity and flow 
(Lane et al., 1996). It subsists on a diet of plankton, small crustaceans, mussels, aquatic insects, 
filamentous algae, and other plant material (Staton et al., 2012). The Lake Chubsucker prefers 
areas with substrates composed of gravel, sand, silt, and debris. The Lake Chubsucker is 
becoming rarer across its entire range (Staton et al., 2012). In 2011, Lake Chubsucker was listed 
as endangered in Canada under the federal Species at Risk Act. It is considered threatened in the 
province of Ontario (Staton et al., 2012). One reason for the decline of this species could be a 
widespread loss of viable habitat throughout its range due to siltation and loss of wetlands 
(Staton et al., 2012). This fish is thought to have a restricted dispersal ability (Leslie & Timmins, 
1997; Tomelleri, 2011). The fragmented nature of Lake Chubsucker habitat combined with its 
poor dispersal ability and limited Canadian range makes it likely to have strong genetic 
divergence among its isolated Ontario populations (Randall et al., 2010; Slatkin, 1987; Hauser et 
al. 2019). Limited dispersal ability in this species and its small endemic populations means that it 
will likely not naturally colonize rehabilitated habitat within its historical range. Therefore, 
reintroduction could be one tool used to recover this species within Canada. Reintroduction has 
not yet been attempted for Lake Chubsucker in Canada. However, reintroduction has been 
acknowledged as a recovery measure under SARA (Staton et al., 2012). Lamothe et al. (2019) 
identified a lack of knowledge of the size, condition and, genetic structure of local populations as 
a knowledge gap that is preventing the implementation of a properly informed reintroduction for 
Lake Chubsucker in Canada.  
Redside Dace 
  Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) is a small-bodied North American freshwater 
minnow. This leuciscid species has a disjunct distribution across its range with populations 
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limited to drainage basins of the lower Laurentian Great Lakes (Erie, Huron, and Ontario), upper 
Mississippi River, Ohio River, Allegheny River and upper Susquehanna River drainages 
(COSEWIC, 2007, 2017; DFO, 2019; Parker et al., 1988; Poos et al., 2012). Within these basins, 
Redside Dace occupies small headwater streams and are associated with deep pools, riffles, 
overhanging banks, and areas with an abundance of riparian vegetation (Andersen, 2002; McKee 
& Parker, 1982; Parker et al., 1988). Redside Dace is known to use the nests of heterospecific 
species such as Creek Chub (Semotilus aromaculatus) during spawning. These nests, and 
therefore Redside Dace spawning activities, are associated with gravel riffles (Koster, 1939). 
Redside Dace spawns in May and June with peak spawning activities varying between 
populations and female Redside Dace lay between 400 and 2000 propagules each season (Koster, 
1939; McKee & Parker, 1982; Scott & Crossman, 1998). Redside Dace is a coolwater species, 
with reported spawning temperatures for this cyprinid ranging from 16 to 18.3C in Ontario 
(COSEWIC, 2007, 2017)Outside of spawning, Redside Dace typically occupy pools bordered by 
riparian grasses that host the terrestrial insects that make up the bulk of their diet (Andersen, 
2002; McKee & Parker, 1982; Novinger et al., 2000). Redside Dace populations have declined 
significantly in recent decades, leading them to be listed as Endangered under SARA in 2017 
(Coker et al., 2001; COSEWIC, 2007, 2017; Parker et al., 1988; Poos et al., 2012). These 
declines can be attributed to habitat loss and degradation associated with development 
(COSEWIC, 2017; DFO, 2019; Parker et al., 1988; Poos et al., 2012; Scott M Reid & Parna, 
2017). Urbanization and increases in land use for agriculture lead to loss of riparian buffer, 
increases turbidity and changes in hydrology that reduce the amount of viable habitat for Redside 
Dace (reviewed in Lamothe et al. 2019). In Canada, extant Redside Dace populations coincide 
with rapid urban development making recovery efforts difficult (Lamothe et al., 2019). Lamothe 
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et al. (2019) indicated that identifying suitable sites for species reintroduction as well as seasonal 
changes in habitat use (especially winter habitat) were issues that must be resolved before 
Redside Dace recovery efforts can include reintroductions.  
 
Thesis Overview 
Chapter 1 - Development and optimization of apparently diploid microsatellite marker suite for 
tetraploid Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) 
No studies have characterized the range-wide genetic structure of Lake Chubsucker 
populations, with very few having examined the genetics of this species. A recent analysis of 
Lake Chubsucker mitochondrial COI sequences focused solely on Canadian populations (Hauser 
et al., 2019). This study found that the Lyons Creek population harboured individuals with 
unique haplotypes and called for further investigation into the possibility this isolated population 
could represent a designable unit (DU) for conservation purposes (Hauser et al., 2019). 
Understanding how this population fits into the range-wide genetic structure of Lake Chubsucker 
requires a more through investigation that incorporates populations from this species’ entire 
range. A more comprehensive investigation would involve both mitochondrial and microsatellite 
markers. However, no species-specific primers have been designed to amplify microsatellite loci 
in Lake Chubsucker. Without the development of such molecular markers, the genetic structure 
of the North American populations of Lake Chubsucker cannot be completely characterized. It 
can be assumed that the Canadian populations of this fish have limited genetic diversity and 
small effective population sizes due to their small and fragmented populations (Staton et al., 
2012). To better manage and protect natural populations of Lake Chubsucker, conservation 
managers must consider the genetic structure of all extant populations. Knowledge of genetic 
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structure allows for the identification of designable units (DU) for conservation assessment and 
prioritization, informs source-population selection choices, and helps to identify populations with 
low effective population size for remediation (Allendorf et al., 2013; Houde et al., 2015). 
Knowledge of which populations are potentially suffering from inbreeding, patterns of gene 
flow, and genetic diversity for this species will help to advance its conservation and may open 
the door for translocations from secure populations in the United States. This chapter of my 
thesis aims to develop functionally diploid microsatellite markers and test these markers by 
characterizing the genetic structure of two populations of wild Lake Chubsucker with the goal of 
demonstrating the utility of the developed markers. The markers can then be employed in other 
studies to characterize the genetic structure within and among populations of Erimyzon sucetta 
for informed management decisions.  
Chapter 2 - Over-winter detection of an endangered freshwater cyprinid using environmental 
DNA 
Successful conservation and recovery efforts require that a species monitoring program 
be put in place to gather information regarding habitat occupancy (Campbell et al., 2002). In 
many cases even basic knowledge of a species occupancy outside of traditional survey seasons 
(spring, summer and fall) in temperate regions is lacking. Winter conditions in the temperate 
areas of the northern hemisphere add a layer of difficulty to monitoring programs. These 
challenges are compounded in aquatic systems that can be partially or fully covered in ice for 
much of the year. Therefore, winter ecology and habitat occupancy of many aquatic species is 
poorly understood. This knowledge gap could pose a problem and is especially important in 
situations where imperiled species habitat is being protected or reintroductions are taking place. 
Reintroduction cannot proceed without an understanding of a species’ seasonal occupancy a to 
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ensure that reintroduction habitat is sufficient and does not overlap with existing populations. 
Conventional sampling, such as trapping, seining and electrofishing, are impractical, impossible, 
or dangerous in winter. Therefore, the challenges of the winter season require the adoption of 
novel sampling methods. eDNA is a sensitive and non-invasive method of species detection, and 
it has been established as a reliable method to detect even specific species at very low densities 
in fall, summer and spring. Recently, some limited work has been completed on eDNA in winter 
(see Dunker et al., 2016; Kasai, Takada, Yamazaki, Masuda, & Yamanaka, 2020; Khalsa, Smith, 
Jochum, Savory, & López, 2020a). For example Feng, Bulté, & Lougheed (2020) used eDNA to 
locate turtle hibernacula in winter, confirming their results with remotely operated vehicles. 
Despite previous successes employing eDNA in winter, challenges remain. Lower winter 
temperatures and ice cover could increase the longevity of eDNA signals within an aquatic 
system (Barnes & Turner, 2016). This should raise detection probabilities and allow signals to 
travel farther in flowing systems. Additionally, low temperatures could render sampling more 
difficult by impeding access to water for sample collection (sampling sites may be covered in ice 
or shore access may be treacherous) and by increasing sample handling difficulties (technicians 
may need bulky winter clothing that is at odds with sterile procedure). Additionally, the removal 
of potentially contaminating residues from the outside of sampling bottles is difficult, especially 
in extreme cold and could increase the chances of contamination as well as false positives. Even 
outside of winter conditions, challenges remain in the interpretation of eDNA data, especially in 
flowing systems where hydrology may transport genetic material out of a system or confuse 
signal source. This could be problematic for the detection of imperilled species that are often 
rare. We hypothesize that flow rate should affect detection strength and be negatively correlated 
with eDNA signal strength in our flowing study system. Overall, little work has been done to 
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survey species-at-risk over wintering using eDNA to determine habitat use and occupancy. This 
work provides an opportunity to test eDNA for the winter survey of an endangered minnow in a 
flowing stream habitat. 
Redside Dace occupancy in the winter is not well studied with previous work focusing on 
spring, summer, and fall habitat use. It is thought that this cyprinid species uses deep pools with 
low currents as refugia during the winter (DFO, 2019). Reduced levels of rainfall and 
temperatures below freezing may reduce discharge in headwater streams in winter. I speculate 
that these changes may disproportionately affect habitat suitability of the headwater reaches of 
Redside Dace occupied streams causing a seasonal range contraction. II hypothesize that 
detections of Redside Dace occurrence at upstream sites should be significantly different from 
those at downstream sites, in either number of sites with detections or in the signal strength of 
those detections (copies per reaction as a proxy for abundance (Doi et al., 2017)). Serrao et al. 
(2016) compared eDNA to conventional methods of sampling in detecting Redside Dace in all 
seasons but winter. They detected Redside Dace at more sites using eDNA than electrofishing 
and found that the detection probability using eDNA was consistently high. This previous work 
and other surveys of Redside Dace occupancy can act as a point of comparison for our study. 
Here, I use environmental DNA as a method of estimating habitat occupancy during the winter 
and determine whether Redside Dace occupy the same sites in winter as they do at other times of 
the year. This study could inform conservation efforts for Redside Dace in Canada and has 
broader implications for informing the use of eDNA in winter ecology studies. Knowledge of 
how Redside Dace use habitat during the winter could inform future efforts to identify and 
protect critical areas and is also important for reintroduction efforts, allowing for better 
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Figure 1.1. Source population selection framework outlined by Houde et al. 2015. Flow chart 
guides source population selection choices based on current knowledge of a species genetic 






Figure 1.2. Distribution of Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) in North America. Brown areas 
represent the estimated extent of extant populations while red represents areas of the range where 






Figure 1.3. Distribution of Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) in North America. Brown 
represents the estimated range of extant populations while red represents extirpated populations 





CHAPTER 2 - DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF APPARENTLY DIPLOID 
MICROSATELLITE MARKER SUITE FOR TETRAPLOID LAKE CHUBSUCKER 
(ERIMYZON SUCETTA) 
Introduction 
 Conservation efforts for species at risk can often benefit from information that can only 
be obtain using molecular techniques; however, as non-model organisms, imperilled species 
generally do not have published molecular markers. Microsatellite markers are relatively 
inexpensive to develop and can be used to answer many questions relevant to the conservation of 
species at risk (Hodel et al., 2019). They can be employed to characterize population genetics 
and to aid in source population selection for reintroductions. The development of microsatellites 
is a first step in assessing the genetic status of a species at risk.  
The Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) is a relatively small freshwater fish occupying 
eastern North America. It is a member of the family Catostomidae and a benthivore, preferring 
habitats with slow-moving water, low levels of turbidity, and dense aquatic vegetation. It 
occupies oxbow lakes, marshes, and wetlands (COSEWIC, 2008; Mandrak & Crossman, 1996; 
Staton et al., 2012). In Canada, this species is in decline across its fragmented range (Staton et 
al., 2012). Currently, Lake Chubsucker is listed as endangered in Canada under the federal 
Species at Risk Act and is considered threatened in the province of Ontario (Staton et al., 2012). 
Habitat loss due agricultural development and the draining of coastal wetlands are major 
contributors to the decline of this species in Canada (Staton et al., 2012). Canadian Lake 
Chubsucker populations are confined to southern Ontario where a few disjunct populations 
remain (COSEWIC, 2008). Lake Chubsucker habitat is discontinuous and the species does not 
have strong dispersal abilities. therefore, Canadian Lake Chubsucker populations are genetically 
distinct from one another (Randall et al., 2010; Slatkin, 1987). This species does not show 
potential for natural recolonization because of its limited ability to disperse to rehabilitated 
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habitat and fragmented, isolated habitat. Therefore, reintroduction and captive breeding could 
play a role in the recovery of this species within Canada. Reintroduction has been acknowledged 
as a potential recovery action under SARA for Lake Chubsucker (Lamothe et al., 2019; Staton et 
al., 2012). However, Lamothe et al. (2019) identified a lack of knowledge of the genetic structure 
of local populations as one of the knowledge gaps preventing the implementation of a properly 
informed reintroduction. Source populations for reintroduction with high genetic diversity can be 
identified using neutral markers, such as microsatellites, and measures of diversity such as allelic 
richness and heterozygosity (Excoffier & Heckel, 2006; Williams et al., 2014).; however, no 
nuclear markers exist to assay these parameters for Lake Chubsucker.  
Limited genetic work has been completed on Lake Chubsucker (but see Hauser, 
Fontenelle, Elbassiouny, Mandrak, & Lovejoy, 2019). Hauser et al. (2019) recently sequenced a 
623 base pair segment of COI and used this mitochondrial gene to characterize the genetic 
structure of Canadian Lake Chubsucker populations. This work was limited to Canada and, 
therefore, no genetic data are available for the majority of the North American range of this 
species. Hauser et al. (2019) did not employ nuclear markers in their study but identified the 
need to examine more contemporary patterns of diversity with nuclear markers (such as 
microsatellites). However, no species-specific primers have been designed to amplify 
microsatellite loci in Lake Chubsucker. Microsatellite markers could be used to help identify 
designatable units (DUs), aid in source-population selection for reintroductions, and assess 
skewed reproductive success in captively bred populations. Without the development of such 
molecular markers, the fine-scale (contemporary) genetic structure of the North American 
populations of Lake Chubsucker cannot be completely characterized, preventing genetically 
informed conservation efforts. Additionally, no data have been published on the effective 
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population size of any of the extant populations of this fish in Canada. It can be assumed that the 
Canadian populations of this fish have limited genetic diversity and small effective population 
sizes due to their small overall population size (Staton et al., 2012). If no populations within 
Canada demonstrate adequate levels of genetic diversity or minimally viable population sizes 
(Staton et al. 2012), a captive-breeding program should be considered for this species. No 
experiments have been conducted to investigate the viability of captive propagation as a 
conservation strategy for Lake Chubsucker.  
The importance of characterizing the genetic properties of a captive population has been 
identified by multiple authors (Araki et al., 2007; Christie et al., 2012; Witzenberger & 
Hochkirch, 2011). Issues including inbreeding depression, adaptation to captivity, and 
reproductive skew could be problematic in captive-breeding efforts and warrant further 
investigation. Competition in relation to reproduction and skewed reproductive success causes a 
reduction in effective population size (Anthony & Blumstein, 2000; Bekkevold et al., 2002). 
This reduction in effective population arising from skewed breeding success is concerning in 
captive-breeding programs, especially those that allow mass spawning (Boudry et al., 2002; 
Campton, 2004). Observationally determining which individuals may monopolize reproductive 
opportunities is difficult because multiple morphological and behavioral traits are correlated with 
reproductive success (Elgee et al., 2012; Stapley & Keogh, 2006) and, thus, molecular 
techniques must be used to monitor levels of reproductive skew in captive settings. Effective 
population selection for reintroduction and captive-breeding programs require fine-scale 
population genetic analyses. Therefore, the development of microsatellite markers for E. sucetta 
are required for informed conservation of the species in Canada.  
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Challenges exist in the analysis of microsatellite data for polyploid organisms, such as 
Lake Chubsucker (Uyeno & Smith, 1972), as the bulk of molecular and statistical techniques for 
genetic analysis are focused on diploids (Meirmans et al., 2018). While methods exist for the 
direct analysis of tetraploid microsatellite loci (see Vosman, 2004), these are often inconclusive 
and can lack rigour. One strategy to circumvent challenges posed by polyploidy is to develop 
markers that amplify loci that behave as diploid. This can be accomplished through screening 
primer pairs in many individuals for signs of tetraploidy (individuals with more than 2 different 
alleles per loci). Tetraploid loci are also expected to exhibit higher levels of heterozygosity than 
diploid loci (Meirmans et al., 2018) and excess heterozygosity can be used to identify potentially 
tetraploid loci. Ensuring conclusively that these loci are diploid would require experimental 
populations and a breeding experiment with a subsequent pedigree analysis (see Boscari, 
Barbisan, & Congiu, 2011; Qi et al., 2008). Such an analysis would allow for the determination 
of ploidy for each locus as tetraploid loci would not display diploid Mendelian inheritance 
patterns as is expected for co-dominant markers such as microsatellites (Selkoe & Toonen, 2006; 
Stift et al., 2008). Crosses between individuals with cryptic tetraploid loci (those with an 
intermediate or tetrasomic method of inheritance) would produce offspring with genotype ratios 
that do not conform to disomic Mendelian expectations (Boscari et al., 2011; Stift et al., 2008). 
Screening can also be used to avoid tetraploid markers as researchers can discard markers that 
show more than two peaks per loci per individual marker development. A combination of 
screening and examination allele frequencies in a wild population have been applied in this 
chapter to test the ploidy of developed markers.  
 Although less rigorous than a pedigree assessment, marker screening and testing for 
excess heterozygosity in a natural population can support ploidy determination for microsatellite 
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markers, especially when they are used in combination. Once the ploidy of the markers 
developed has been determined (with reasonable certainty), these markers can then be used to 
test hypotheses about the genetic structure and recent history of extant Lake Chubsucker 
populations. For example, a marker suite can be used to determine if a population bears the 
signatures of a recent population bottleneck event (Garza & Williamson, 2001). Given the 
declining status of Lake Chubsucker across its range (Dirrigl & Hammerson, 2020), we 
hypothesize that extant populations of this species may bear the genetic signature of  recent 
population bottleneck events. I tested this hypothesis by applying a suite of microsatellite 
markers that I developed on two wild populations of Erimyzon sucetta, one found in Michigan 
and the other in Texas. I predict that the Michigan population (MIWI) may be more likely to 
show evidence of a recent bottleneck given that it experiences harsh winter conditions and that 
Lake Chubsucker are imperilled (S2) in this state (Dirrigl & Hammerson, 2020). 
Methods 
 
Overview of workflow 
Tissue samples were collected from across Lake Chubsucker’s range through a 
collaborative multi-institution effort that I initiated. A comprehensive sample set was collected 
from across North America, from Texas in the west to North Carolina in the east and from 
Florida in the south and Ontario in the north (see Figure 2.1). Tissues were loaned from various 
museums or were obtained by sampling conducted by government agencies (see Appendix 1.11). 
I collected additional samples using seines and fyke nets.  
Prior to the development of novel microsatellite markers, an assortment of primers successfully 
used to amplify microsatellite loci in other members of the family Catostomidae were screened 
for amplification success, apparent diploidy, and polymorphism. A subsample of E. sucetta 
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collected from across the species range was used for testing. Following an initial DNA extraction 
(Elphinstone et al., 2003), PCR was performed with each candidate primer using the optimized 
conditions reported in the literature (see Appendix 1.1 for details). Amplified DNA was 
visualized using agarose gel electrophoresis. Primers that lead to DNA amplification were 
optimized (manipulation of annealing temperature and MgSO4 concentrations). This stage is 
referred to below as congener screening and was largely unsuccessful (resulting in only 1 viable 
marker). The lack of success in congener screening led to the decision to develop a microsatellite 
library. I engaged the Cornell Life Science Core Laboratory Center Sequencing and Genotyping 
Facility’s microsatellite library development service to develop novel microsatellite markers for 
Lake Chubsucker (outlined below). Library development proceeded through DNA extraction, 
restriction enzyme digestion, enriched for microsatellites, fragment capture by streptavidin-
coated magnetic beads, and fragment amplification. These libraries were sequenced with 2 x 250 
paired end sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq. Novel microsatellite markers developed in this 
way were optimized and tested for polymorphism and apparent diploidy, described further in the 
section entitled Microsatellite loci testing and optimization. This stage involved the application 
of the developed markers to characterize a natural Lake Chubsucker population. 
Tissue sample collection 
Tissue samples from across the range of Erimyzon sucetta were collected for analysis 
(See Figure 2.1 and Appendix 1.2). Approximately 750 individual Erimyzon sucetta from over 
50 different localities were obtained from various government agencies in the United States. I 
conducted additional field sampling by using seines or fyke nets (Reid, Jones, & Yunker, 2008; 
Samarasin et al. 2016) in areas where sample coverage was poor. Efforts were focused on Lake 
Chubsucker populations in Missouri where the discontinuous northern and southern halves of the 
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species’ distribution are in close proximity. Sampling yielded an additional 91 individuals from 
three separate localities in Missouri. The remaining 234 samples came from museum loans or 
were collected by Fisheries and Oceans Canada. The rarity of this fish across much of its range 
limited the number of individuals collected within each population. 
 
Congener screening 
Potential primer pairs were selected from an assortment of microsatellite loci successfully 
amplified in other members of the family Catostomidae (Bessert et al., 2007; Cardall et al., 2007; 
Lippé et al., 2004; Skalski & Grose, 2006; Tranah et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2016). These were first 
screened for amplification success and then subsequently tested for polymorphism in Erimyzon 
sucetta. Primer screening followed a protocol adapted from Baratti, Alberti, Groenen, 
Veenendaal, and Fulgheri (2001). Fin tissues collected from geographically disparate E. sucetta 
populations were used for screening to ensure that primers developed would amplify on 
individuals across the species range. A minimum of eight different individuals from four 
geographically distinct populations were used (See Appendices 1.1, 1.3 and 1.4). Fin tissue was 
collected from individual fishes via non-lethal sampling (caudal fin clips) and stored in 95% 
ethanol until extraction. Alternatively, some tissues were obtained through museum loans (see 
above). A DNA extraction was carried out following the procedure outlined by Elphinstone, 
Hinten, Anderson, & Nock (2003). After DNA extraction, PCR was performed with each 
candidate primer following the optimized conditions reported in the literature. PCR products 
were visualized on a 2% agarose gel pre-cast stained with (10000x) GelRed (Biotium) and a 100 
basepair ladder (Thermo Scientific). Primer pairs that produced visible bands following the 
initial amplification attempt were then tested with oligonucleotide tags appended to their 5’end. 
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Oligonucleotide tags were used in later screening stages to allow for the addition of fluorescent 
labels for fragment analysis. Forwarder primers were modified to begin with the UniA sequence 
(5’-ACCTGCCTGCCG-3’) while reverse primers had the UniB sequence (5’-
ACGCCACCGAGC-3’) added. These modified primers were re-tested for amplification success 
to ensure that the addition of the oligonucleotide tag did not inhibit primer binding affinity or 
fidelity. It should be noted that following the first round of primer testing, all primer pairs were 
tested with the oligonucleotide tags added (Appendix 1.1). Prospective primers were optimized 
by varying annealing temperature and concentration of MgSO4 in the reaction cocktail. 
Polymorphism and apparent ploidy level for these optimized loci were tested using a SeqStudio 
Genetic Analyzer for fragment analysis. PCR conducted with fluorescently tagged primers was 
used to label PCR product. Reaction mixtures had a total volume of 25µL and contained 10.0 µL 
PCR product, 8.4 µL Millipore ddH2O, 2.5 µL (25mM) MgSO4, 2.5 µL of 10x PCR buffer 
(composed of 100 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 at 25 °C, 500 mM KCl, and 0.8% (v/v) Nonidet P40), 0.5 
µL (10mM) dNTP mixture, 0.5 µL of 5µM fluorescently tagged forward primer, 0.5 µL of 5µM 
reverse primer, and of (1000U) 0.1 µL Taq DNA polymerase. PCR cycling conditions were as 
follows initial denaturation of 95 °C for 2 minutes, followed by 8 cycles of: denaturation at 95 
°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55 °C for 30 seconds and elongation at 72 °C for 60 seconds, 
with a final elongation at 72 °C for 5 minutes. The amplicons were fluorescently tagged with 
FAM, VIC, NED or PET based on the relative intensity of bands displayed in electrophoresis 
visualization during optimization (see Table 2.1). Labelled DNA fragments were pooled 
according to dye label and then diluted for a total dilution factor of 1 in 20. These were then run 
on the SeqStudio genetic analyzer with manufacturer standard conditions and a 5 second 
injection. The resulting plots were analyzed to determine if each primer was polymorphic 
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(multiple alleles present across the individuals amplified) and behaved as diploid or tetraploid 
(based on visual inspection electropherograms -maximum of 2 alleles per loci per individual to 
be considered diploid) Marker development was largely unsuccessful with only 1 loci being 
deemed potentially informative. This prompted the development of a microsatellite library.  
 
Microsatellite library development 
A single Lake Chubsucker was used for library development. Fin tissue was collected 
from a pond-reared E. sucetta housed at the Wilma H. Schiermeier Olentangy River Wetland 
Research Park in Columbus, Ohio in October 2018. This individual was descended from wild 
stock collected at the Killbuck Marsh National Wildlife Area and was one of the parents in an 
ongoing experiment examining reproductive skew in captive Lake Chubsucker. The specimen 
was identified by dichotomous key (Rice & Zimmerman, 2019) and the identity was confirmed 
by Brian Zimmerman. The fin tissue was preserved in a 95% ethanol solution and stored in this 
solution until it was submitted to the Cornell Life Science Core Laboratory Center Sequencing 
and Genotyping Facility for microsatellite library development in March 2019. All stages 
associated with library development save data analysis were performed at the Cornell Life 
Science Core Laboratory Center and Genotyping Facility. A Qiagen DNeasy blood and Tissue 
Kit (www.qiagen.com) was used to extract genomic DNA from the fin clip (RNase was not 
used). Extracted DNA was resuspended with Qiagen AE buffer and concentration was assayed 
with a Qubit 2.0 fluorometer. Restriction enzymes AluI, RsaI, and Hpy166II were used to digest 
the DNA in separate reactions. Following heat inactivation, enzymatic digests were combined, 
and blunt fragment ends were adenylated (+A) with Klenow (exo-) and dATP. A second heat 
inactivation of Klenow (exo-) preceded the supplementation of each reaction with ATP to 1 mM 
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and the ligation of an Illumina Y-adaptor with a T4 DNA ligase. Fragments with ligated Illumina 
Y-adaptors were then enriched for microsatellites through hybridization to 3’-biotinylated 
oligonucleotide repeat probes (Appendix 1.5) and captured using magnetic streptavidin-coated 
beads. Fragments were then amplified with Illumina primers and PCR products were visualized 
on an agarose gel and quantified with a Qubit 2.0 fluorometer. Libraries were pooled and 300-
600 base pair amplicons were isolated with Ampure beads (www.beckmancoulter.com). 
Libraries were submitted to the Sequencing and Genotyping Facility at the Cornell Life sciences 
Core Laboratory Center (CLC) for 2 x 250 paired end sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq. 
Unedited sequence files for the resulting microsatellite library have been submitted to NCBI’s 
Sequence Read Archive. Paired fastq files were assembled in SeqMan NGen (version 11). 
Msatcommander  1.0.8_beta (for Mac OSX) was used to search for dimeric, trimeric, and 
tetrameric microsatellite loci. Dimeric microsatellite loci were required to have a minimum 
perfect repeat length of six. All other repeat lengths we were required to have a minimum perfect 
repeat length of five. Primers were designed in msatcommander with a target product size range 
of 150-450 base pairs. Primer length was set between 20 and 24 basepairs while the optimum 
primer length was specified at 22 bases. Similarly, stipulated primer melting temperatures ranged 
between 58 and 62 °C with the optimal temperature specified at 60 °C. Finally, minimum and 
maximum GC content were 30 and 70 %, respectively. 
Microsatellite loci testing and optimization 
Potential microsatellite loci were selected from the library for further screening based on 
motif, repeat count, read count, pair product size, as well as potential primers projected 
propensity to form secondary structure (hairpins and primer dimer) following Leimbach-Maus, 
Parks, & Partridge (2018). Prior to screening for amplification success, contigs containing the 
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selected potential microsatellite loci were aligned in Geneious Prime (2019.2) using Clustal 
Omega (Sievers et al., 2011) to ensure that potential microsatellite loci were unique. Forward 
and reverse primers were ordered from IDT technologies with UniA (‘5-ACCTGCCTGCCG-3’) 
and UniB (‘5-ACGCCACCGAGC-3’) oligonucleotide tags appended to their 5 prime ends, 
respectively. Primer pairs were initially tested on a single individual E. sucetta (Pond 2 juvenile 
10) fin clipped in at the Wilma H. Schiermeier Olentangy River Wetland Research Park in 
Columbus Ohio in October of 2018. Tissue was preserved in 95% ethanol and was extracted 
using the methods outlined in Elphinstone et al. (2003). Extracted DNA was PCR amplified 
using each potential primer pair. Reaction mixtures had a total volume of 25µL and contained 
17.4 µL Millipore ddH2O, 2.5 µL (25mM) MgSO4, 2.5 µL of 10x PCR buffer (composed of 100 
M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 at 25 °C, 500 mM KCl, and 0.8% (v/v) Nonidet P40), (10mM) 0.5 µL dNTP 
mixture, (10µM) 0.5 µL forward primer, (10µM) 0.5 µL reverse primer, (1000U) 0.1 µL Taq 
DNA polymerase, and 1.0 µL of extracted DNA. PCR cycling conditions were as follows initial 
denaturation of 94 °C for 2 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of: denaturation at 94 °C for 30 
seconds, annealing at 52 °C for 30 seconds and elongation at 72 °C for 60 seconds, with a final 
elongation at 72 °C for 5 minutes. PCR products were visualized on a 2% agarose gel pre-cast 
stained with (10,000X) GelRed (Biotium) and a 100 basepair ladder (Thermo Scientific). Primer 
pairs that successfully produced amplicons between 100 and 500 bp were passed on to a 
secondary screening stage. Secondary screening proceeded in a manner similar to the initial 
amplification screening, but primer pairs were tested on a set of 10 individuals from a variety of 
locations (see Table 2.2 for details). Fin clips were collected from adult fish collected at each of 
the locations presented in Table 2.2. Tissue was preserved in 95% ethanol and was extracted via 
a plate based method (Elphinstone et al., 2003). Extracted DNA was amplified using the same 
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methodology as above except PCR cycling conditions were as follows: initial denaturation of 94 
°C for 2 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of: denaturation at 94 °C for 30 seconds, annealing at 50 
°C for 30 seconds and elongation at 72 °C for 60 seconds, with a final elongation at 72 °C for 10 
minutes. PCR products were visualized on a 2% agarose gel pre-cast stained with (10,000X) 
GelRed (Biotium) and a 100 base pair ladder (Thermo Scientific). Those primer pairs that 
demonstrated consistent clean amplifications across samples with the initial PCR cycling 
conditions were passed on to a third screening stage. Those that exhibited stutter or nonspecific 
amplification underwent PCR optimization or were deemed poor markers and abandoned as 
appropriate. Thermal optimization included testing with an annealing step of 44-54˚C to 
determine optimum annealing temperature (see Table 2.3).  Optimized primers were used to 
amplify DNA from 8 individual E. sucetta (See first 8 entries of Table 2.2). Amplification 
success was confirmed via agarose gel electrophoresis. Amplicons produced by each primer pair 
were subjected to a second round of PCR using fluorescently tagged oligonucleotide primers. 
Reaction mixtures had a total volume of 25µL and contained 10.0 µL PCR product, 8.4 µL 
Millipore ddH2O, 2.5 µL (25mM) MgSO4, 2.5 µL of 10x PCR buffer (composed of 100 M Tris-
HCl, pH 8.8 at 25 °C, 500 mM KCl, and 0.8% (v/v) Nonidet P40), 0.5 µL (10mM) dNTP 
mixture, 0.5 µL of 5µM fluorescently tagged forward primer, 0.5 µL of 5µM reverse primer, and 
of (1000U) 0.1 µL Taq DNA polymerase. PCR cycling conditions were as follows initial 
denaturation of 95 °C for 2 minutes, followed by 8 cycles of: denaturation at 95 °C for 30 
seconds, annealing at 55 °C for 30 seconds and elongation at 72 °C for 60 seconds, with a final 
elongation at 72 °C for 5 minutes. The amplicons were fluorescently tagged with FAM, VIC, 
NED or PET based on the relative intensity of band produced during the visualization (Table 
2.1). Following PCR addition of fluorescent tags, tagged amplicons were pooled based on 
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fluorophore and diluted with Millipore ddH2O for a total dilution factor of 1:20. Fragment 
analysis was then performed on the pooled and diluted samples using a SeqStudio Genetic 
Analyzer. Each well contained 1µL of combined sample, 8.5µL of Hi‑Di™ Formamide and 0.5 
µL of GS600 LIZ™. Manufacturer standard conditions were used with a 5 second injection time. 
Microsatellite loci that demonstrated polymorphism and were apparently diploid (showed no 
more than 2 peaks in the electropherogram plot) are reported below. These markers were then 
tested on larger populations of E. succetta collected from Texas and Michigan (see details 
below). (See Appendix 1.6 and 1.7 and Figure 2.2. See Table 2.4 for which population each 
marker was tested on.  
Statistical Analysis 
All statistical tests were carried out on two populations of Lake Chubsucker, one 
collected from Michigan (Michigan Winnewana Impoundment Population (MIWI)) and a one 
collected from Texas (Texas Lake Tyler East Population (TETE)). These were selected because 
they had large enough sample sizes (n=23) to test the developed markers and because they were 
at opposite ends of the Lake Chubsucker’s range. Alleles were scored using GeneMapper 5 
(Applied Biosystems). A Mann-Whitney U test for heterozygote excess at each locus was 
conducted in GENEPOP 4.7. Excess heterozygosity was used to determine whether developed 
markers amplified loci that were potentially tetraploid. If tetraploid, these loci would be expected 
to exhibit higher levels of heterozygosity than if they were diploid loci (Meirmans et al., 2018). 
No markers were found to have higher than expected levels of heterozygosity and all were 
included further analyses. Following this test, all data analyses were conducted under the 
assumption that markers behave as diploid loci. Microchecker version 2.2.3 (Van Oosterhout et 
al. 2004) was used to check the data set for null alleles and scoring errors due to stuttering or 
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allelic dropout while ML-Null (Kalinowski & Taper, 2006) was used to check the data sets for 
null alleles. Calculations for number of effective alleles, Shannon's Information Index, observed 
and expected heterozygosity were performed in GenAlEx version 6.5 (Peakall & Smouse, 2006). 
CERVUS v3.0.7 (Kalinowski, Taper, & Marshall, 2007) was used to calculate polymorphism 
information content (PIC) values for each of the developed loci (Botstein et al., 1980). 
Population inbreeding coefficients (FIS) were calculated in GENEPOP 4.7 using the probability 
model following Robertson and Hill (1984). Linkage disequilibrium across loci was also 
calculated in GENEPOP 4.7 using the G-test and MCMC algorithm by Raymond and Rousset 
(1995). Unlinked loci were then used in a probability test for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for 
each population conducted in GENEPOP4.7 (Raymond and Rousset, 1995). 
Bottleneck testing  
The M-ratio (M = k/r, where k is the number of alleles at a loci and r is the range in allele 
size) for each loci was calculated in R using the program strataG in R and checked manually 
(Garza & Williamson, 2001). Mean M-ratios were calculated for unlinked loci in both 
populations. Bottleneck v1.2.02 was used to test for signatures of recent bottleneck events in 
each population (genotypes based on unlinked loci) using the Sign test, Standardized differences 
test, and Wilcoxon signed-rank test for excess heterozygosity. Three separate models, the infinite 
allele model (IAM), stepwise mutation model (SMM) and two-phase model of mutation, were 
used to establish a probability distribution using 1000 iterations. The probability distribution was 
established using 1000 simulations under three models. Bottleneck 1.2.02 was also used to assess 
allele distributions using the mode-shift indicator test for bottlenecks. The mode-shift indicator 






A total of 93 different loci developed on congeners were tested on Erimyzon sucetta. 
Amplification success was variable. Of the primer pairs screened, 49 were tested without tags in 
the first round of screening. 37 of these failed to amplify and were discarded, thus resulting in a 
24.5% amplification success rate. The remaining 12 primers that were originally tested without 
tags and were then retested with UniA and UniB tags attached. 6 of the 12 retested primers lead 
to amplification success (50.0% amplification success). In the second round of screening, 44 
primer pairs were tested with the UniA and UniB tags attached. In this round of screening 14 
amplified successfully (31.8% amplification success). Overall, 20 of the tested primers amplified 
successfully, representing a 21.5% amplification success for congener screening. Twelve of the 
20 (57.1%) primers that amplified produced appropriately sized fragments, demonstrated clean 
bands, and displayed evidence of polymorphism. These 12 were tested on a limited number of 
samples with SeqStudio. Following the SeqStudio screening stage, 1 locus was deemed 
potentially informative (polymorphic and apparently diploid). To be informative, genetic 
analysis must rely on multiple microsatellite markers (Selkoe & Toonen, 2006) and with the 
congener screening leading to the development of a single marker, I elected to move from 
congener screening stage to microsatellite library development (see below).  
Microsatellite Library Development 
Microsatellite library development and sequencing produced 22,699 contigs with 
microsatellite loci that met the criteria specified in Msatcommander were identified (see 
Appendix 1.8 for dryad link). Of these 11,912 contigs were flagged as likely unique, based upon 
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primer sequence and contig alignments (see Methods). A total of 100 primer pairs that amplified 
tetrameric, trimeric or dimeric microsatellite motifs were tested. Of these, 99 primer pairs 
produced amplicons that could be visualized on an agarose gel. Primer pairs (n= 98) were passed 
on to the secondary 10 sample screening stage. Of these, 48 primer pairs that appeared promising 
(i.e. clean amplifications with bands between 100 and 500 base pairs) progressed to SeqStudio 
screening for range wide polymorphism (see Table 2.5). 35 of the 48 primers tested proved 
polymorphic and lacked obvious signs of tetraploidy. These were tested on larger populations 
from Michigan and Texas (see above) with 24 proving potentially informative microsatellites 
(exhibiting diploid behavior, polymorphic (see Table 2.5)). 
Population Testing of Developed Markers. 
The 24 markers developed were used to conduct basic population genetics analyses of the 
MIWI and TETE populations of E. sucetta. Results of the U test showed no evidence of 
heterozygote excess at any of the loci analyzed (P> 0.05, see Table 2.4). There was significant 
evidence of null alleles (P< 0.05) in both populations analyzed. Within the TETE population, 
loci 2827, 3014, and 8584 exhibited evidence of null alleles. In the MIWI population, loci 2705, 
3014 and 4816 were identified as markers with potential null alleles (see Table 2.4). Within the 
TETE population, null allele frequencies estimated at 0.155, 0.159 and 0.192 for Loc8485, 
Loc2827 and Loc3014, respectively. Within the MIWI population, potential null alleles were 
flagged for Loc2705, Loc3014 and Loc4816. However, ML-NULLFREQ estimated null allele 
frequencies for Loc3014 and Loc2705 at 0 with only Loc3014 having a non-zero allele 
frequency estimate (0.113) within the MIWI population. These alleles were included in further 
analysis as low null frequencies have little influence on analysis (reviewed in Selkoe & Toonen, 
2006). The number of alleles for each locus ranged between two and seven. Heterozygosity 
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values ranged between 0.043 and 0.739 for the MIWI population. The TETE population was 
found to have heterozygosity values that ranged between 0 and 0.609 (Table 2.4). Within the 
MIWI population, all loci were found to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) except for 
loci 3014. GENEPOP was unable to calculate HWE for this locus due to the lack of diversity at 
this locus. However, locus 3014 was tested in the TETE population and found to be out of HWE 
(P< 0.05). Loci 2827 and 8584 were also found to be out of HWE for the TETE population. All 
other loci tested in this population were found to be in HWE. Polymorphism information content 
(PIC) values ranged from 0.042 to 0.708 while values for Shannon’s Information Index ranged 
from 0.105 to 1.611 for the markers developed. M -ratios for markers tested on MIWI ranged 
from 0.4286 to 1.00 and from 0.500 to 1.00 in the TETE population (See Table 2.4). Within the 
MIWI population, seven loci were found to be out of linkage disequilibrium (P< 0.05). Linked 
pairs of loci and probabilities are in Table 2.6. Global tests for HWE across loci for TETE and 
MIWI populations were also performed. It should be noted that Loc2705, Loc 3780 and Loc 
2495 were excluded from the MIWI global HWE test and Loc 2827 was excluded from the 
TETE test because these loci belonged to linkage groups and thus violated assumptions of 
independence. The MIWI population was found to be in HWE using Fisher’s method 
(χ2=23.7348, Df=30 P= 0.799542). Conversely, the TETE population was found to be out of 
HWE by Fisher’s method (χ2 =35.0601, Df=10, P= 0.000122). Within the TETE population 
locus 1682 and locus 2827 were out of linkage disequilibrium (P= 0.023908) and so locus 1682 
was excluded from the global test for HWE for this population. 
Results of bottleneck testing 
The alleles tested on the MIWI population displayed a mean M-ratio of 0.929, while 
those tested on the TETE population had a mean M-ratio of 0.840. Both these values are higher 
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than the 0.68 threshold suggested by Garza & Williamson (2001), which suggests a lack of 
evidence for recent population bottlenecks. These values do not support the hypothesis that wild 
populations of Lake Chubsucker may have recently undergone reductions in population size as a 
result of factors, such as habitat loss, that are hypothesized drivers of their range-wide decline. 
However, the M-ratio test may be misleading in this study because of the very small range in 
alleles sizes found at many of the loci developed.  
The MIWI population showed no signs of a recent bottleneck based on the analyses conducted. 
Non-significant results were returned for the Sign, Standardized Differences, and Wilcoxon tests 
under each mutational model (P > 0.05 see Table 2.7). Additionally, a graphical representation of 
allele frequency classes showed a ‘L’-shaped distribution, as would be expected for an 
equilibrium population (See Figure 2.3). These results support the conclusion that the MIWI 
population has not undergone any recent bottlenecks. This evidence is contrary to what we 
hypothesized, leading to the conclusion that the MIWI population has not undergone any recent 
bottlenecks. 
For the TETE population, the Sign test did not show significant deviation from expected 
levels of heterozygosity at the mutation-drift equilibrium under any mutational model (IAM- P = 
0.18966 TPM- P = 0.22695 SMM-P = 0.61083). The results of Standardized Differences Test 
under the TPM and SMM mutation models also suggest a lack of recent bottlenecks for this 
population (TPM-P = 0.11586, SMM- P =0.28130). But, the IAM model suggests a recent 
bottleneck (P= 0.04014) however, the Standardize Differences Tests requires 20 polymorphic 
loci and only 5 loci were used. Additionally, the IAM model is poorly suited to model 
microsatellite markers as they are hypothesized to evolve mainly through replication slippage 
(Oliveira et al., 2006). The Wilcoxon Test also supports the notion of a recent bottle neck under 
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IAM and TPM mutational models (IAM-P=0.03125, TPM-P = 0.4688) but not under the SMM 
model (P=0.3125). Finally, a visual representation of the relationship between allelic classes and 
the proportion of alleles belonging to each class showed a normal ‘L’-shaped distribution. This 
does not support a recent bottleneck for this population (see Figure 2.4). The majority of tests 
performed returned results that lacked evidence for recent genetic bottleneck in this population. 
Bottleneck testing failed to support the hypothesis the MIWI and TETE populations of Lake 
Chubsucker have experienced recent bottlenecks. However, testing with a larger marker set on 
both populations could lend more certainty to this conclusion.  
Discussion 
After several rounds of screening, I developed 20 novel polymorphic (presumably diploid) 
microsatellite markers for Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) with applications in conservation 
including population genetic assessment for this species. I used a subset of the developed 
markers to evaluate the genetic characters of two wild populations of Lake Chubsucker. Data 
derived from analysis of Michigan and Texas populations and preliminary primer screening 
indicate that these 20 primer pairs amplify microsatellite loci that are polymorphic within and 
among populations, behave as diploid, are unlinked, and have demonstrated consistent 
amplification in individuals drawn from across the species range. The microsatellite loci 
described here can be used in future studies to evaluate the conservation genetics of E. sucetta 
including captive-breeding programs, range-wide population genetics and source population 
selection for reintroduction. 
Lake Chubsucker is a member of the Catostomidae family, which is hypothesized to be 
allotetroploid having underwent a whole genome duplication following interspecific 
hybridization (Bagley et al., 2018; Dufresne et al., 2014; Uyeno & Smith, 1972). This taxa is 
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thought to be in the process of functional diploidization, a reduction in copy number of a 
polyploid species (Dufresne et al., 2014). Allotetraploids should exhibit disomic patterns of 
inheritance since homoeologues chromosomes (arising from different parental genomes) should 
not form meiotic pairs, but cases of true allotetraploidy are rare (Dufresne et al., 2014; Stift et al., 
2008). Intermediate or hybrid patterns of inheritance commonly observed, with inheritance 
patterns not necessarily consistent even within a genome. This combined with the presumed 
ongoing functional diploidization of the Lake Chubsucker genome necessitates screening for 
diploid microsatellite loci. 
Initial screening on markers developed for congeners was unsuccessful (see above for 
details). While many of the markers amplified Lake Chubsucker DNA, very few of the markers 
tested were diploid and polymorphic (1.08%). After screening on the SeqStudio genetic analyzer, 
only a single primer pair showed promise. Although disappointing, the relatively low levels of 
cross-species amplification observed are not unusual. A review of attempts at cross amplification 
found that within fishes cross amplification attempts result in 57% amplification success with a 
further 57% of these loci proving polymorphic; a cumulative success rate of 32.5% (Barbara et 
al., 2007). The further criterion that loci behave as diploid likely greatly reduced the success rate 
of the congener screen in the present study. Additionally, phylogenetic analyses of suckers have 
shown Erimyzon to be a small monophyletic group within Catostomidae (Bagley, Mayden, & 
Harris, 2018). Perhaps the phylogenetic separation between this clade and many of the other 
members of Catostomidae screened made searching for viable microsatellites among congeners 
difficult as it has been shown that cross amplification success correlates with phylogenetic 
distance between species (Hendrix, Susanne Hauswaldt, Veith, & Steinfartz, 2010). Finally, it 
has been shown that functional diploidization in Sterlet Sturgeon (Acipenser ruthenus) proceeds 
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in a random fashion (Du et al., 2020). If this is the case in Catostomidae, it could exacerbate the 
difficulty in screening for cross- amplifying microsatellite loci as the loss of non-functional 
microsatellite regions would not be constrained by selection.  
The more loci involved in an analysis, the more likely that the results will be statistically 
significant (reviewed in Selkoe & Toonen, 2006) as multiple genotypes act as multiple samples 
of the genome. Many analyses relying on multi-locus genotypes (Jones & Wang, 2010; Pritchard 
et al., 2000). Therefore, a microsatellite library for Lake Chubsucker was prepared to increase 
the number of markers developed to provide a useful tool kit to answer population genetics 
questions about Lake Chubsucker. Microsatellite library development led to a database of 
~22,000 primer pairs. These were winnowed down through a process that excluded all 
potentially duplicated loci (discovered independently during library development) and those loci 
with poor coverage (low read count). Following this initial screening process to exclude 
duplicated primer pairs, primer pairs with a high simulated propensity to form secondary 
structures including primer dimer were discarded. A total of 100 primers that resulted from 
microsatellite library development were screened in vivo. The species-specific nature of the 
library development led to a much higher success rate in initial screening. The relative difficulty 
of this method of discovering microsatellites when compared to increasingly cost-effective 
library developments services allows the authors to recommend de novo development of markers 
rather than attempting cross-species amplification screening. I speculate that the library 
development could have led to so many prospective microsatellites because of the allotetraploid 
origin of the Lake Chubsucker genome. Alllotetroploidy results from the hybridization of diploid 
parental genomes with each parental genome carries its own set of unique microsatellites. 
Hybridization leading to tetraploidy should result in increased numbers of microsatellites in 
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comparison to autopolyploid or diploid individuals. This could explain the large number of 
prospective microsatellite loci that I identified during the screening process. Many primer pairs 
amplified polymorphic loci but were discarded for apparent tetraploidy. Using read count to 
prioritize marker selection could explain why many of the markers developed were discarded for 
tetraploidy (more than 2 peaks observed in electropherogram during fragment analysis implying 
greater than 2 alleles per loci). The read count for a contig can be indicative of copy number (see 
Šarhanová, Blattner, Pfanzelt, Brandt, & Himmelbach, 2018) potentially biasing our screening 
process toward tetraploid loci. It could also be speculated that reduced evolutionary pressure for 
diploidization on non-functional genes such as microsatellites could reduce the rate at which they 
are lost from the genome. This implies disomic inheritance patterns for these markers are rare, 
explaining our difficulty in development of diploid markers. However, this speculation is 
predicated on functionality mediated diploidization which contradicts the pattern of random loss 
observed by Du et al.(2020). 
Because microsatellite markers are selectively neutral, they are not functionally constrained 
as mutations in microsatellite regions do not normally lead to loss in fitness. This means that 
they evolve more rapidly than functional regions of the genome (Oliveira et al., 2006; Putman & 
Carbone, 2014). It could be hypothesized that mutation rates in microsatellites for polyploid 
species are even more rapid because of increased copy numbers, fewer functional constraints, 
more DNA in which mutations can occur. If this is the case, screening for markers that appear to 
be diploid could lead to a loss in the neutrality of the markers in question. Functional gene 
regions are first to become diploid following a genome duplication event, then diploid 
microsatellites may be proximally located in the genome and thus linked to functional genes. 
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This means that the markers developed may not be selectively neutral. Future work should apply 
tests of neutrality on the marker set developed. 
The set of 24 prospective markers that had proven polymorphic and did not appear to be 
tetraploid (based on visual inspection electropherograms and genotyping in GeneMapper-
maximum of 2 alleles per loci per individual) in the screening process were then tested on one of 
two populations of Lake Chubsucker. The developed loci were each tested on two wild 
populations of Lake Chubsucker. Tests were conducted on either MIWI or TETE populations. A 
U-test for excess heterozygosity performed in GENEPOP 4.7 showed that no loci departed from 
HWE due to higher than expected levels of heterozygosity (see Table 2.4). This supports our 
assertion that the developed markers amplify microsatellite loci with a disomic pattern of 
inheritance. If tetraploid, these loci would be more likely to be out of Hardy-Weinberg due to 
excess levels of heterozygosity than if they were behaving as diploid loci (Meirmans et al., 
2018).  
Dosage is difficult to resolve in tetraploid individuals making analysis methods 
developed for diploids problematic in tetraploids (Dufresne et al., 2014). Resolving dosage in 
partial heterozygotes is particularly challenging especially when null alleles are taken into 
consideration. Theoretically, dosage can be determined for problematic partial heterozygotes 
since peak height ratios should correspond to allele copy number ratios (Esselink et al., 2004). In 
actuality, this technique is not feasible with issues raising from a variety of sources including 
PCR artifacts. Tetraploid microsatellites may also be dominantly scored although this method of 
analysis results in a loss of data resolution especially when it comes to heterozygosity and allele 
frequency distributions (Dufresne et al., 2014). Microsatellites can also be genotyped through 
sequencing with allele dosage being resolved through a comparison of sequencing depth of the 
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contigs (Šarhanová et al., 2018). This method is analogous to comparing peak height ratios with 
the added benefit of reducing homoplasy, a problem common in microsatellite analysis (Hodel et 
al., 2019). Here, I screened for loci that behave as diploid, showing disomic patterns of 
inheritance. These should be expected in the genome of a species undergoing functional 
diploidization. However, proving disomic inheritance patterns for the developed markers would 
require a pedigree analysis with known parental genotypes (see Boscari, Barbisan, & Congiu, 
2011; Qi et al., 2008). The ploidy of each loci in question could be determined as tetraploid loci 
would not display diploid Mendelian inheritance patterns as is expected for co-dominant markers 
such as microsatellites (Selkoe & Toonen, 2006; Stift et al., 2008). Null alleles were identified at 
3 loci tested within each natural population assayed. Caution should be applied if these markers 
are used to a assay parentage as null alleles can introduce significant error (Dakin & Avise, 
2004). However, Huang et al.(2016) outlined some means of overcoming error in parentage 
assignment arising from null alleles.  
FIS is a measure of departure from Hardy-Weinberg expectations within a subpopulation 
(Allendorf et al., 2013) with negative values indicating heterozygote excess and positive values 
correlated to heterozygote deficiencies. High positive FIS values can indicate inbreeding or can 
be a result of null alleles at a loci (Allendorf et al., 2013). Within the Michigan Winnewana 
Impoundment population, Loc4816 has a relatively high FIS value (0.3009) and was one of the 
loci flagged as likely having null alleles. No other alleles tested on this population have large 
positive FIS values making it likely that a null allele is responsible for the FIS. This is 
corroborated by analysis showing that all loci (but Loc 3014) are in HWE in the MIWI 
population. Analysis of more Lake Chubsucker populations with these markers could provide a 
clearer picture when it comes to levels of inbreeding within this population and across the 
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species range. Within the Texas East Tyler Reservoir population, a clear relationship can be 
observed between the presence of null alleles at each loci and FIS values with Loc 2827, Loc 
8584 and Loc 3014 (all those with evidence of null alleles) displaying high FIS values. It is 
unclear if these FIS values result from inbreeding within the population or are simply a result of a 
coincident (testing of markers with high levels of null alleles on this population rather than 
MIWI). It should be noted that Loc 3014 had no heterozygotes in this population and thus had an 
FIS of 1 (estimated at 1.0455 by the Robertson & Hill (1984) method). Unsurprisingly, Loc 2827, 
Loc 8584 and Loc 3014 are all out of HWE in the TETE population, most likely due to the 
presence of null alleles. Testing this population with the remaining markers developed here 
would give a better picture of the genetic character of this population and applying the marker set 
to the other extant populations of Lake Chubsucker could put that information into context (i.e. 
Calculation of FST for genetic differentiation between populations). 
Populations of almost all species demonstrate genetic structuring at some level (Allendorf 
et al., 2013). Structure can arise from factors such as barriers to dispersal or from different life 
histories (Balloux & Lugon-Moulin, 2002). Even geographical distribution can limit gene flow 
and lead to isolation by distance (Roberts et al., 2013). Genetic structuring is related to the 
number of alleles exchanged between populations with gene transfer between populations 
leading to the homogenization of allele frequencies among populations. This tends to reduce the 
effects of selection and drift by reducing local adaptation (the fixation of locally favoured alleles) 
and by increasing polymorphism and effective population size (Allendorf et al., 2013).  
Reliably estimating the level of differentiation between populations is crucial for 
conservation but under utilized (Mijangos et al., 2015). It is imperative for conservation to know 
which populations are isolated from one another and to what degree. This is especially relevant 
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for northern range edge populations (Glass et al., 2015). Microsatellites can be used to 
investigate the genetic structure of populations with measures such as Wright’s FST being used to 
estimate connectivity and patterns of gene flow among populations (Wright, 1951) . FST is one of 
the most commonly reported statistics for estimating population structure (Putman & Carbone, 
2014). In ideal populations (N diploid individuals reconstituted each generation from a random 
sample of 2N gametes (reviewed in (Allendorf et al., 2013))) FST decreases with N(m+µ) where 
N is the sub-population size, m is the migration rate and µ is mutation rate (Allendorf et al., 
2013). When the mutation rate is low, then FST is simply a function of migration or gene flow 
between populations (Balloux & Lugon-Moulin, 2002). Microsatellites may be used to calculate 
FST and link this value to the effective number of migrants or a direct estimate of differentiation 
between populations. FST values can also be used to infer barriers to dispersal (see Glass et al., 
2015). Different levels of FST can be interpreted as different levels of population structuring. 
Giving meaning to these values can be misleading especially without other information to 
provide biological context. Extreme values of FST are more easily understood. An FST of zero 
indicates that the sampled populations belong to a single interbreeding unit with infinite levels of 
gene flow (essentially a single randomly mating population). An FST of one can be interpreted as 
all genetic variation being explained by population structure with the populations be examined 
sharing no diversity (Balloux & Lugon-Moulin, 2002). Values between 0 and 1 represent 
different levels of population structuring with FSTs between 0 and 0.05 indicates little genetic 
variation. Values between 0.05 and 0.15 indicated moderate differentiation. Values between 0.15 
and 0.25 indicated high levels of differentiation while values over 0.25 indicated very great 
differentiation (Allendorf et al., 2013; Wright, 1978). FST was not calculated between MIWI and 
TETE populations because the same marker set was not used to examine each of the populations.  
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Within the MIWI population 7 loci were found to be out of linkage disequilibrium 
(P<0.05). while in the TETE population Loc1682 and Loc2827 were found to be linked (P= 
0.023908). When two loci are found to be linked, one locus of the linked pair should be 
discarded as linkage violates the assumption of independence made by many statistical analyses. 
Loci are usually treated as separate samples of the genome and lack of independence associated 
with linkages leads to pseudo replication and associated increases in type I errors (Crispin, 
2018). Linkage reduces the number of informative loci developed here from 24 to 20. However, 
it should be noted that patterns of linkage could not be established between markers tested on 
different populations. Determining whether loci tested in the MIWI population are linked to loci 
tested in the TETE population will require further testing (all markers on a larger population). 
Finally, the small sample size on which the markers were tested could inflate the level of linkage 
found within the population. A more thorough investigation is required to determine a holistic 
pattern of linkage between the markers developed.  
I also used the markers developed to test the bottleneck hypothesis and found a lack of 
evidence for recent bottleneck events in two wild populations of Lake Chubsucker. My 
hypothesis that MIWI and TETE populations had undergone recent bottleneck events was not 
supported by the data. However, this evaluation demonstrates the utility of the developed 
markers in answer questions and testing hypotheses about the contemporary and historical 
genetic structure of extant Lake Chubsucker populations. 
Global tests for HWE across all loci for TETE and MIWI populations found the MIWI 
population was in HWE using Fisher’s method while the TETE population was out of HWE. The 
validity of the results within the TETE population would be improved if more markers were 
employed because the analysis was performed with only 5 markers, 2 of which showed evidence 
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of null alleles. Comparison between these populations is impossible because of the large 
disparity in the number of markers used.  
The markers developed in the present study can be applied to answer outstanding 
questions about the genetic structure of Lake Chubsucker populations. For example, II 
successfully employed a subset of the developed markers to search for evidence of population 
bottlenecks in two different populations. Based on the results of M-ratio tests and on excess 
heterozygosity tests conducted under three mutational models (IAM, TPM, and SMM), I 
concluded that neither of the populations assayed had recently experienced a reduction in 
effective population sized leading to increased heterozygosity in recent generations (Garza & 
Williamson, 2001; Piry et al., 1999; Williamson-Natesan, 2005).  
The genetic characteristics of populations should be taken into consideration in the 
formation of DUs for conservation, and management of extant populations (Aguilar et al., 2008; 
Allendorf et al., 2013; O’Grady et al., 2006; Reed et al., 2003). These microsatellites can be 
applied to identify distinct populations of Lake Chubsucker and can provide a basis for estimates 
of adaptive potential that mirror the adaptive potential of populations (Caballero & García-
Dorado, 2013). Microsatellite markers could improve the resolution of past work on the creation 
of designatable units for this species (Hauser et al., 2019). The markers here can also be used to 
measure genetic diversity and identify contemporary and historical gene flow between 
populations, important factors for the management of wild populations. Genetics must be taken 
into consideration for reintroduction success (Schwartz et al., 2007). It is essential to understand 
the genetic structure of extant populations to avoid loss of local adaptation in population 
augmentation efforts and prevent outbreeding depression in genetic rescue attempts (reviewed in 
Weeks et al., 2011). Microsatellites can play a large role in source-population selection, 
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especially if the genetic structure of extant populations is known. Avoiding source populations 
with low genetic variability is important (Montalvo et al., 1997; Weeks et al., 2011). The 
microsatellites developed here can be used to select diverse populations (high adaptive potential) 
through measures of diversity such as allelic richness and heterozygosity (Excoffier & Heckel, 
2006; Houde, 2015; Williams et al., 2014). These markers can also be used to select source 
populations with genetic properties similar to the genetic properties of extirpated populations 
(historical occupants) given that such information about extirpated populations exists. In the case 
of Lake Chubsucker, this could be accomplished by using the genetic properties of proximally 
located extant (too fragile to support the removal of individuals for reintroduction) populations 
as a proxy for historical populations. Such a comparison may also capture local adaptions. If all 
prospective source populations are too far for translocation and local populations cannot support 
the removal of individuals, then reintroduction may require captive breeding. Reintroductions 
sourced from wild populations are generally more successful than those relying on captively bred 
populations due to genetic constraints of captivity (Cochran-Biederman et al., 2015; Frankham, 
2008). Recovery efforts for Lake Chubsucker include plans for captive propagation (Lamothe et 
al., 2019) and the microsatellites developed here could be used to improve the success of these 
efforts. For example, these microsatellites can be used to measure the effective population size of 
captive populations (Lanfear et al., 2014) and ensure that breeding stock is sourced from diverse 
populations (Saltzgiver et al., 2012). They can also be implemented to evaluate kinship between 
breeding individuals to minimize inbreeding and improve breeding protocols to minimize 
reproductive skew (Montgomery et al., 1997). Reproductive skew is associated with smaller in 
effective population sizes (Anthony & Blumstein, 2000; Bekkevold et al., 2002) and can be 
reduced by altering protocols breeding programs (Hedrick et al., 2000; Lenz et al., 2007; Moyer 
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et al., 2007). Determining which individuals may monopolize spawning is difficult especially in 
broadcast spawning fish such as Lake Chubsucker. Microsatellites can be used to monitor 
reproductive skew in captive settings and quantify to what extent skewed success influences 
effective population size. 
The markers developed were tested on a limited number of individuals and a 
comprehensive range wide test of the markers ability to amplify microsatellite loci in E. sucetta 
cannot be confirmed based on this study alone. Additionally, the ploidy of the microsatellite loci 
in question is not certain. Although steps were taken to determine the copy number of the 
markers developed, a pedigree test to determine the inheritance pattern of these markers across 
generations would be required to confirm that these are indeed diploid loci. Future work should 
include a pedigree analysis of captively bred fish to definitively show if the markers developed 
here follow a disomic inheritance pattern (see Boscari, Barbisan, & Congiu, 2011). Individuals 
with cryptic tetraploid loci (those with an intermediate or tetrasomic method of inheritance) 
would produce offspring in genotype ratios that do not to conform with disomic Mendelian 
expectations (Boscari et al., 2011; Stift et al., 2008). Proving disomic inheritance for the 
developed markers would involve crossing individuals with known genotypes and then using the 
microsatellites in question to genotype their offspring. Offspring genotypic ratios could then be 
compared to the genotypic ratios expected for markers inherited in Mendelian fashion. 
Deviations from a Mendelian inheritance pattern would signify a tetrasomic mode of inheritance 
for the markers. However, if the markers conformed with Mendelian expectations, it would 
support a disimomic mode of inheritance. This would confirm their utility as markers for 
analysis of captive breeding programs and extant populations in the wild. Additionally, limited 
work has been conducted involving analysis of mitochondrial gene sequences for this species 
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(but see Hauser et al., 2019). Examination of multiple mitochondrial genes across the entire 
range of the Lake Chubsucker would be a logical next step as it could provide more information 
about the historical distribution patterns of this fish within North America. More historical 
knowledge would inform reintroduction efforts based upon historical matching frameworks 
(Houde et al., 2015). Analysis of Lake Chubsucker mitochondrial gene sequences across its 
distribution could also clarify the extent to which this species has hybridized with Erimyzon 
oblongus or other members of its genus (R. W. Hanley, 1977). Knowledge of hybridization 
would be especially important when source populations for reintroduction from portions of the 
Lake Chubsucker range where it co-occurs with its congeners. Analysis of mitochondrial 
sequences for Lake Chubsucker would not have the issues caused by the tetraploid nature of its 
nuclear genome as mitochondrial DNA is haploid and maternally inherited. Future work should 
include the application of the microsatellite markers developed here to characterize the 
contemporary genetic structure of all extant Lake Chubsucker populations. Next steps should 
also include analyzing Lake Chubsucker mitochondrial sequences for a better understanding of 
historical distribution patterns and potential hybridization with congeners.  
Conclusion 
Data derived from analysis of Michigan and Texas populations and preliminary primer 
screening indicate that 20 primer pairs amplify microsatellite loci that are informative. These 
markers are polymorphic within and among populations, behave as diploid, are unlinked, and 
have demonstrated consistent amplification in individuals drawn from across the species range. 
In our study, these markers were used to test the hypothesis that two wild populations of E. 
sucetta had recently undergone a population bottleneck event. The microsatellite loci described 
here can be used in future studies to evaluate the conservation genetics of E. sucetta including 
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captive-breeding programs and range-wide population genetics, made possible by the 
development of informative microsatellite markers for contemporary knowledge of genetic 
structure. Knowing the genetic diversity of extant populations of E. sucetta would allow 
identification of those that may need genetic rescue and those that could serve as strong source 
populations for captive breeding or reintroduction. These events would help to preserve naturally 
reproducing populations of this species within its historical range. The development of 
microsatellite markers also allows for investigation reproductive skew in captive populations of 
E. sucetta and testing whether a naturalized pond system is a practical method of rearing this 
species in captivity. This knowledge will inform captive-breeding protocols and determine if 
manipulation of sex ratios within rearing programs is appropriate. This knowledge is significant 
as it could improve the success of future breeding efforts by informing actions to improve 
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Table 2.1. Relative intensity of fluorescent labels for fragment analysis on the SeqStudio 
Genetic analyzer for genotyping Lake Chubsuckers (Erimyzon sucetta) based on fragment length  
Dye Colour Relative intensity 
FAM Blue 100 RFU 
PET Red 25 RFU 
NED Yellow 40 RFU 





Table 2.2. Sample information for Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) used in the screening 
stage (screening for amplification success, diploidy and polymorphism) for markers identified 
through microsatellite library preparation. Coordinates represent point of collection. 
Code Country State/Province Locality Coordinates Date of 
Capture 
Notes 
P1M2 USA Ohio Olentangy  40.021127, -
83.019624 
29/10/19 Captive 
P1M3 USA Ohio Olentangy 40.021127, -
83.019624 
29/10/19 Captive 
P2F1 USA Ohio Olentangy 40.021127, -
83.019624 
29/10/19 Captive 
P2M2 USA Ohio Olentangy 40.021127, -
83.019624 
29/10/19 Captive 
P3F2 USA Ohio Olentangy 40.021127, -
83.019624 
29/10/19 Captive 
SC38 USA South 
Carolina 
Lake Moultrie 33.370989, -
79.976013 
03/04/19  
LACH30 USA Florida Lochloosa Lake 29.50502, -
81.90916 
9/11/18  
























Table 2.3. Marker characteristics for the microsatellite marker suite (n=24) developed including repeat motif, allele size range (for 
samples tested during the screening stage), estimated pair product size, annealing temperature, repeat count, forward and reverse 
primer melting temperatures (⁰C) and forward and reverse primer GC (%) content and primer sequences. Also included is the 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 2.4. Allele properties for markers tested on Texas Tyler Lake East and Michigan Winnewana impoundment populations of Lake 
Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta). Na, is number of alleles, HO is observed heterozygosity, He is expected heterozygosity, FIS is 
population inbreeding coefficient, Ne is number of effective alleles, PIC is polymorphism information content, I is Shannon’s 
Information Index, M is m-ratio, R is estimated null allele frequency and U is the P-value for the HWE test for heterozygote excess  
Locus Populatio
n 
Na Ho He FIS Ne PIC I M R U-test 
(p-
value) 
78 MIWI 3 0.130435 0.1238 -0.0129 1.141 0.120 0.283 1.000 0 0.9333 
601 MIWI 3 0.73913 0.6427 -0.1562 2.799 0.568 1.061 1.000 0 0.1753 
832 MIWI 5 0.695652 0.5888 -0.0682 2.432 0.541 1.129 1.000 0 0.2107 
1021 MIWI 2 0.173913 0.1588 -0.0747 1.189 0.146 0.295 1.000 0 0.8682 
1034 MIWI 3 0.363636 0.4039 0.0615 1.678 0.366 0.726 0.750 0 0.7852 
1490 MIWI 4 0.590909 0.5919 0.0632 2.451 0.549 1.114 1.000 0 0.7391 
1503 MIWI 4 0.521739 0.5491 0.0146 2.218 0.488 0.977 1.000 0 0.6632 
1575 MIWI 2 0.26087 0.2873 0.1169 1.403 0.246 0.462 1.000 0 0.902 
1682 TETE 3 0.609 0.62 -0.0005 2.632 0.544 1.024 1.000 0 0.5584 
1981 MIWI 2 0.136364 0.1271 -0.0511 1.146 0.119 0.249 1.000 0 0.9302 
2317 TETE 3 0.609 0.6 0.0023 2.501 0.533 1.005 1.000 0 0.5527 
2495 MIWI 3 0.652174 0.5151 -0.2065 2.062 0.444 0.860 1.000 0 0.0672 
2705 MIWI 2 0.086957 0.0832 -0.0238 1.091 0.080 0.178 1.000 0 0.9778 
78 
 
2748 MIWI 2 0.304348 0.3639 0.1901 1.572 0.298 0.550 1.000 0 0.9289 
2755 MIWI 2 0.478261 0.3639 -0.2987 1.572 0.298 0.550 1.000 0 0.2076 
2769 TETE 2 0.348 0.34 0 1.516 0.282  0.524 0.5 0 0.7493 
2827 TETE 2 0.261 0.499 0.5108 1.996 0.375   0.692 1.000 0.159 0.9983 
3014 MIWI 2 0.043478 0.0425 0 1.044 0.042 0.105 1.000 0 No 
informat
ion 
3780 MIWI 2 0.173913 0.1588 -0.0747 1.189 0.146 0.295 1.000 0 0.8682 
4816 MIWI 3 0.478261 0.6645 0.3009 2.980 0.590 1.095 1.000 0.113 0.9662 
5657 MIWI 3 0.434783 0.3922 -0.1088 1.645 0.358 0.715 0.4286 0 0.4471 
7535 MIWI 4 0.434783 0.449 0.015 1.815 0.411 0.857 0.750 0 0.7337 
8584 TETE 7 0.478 0.738 0.4375 3.819 0.708  1.611 0.700 0.155 1 




Table 2.5. Secondary screening results for range-wide amplification success, polymorphism and 
apparent ploidy. Sample codes correspond to individual Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) in 
Table 2.2. A represent amplification success while X corresponds to loci that failed to amplify 



























78 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 334-
357 
278 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 263-
324 
367 A X A A A A A X Diploid Yes 116-
177 
601 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 214-
324 
832 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 283-
323 




1021 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 343-
346 
1034 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 216-
240 








1490 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 281-
304 
1503 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 230-
250 
1575 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 280-
305 




1682 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 220-
244 




1769 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 434-
452 
1835 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 346-
358 
1981 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 182-
185 








2317 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 115-
281 




2495 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 283-
322 








2705 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 163-
444 
2748 A A A A X A A A Diploid Yes 218-
250 
2755 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 294-
399 
2769 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 221-
244 
2788 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 34-358 




3014 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 351-
377 
3073 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 157-
178 








3780 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 235-
251 
3891 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 195-
201 
4275 A A A A A A A A Diploid No 329 
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4816 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 215-
222 




5657 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 206-
227 
6363 A A A A A A A A Diploid No 183 








7535 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 216-
240 
7694 A A A A A A A A Diploid Yes 214-
237 






Table 2.6.  Linkage relationships for loci within the Michigan Winnewana Impoundment 
Population of Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta). Linkage relationships and P-values along 
with standard error were calculated in GENEPOP 4.7  
Loci 1 Loci 2 P-value Standard Error 
Loc 2705 Loc 1021 0.0237 0.000929 
Loc 3780 Loc 1490 0.02456 0.001398 
Loc 7535 Loc 2495 0.0413 0.004734 






Table 2.7. Tests of mutation-drift equilibrium for estimation of a recent bottleneck in the 
Winnewana Impoundment Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) population performed under 
three mutational models. Tests were performed in Bottleneck v 1.2.02 with 15 unlinked loci.  
 
Test/model Parameters IAM TPM SMM 
Sign test (number of loci with 
heterozygote excess) 
Expected 7.46 7.93 8.38 
Observed 10 7 5 
P value 0.14 0.41 0.07 
Standardized differences test T2 value 1.044 -0.056 -1.486 
P value 0.15 0.48 0.07 
Wilcoxon rank test (one tail 
for heterozygosity excess) 
P value 0.17 0.51 0.89 
IAM, infinite allele model; TPM, two-phase model of mutation; SMM, stepwise mutation 
model 






Table 2.8. Tests of mutation-drift equilibrium for estimation of a recent bottleneck in the 
Texas Lake Tyler East Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) Population performed under three 
mutational models. Tests were performed in Bottleneck v 1.2.02 with 5 unlinked loci. 
 
Test/model Parameters IAM TPM SMM 
Sign test (number of loci with 
heterozygote excess) 
Expected 2.52 2.66 2.8 
Observed 4 4 3 
P value 0.19 0.23 0.61 
Standardized differences test T2 value 1.749 1.196 0.579 
P value 0.04* 0.12 0.28 
Wilcoxon rank test (one tail for 
heterozygosity excess) 
P value 0.03* 0.047* 0.31 
IAM, infinite allele model; TPM, two-phase model of mutation; SMM, stepwise mutation 
model 








Figure 2.1. The distribution of Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) in North America. 
Population markers are proportional to the number of individuals sampled per population. 




Figure 2.2. Locations of the wild populations of Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon sucetta) analyzed 
with the markers developed. Texas Lake Tyler East (n=23) and Michigan Winnewana 






Figure 2.3. Normal ‘L’ shaped distribution of allelic frequency class plotted with the proportion 
of alleles (n=44) within that class showing absence of any recent genetic bottlenecks in the 


































Figure 2.4. Normal ‘L’ shaped distribution of allelic frequency class plotted against proportion 
of alleles (n=17) in that class showing absence of any recent genetic bottlenecks in TETE Lake 




































CHAPTER 3 - WINTER DETECTION OF AN ENDANGERED FRESHWATER CYPRINID 
USING ENVIRONMENTAL DNA 
 
Introduction 
Anthropogenic activities, including over exploitation, pollution, flow modification, 
habitat destruction and the introduction of invasive species are the leading drivers of biodiversity 
loss in aquatic ecosystems (Arthington et al., 2010; Dudgeon et al., 2006). The loss of 
biodiversity within such ecosystems has serious environmental and economic consequences 
(Pearce, 1998). The economic and intrinsic value of biodiversity provides a strong argument for 
its preservation and has encouraged environmental agencies to develop strategies aimed at 
assessing the ecological status of habitats as well as suitable restoration/rehabilitation programs 
(Pimentel et al., 2002). Freshwater fishes have higher extinction rates than any vertebrate group 
in North America (reviewed in Burkhead, 2012). Furthermore, many countries around the world 
have enacted legislation to protect species at risk and preclude further damage to their habitats. 
In Canada, species at risk are protected under provincial and federal endangered species 
legislation which features species-specific recovery strategies (Species at Risk Act / Loi sur les 
espèces en péril, 2002). These recovery strategies incorporate scientific information related to a 
species life history, habitat requirements, distribution, abundance, and threats. Recovery 
measures are outlined that are likely to improve recovery potential (Kerr & Deguise, 2004; 
Mooers et al., 2010; Species at Risk Act / Loi sur les espèces en péril, 2002). For these strategies 
to be effective, at risk species should be monitored to gather relevant information such as their 
current and past distribution (Mooers et al., 2010). Monitoring can allow adaptive management 
and informed decision making in conservation efforts (Nichols & Williams, 2006). In the 
absence of sufficient information, a monitoring protocol should be put in place to allow 
ecologically based choices. For example, knowledge of present and historic species distribution 
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can be used to protect critical habitat and inform site selection choices for potential 
reintroduction (Mccusker et al., 2014). Ultimately, biological monitoring and detection is a 
critical step to assess a species status and conserve declining populations.  
 In aquatic systems, monitoring of imperilled species is often conducted with well-
established techniques and protocols that detect a species either directly or indirectly. These 
detection techniques range from visually observing a species of interest (e.g. snorkelling surveys; 
Albanese et al., 2011; O ’Neal, 2007), to collecting individuals through various kinds of live-
trapping (e.g. netting or electrofishing; Paukert, 2004), or extrapolating occurrence from indirect 
sightings (e.g. underwater video surveillance Castañeda et al., 2020; Castañeda & Mandrak, 
2020; Ebner & Morgan, 2013). However, these detection techniques are difficult to standardize, 
creating unknown rates of false detections or absences (Guillera‐Arroita et al., 2017; MacKenzie, 
2005). Furthermore, some techniques may impose harm to species at risk through stressful 
interactions or mortality (e.g. Snyder, 2003). Recognition of these challenges when working with 
species at risk has called for the use of more novel detection methods that minimize harm 
(Breck, 2006). The collection of environmental DNA (eDNA) is one such method that has 
received great interest for its ability to detect species through non-harmful means and a 
standardized detection criteria (Coble et al., 2019).  
 eDNA is a novel molecular technique being used to detect the occurrence of aquatic 
species from water samples (Ficetola et al., 2008; Jerde et al., 2011). In aquatic systems, eDNA 
analyses were first used to detect or monitor the occurrence of common or invasive species of 
amphibians and fish, such as, but not limited to Bighead Carp, Hypophthalmichthys nobilis, 
Silver Carp, H. molitrix (Jerde et al., 2011, 2013), the American Bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana 
(Dejean et al., 2012; Ficetola et al., 2008) the Common Spadefoot Toad; Pelobates fuscus 
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(Thomsen et al., 2012) and the Great Crested Newt; Triturus cristatus ((Rees et al., 2017; 
Thomsen et al., 2012)). Given that eDNA is sensitive and non-invasive, it comes as no surprise 
that many have seen its potential for monitoring rare and at-risk species. Recently there has been 
an increase in the number of studies that have used eDNA analyses for species at risk ( Reid et 
al., 2017; Reid & Haxton, 2020; Riaz et al., 2020; Strickland & Roberts, 2019; Sugiura et al., 
2020; Wilcox et al., 2013). For example, recent work by Reid et al. (2020) used eDNA to assay 
habitat occupancy for the endangered Eastern Sand Darter in Lake Ontario during summer. 
Strickland & Roberts (2019) used this technique to successfully detect Roanoke Logperch 
(Percina rex) in a variety of fluvial habitats. Under suitable conditions, eDNA analyses can 
potentially be used as an effective tool to determine species occurrence in the context of 
distribution mapping. eDNA could be implemented even when traditional methods of surveying 
(such as electrofishing) are challenging or nearly impossible (such as when habitats are covered 
in ice). The realities of aquatic sampling in the winter season in the temperate zone make eDNA 
sampling an even more attractive means of studying winter occupancy. However, little previous 
work has been done using eDNA for species detection during the winter (but see Dunker et al., 
2016; Khalsa, Smith, Jochum, Savory, & López, 2020; Minamoto, Hayami, Sakata, & Imamura, 
2019). eDNA shows great potential as a monitoring tool because it is both sensitive and non-
invasive (Bohmann et al., 2014; Rees, Maddison, Middleditch, Patmore, & Gough, 2014). 
However, it can be prone to error especially when levels of biological material are low or when 
abundances are low (Hunter et al., 2017). This could be especially problematic in the winter 
when water temperatures and detection probabilities are low. It is therefore important that 
appropriate and defensible detection thresholds are selected. This is especially critical when 
working with species on the brink of local extinction, where the implications of false positives 
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and false negatives are consequential. Thresholds should be selected to optimize the sensitivity 
(true positive rate) and specificity (true negative rate). Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) 
curves are a means of quantifying the trade off between sensitivity and specificity in binary 
classification system (e.g. Park, Goo, & Jo, 2004). ROC curves are widely applied in diagnostic 
medicine (Kumar & Indrayan, 2011) and have been previously implemented by Serrao et. al 
(2018) to establish detection thresholds for eDNA with Redside Dace.  
 The target species in this study was the imperilled Redside Dace (Clinostomus 
elongatus). Redside Dace is a small freshwater cyprinid, which requires cool, clear water pools 
and slow-flowing riffles with overhanging streamside vegetation (McKee & Parker, 1982; 
Novinger et al., 2000). Throughout the year, pools are thought to be used as resident habitat 
while riffles are used for spawning when water temperatures reach between 16°C - 18°C 
(Novinger & Coon, 2000). In Canada, the distribution of Redside Dace is limited to southern 
Ontario and the Two Tree River on St. Joseph’s Island (DFO, 2019). Over the last 50 years, 
Canadian populations have been declining due to habitat loss and degradation, with only a few 
populations considered to still be in good health (COSEWIC, 2007, 2017; DFO, 2019). In 2007, 
the Redside Dace was assessed as Endangered by the Committee on the Status of Endangered 
Species (COSEWIC) and listed as Endangered under the Species at Risk Act (SARA) in 2017 
(COSEWIC, 2017). In 2010, a recovery strategy for the species was put in place and since then 
recovery has been largely focused on identification of extant populations and rehabilitation of 
critical habitat (DFO, 2019).  
 Currently, available information on Redside Dace occurrence throughout southern 
Ontario is seasonally biased with past studies being conducted in spring, summer and fall. The 
winter distribution of Redside Dace is under-studied with previous research largely focusing on 
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evaluating Redside Dace abundance using traditional collection techniques (i.e. netting, 
electrofishing, and video surveillance) (Castañeda & Mandrak, 2020; Poos et al., 2012; S. M. 
Reid et al., 2008) during summer and fall. However, a study by Serrao et al. (2016) evaluated 
Redside Dace occurrence at 29 sites in southern Ontario using eDNA analyses. Water samples 
were collected during two seasons: spring (May – June 2013) and fall (September 2012, 2013). 
Redside Dace DNA was detected at 16 of the 29 sites during the spring and 18 of the 29 sites in 
the fall. A second eDNA survey for Redside Dace conducted by Reid et al. (2017) also did not 
sample for Redside Dace during the winter. Currently, there are no published data on Redside 
Dace occupancy during the winter season. There are a paucity of data when it comes to the 
winter ecology of aquatic organisms in general, even in well studied species such as salmonids 
(Huusko et al., 2007). Even basic ecological knowledge, such as causes of winter mortality are 
understudied (Hurst, 2007). Clearly, winter ecology is an understudied topic (Campbell et al., 
2005) with practical challenges impairing data collection. Recent work has used eDNA to 
overcome some of these challenges (Dunker et al., 2016; Khalsa et al., 2020). It is critical that 
the overwintering patterns of Redside Dace be investigated as their stream habitats are exposed 
to severe winter conditions. Winter has been recognized as a source of extreme disturbance in 
temperate riverine ecosystems (Weber et al., 2013). In order to gain further insight into habitat 
choice and occupancy year-round, over-wintering data on Redside Dace occurrence needs to be 
gathered. In this study we tested for eDNA detections of Redside Dace during the winter in 
southern Ontario. Our primary objective was to evaluate the occurrence of Redside Dace at 
various sites the species is suspected to inhabit (Poos et al., 2012; Reid et al., 2008). Reduced 
levels of rainfall and temperatures below freezing may decrease discharge in headwater streams 
during winter. We speculate that these changes may disproportionately affect the habitat 
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suitability of the headwater reaches of Redside Dace occupied streams, causing a seasonal range 
contraction. Therefore, we hypothesize that detections of Redside Dace occurrence at upstream 
sites should be significantly different from those at downstream sites in terms of signal strength 
(copies per reaction as a proxy for abundance (Doi et al., 2017)). This will provide important 
information that can be used to further species recovery by providing a complete picture of 
Redside Dace habitat occupancy allowing proper adaptive management and the selection of sites 
for protection, rehabilitation and reintroduction. Secondary to our primary objective we 
examined the relationship between flow and eDNA signal strength. In flowing systems 
hydrology may transport genetic material out of a system which is especially problematic for the 
detection of rare species. Additionally, it is thought that Redside Dace uses to deep pools with 
low currents as refugia during the winter (DFO, 2019). Because this cyprinid may be associated 
with slow moving water during winter and because flowing water removes eDNA signals from a 
system, we hypothesize that flow rate should affect detection strength and predict it is negatively 
correlated with eDNA signal in our study system. 
Here we use environmental DNA as a method of estimating habitat occupancy during the 
winter and determine whether Redside Dace occupy the same streams in winter as they do during 
spring, summer and fall through a comparison with past occupancy studies. Knowledge of how 
Redside Dace use habitat during the winter could inform future efforts to protect critical areas 
and is also vitally important for reintroduction efforts, allowing for better identification of both 






From January 28 to and February 10, 2019, the distribution of Redside Dace was 
examined using eDNA methodologies protocols (as per methods outlined in Wilson et al. (2014), 
see details below) across the species’ range in southern Ontario (see Figure 2.1). Sampling took 
place in 17 tributaries (57 sites) within the range of Redside Dace in Southern Ontario (see Table 
3.1). Efforts focused on tributaries located in the Hamilton and Greater Toronto Area (GTA) 
with the selected tributaries belonging to the Duffins Creek watershed, the Carruthers Creek 
watershed, the Rouge River watershed, the Credit River watershed, the Spencer Creek watershed 
or the Bronte Creek watershed. These six watersheds are a representative subsample of the 25 
watershed historically occupied by Redside Dace in Canada since the status of Redside Dace 
populations in these watersheds ranges from fair to presumed extirpated, the full spectrum of 
statuses for extant Redside Dace populations (DFO, 2019). Tributaries were selected based on 
meeting with OMNRF personnel (Dr. Chris Wilson and Mark Heaton), occurrence records, and 
current habitat suitability (DFO, 2019; Poos et al., 2012; Reid et al., 2008; Reid & Parna, 2017). 
Tributaries and the number of sites sampled on each were: Spencer Creek (n=5), Bronte Creek 
(n=4), Silver Creek (n=5), Huttonville Creek (n=4), Springbrook Creek (n=4), Bruce Creek 
(n=2), Berczy Creek (n=2), Levi Creek (n=4), Fletcher Creek (n=4), Little Rouge Creek (n=2), 
Morningside Creek (n=2), Ganatsekiagon Creek (n=2), Urfe Creek (n=2), Rouge River (n=7), 
Churchville Tributary (n=2), Robinson Creek (n=2), Carruthers Creek East (n=2), and Carruthers 
Creek West (n=2). See Table 3.1 for exact sampling sites. Current knowledge (DFO, 2019) 
indicated that some of these tributaries support populations of Redside Dace while others 
represent recovery habitat for the species. It was reasoned that a broad sampling strategy would 
provide information relevant both for preserving current populations and for potential 
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reintroductions. Additionally, all tributaries had been previously sampled for Redside Dace 
through either traditional means or with eDNA (DFO, 2019). Site locations on each tributary 
were selected based on Redside Dace habitat use patterns (documented preference for pools 
outside of breeding season (DFO, 2019)) and on accessibility. It should be noted that some 
sampling locations shifted slightly when compared to the original site selections due to 
limitations such as ice thickness and access to flowing water. Additionally, visual identification 
of pool habitat was made difficult by snow and ice cover. Coordinates reported in this thesis 
correspond to actual (rather than planned) sampling locations. Sites with road access were 
preferred to ease sampling in harsh winter conditions, reduce time to sample filtration (and thus 
DNA preservation), and to reduce the potential for cross contamination between samples during 
transportation. 
Sampling and Equipment Sterilization Protocols 
Sampling was conducted following the protocol outlined by Wilson et al. (2014). 
Sampling bottles and filtration equipment were bleached (10% v/v) for a minimum of 10 minutes 
between each use. Following sterilization, bottles were triple rinsed in tap water and then double 
rinsed with distilled water. Sterilization and rinsing between each site prevented contamination 
within and between tributaries. Prior to sampling, a 2L Nalgene bottle identical to those used to 
collect field samples was filled with distilled water. This bottle was placed inside a plastic 
garbage bag with the empty quadruplicate bottles for field samples. This bottle acted as a field or 
“bag control” and was treated in a manner identical to the water samples collected from each 
site. Garbage bags containing the sterilized sample bottles as well as the bag control were loaded 
into coolers sterilized with a (10% v/v) solution of bleach. Each garbage bag was assigned a site 
and each cooler was use exclusively for a single tributary. At each sampling site an individual 
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garbage bag containing the bag control and quadruplicate sampling bottles was removed from 
the cooler and placed into a camping barrel for ease of transport. The barrel was carried to the 
stream site. A hole was opened in the ice with a sterilized mallet (if no open water was present at 
the sampling site). The garbage bag was removed from the barrel and opened. A sterilized 2-
metre-long pole was used to hold the sampling bottles as water was collected from each site. 
Two-liter water samples were collected from the surface of each site using a Nalgene bottle. 
Samples were collected one at a time. A single bottle was gently lowered into the water with its 
open end facing upstream. The natural flow of the water within each tributary was allowed to fill 
the bottle. In most instances the bottle was completely submerged during sample collection. 
Bottles were not allowed to touch the substrate on the bottom of the sampled tributaries even at 
shallow sampling sites. Water samples were collected from the surface to improve the temporal 
relevance of detections since sediments hold higher concentrations of eDNA (Turner et al., 
2015).Sampling was performed in quadruplets to increase the sampling sensitivity. As soon as 
the sampling bottle was removed from the stream it was capped and dried with paper towel. The 
paper towel was discarded, and the filled sample bottle was placed back in the garbage bag with 
the bag control. Disposable gloves were worn at all times during sample collection. Gloves were 
changed between the collection of each biological replicate and between sites. Once all four 
bottles were filled and placed in the bag, the bag was closed. This bag was not re-opened until 
the samples were to be filtered. Samples were collected from downstream to upstream along 
each tributary to avoid re-sampling of water and to reduce contamination (cf. Wilson et al. 2014). 
The sample collection pole as well as the mallet used to break ice were sterilized between each 
site. Instantaneous flow measurements were taken at each site using a handheld flow meter. 
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Filtration and Extraction 
Samples were filtered according to a protocol from Wilson et al. (2014). Briefly, water 
samples were stored in two-liter Nalgene bottles and were transported in coolers from the field to 
the laboratory. Environmental conditions during winter sampling necessitated that samples were 
not transported on ice to avoid freezing. Samples were stored in a refrigerator (~ 4oC) and were 
filtered within 12 h of collection. 2L water samples were filtered using vacuum filtration 
manifolds. Prior to filtration, distilled water was run through the filtration manifold to ensure that 
the filtration equipment was not a potential source of eDNA. Glass microfibre filters (Whatman 
catalogue 1822-047) with a diameter of 47mm and a pore size of 1.2 microns were used. Field 
controls (“bag control”) for each site were filtered prior to the water samples to confirm samples 
were not contaminated during collection. Filtered samples were immediately submerged in 
Longmire’s solution (Rees et al., 2014) and stored in a refrigerator (~ 4oC) until DNA extraction. 
It should be noted that sample filtration was completed in a facility separate from subsequent 
processing of samples to avoid aerosol contamination. 
DNA was extracted using the MoBio PowerWater DNA Isolation Kit following an 
adapted protocol outlined in Wilson et al. (2014). Samples were removed from 4oC storage and 
transferred to a 15 mL falcon tube using forceps which were flame-sterilized between samples. 
Heated PW1 solution (1000 μL at 70oC) was added to each falcon tube and was placed onto a 
shaker which was set at 300rpm for 30 minutes to lyse before being centrifuged at 4,000 RCF for 
1-minute. The supernatant was transferred into a 2-mL collection tube and centrifuged at 13,000 
RCF for 1 minute. The supernatant was pipetted into a 2-mL collection tube and 200 μL or PW2 
solution was added. The solution was vortexed and stored at 4oC for a five-minute period before 
being centrifuged at 13,000 RCF for 1 minute. The supernatant was transferred to a 2-mL 
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collection tube which was mixed with 650 μL of warm PW3 solution and vortexed. In a fume 
hood, 650 μL from each tube was pipetted to a spin column, which was centrifuged at 13,000 
RCF for 1-minute and all liquid was removed (these steps were repeated twice per sample). The 
spin column was placed into a 2-mL collection tube and 650 μL of PW4 solution was added and 
spun at 13,000 RCF for 1-minute and liquid was removed. The same tubes were immediately re-
centrifuged at 13,000 RCF for 2-minutes. Spin baskets were placed into a clean 2-mL collection 
tube and 100 μL of elution buffer was added and centrifuged at 13,000 RCF for 1-minute and 
liquid was removed.  
Quantitative PCR 
 The quantification of eDNA was performed using real-time- PCR. The mitochondrial 
cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) gene in Redside Dace was amplified with the following 
primers: (RSD: 5’-GCTAGCTTCTTCTGGCGTTGA-3’) and reverse primer (RSD: 5’-
CTGCATGGGCAAGGTTACCT-3’). These primers were specific to Redside Dace 
(Bronnenhuber & Wilson, 2013). A reporter probe (6FAM-CGGAACAGGATGAACGG-
MGBNFQ) consisting of a 5’ fluorescent reporter and a 3’ quencher to hybridize to the target 
strand. The strength of the fluorescence signal can be related to the amount of starting template 
present in the reaction (the number of copies of template DNA) and a standard curve can 
generated by plotting known concentration of DNA against the cycle at which the fluorescent 
signal from these known samples exceeds a particular level. This cycle threshold or Ct, is 
selected so that fluorescence from the reporter probe can be distinguished from background 
fluorescence, allowing the assay to accurately distinguish between signal and noise. Standards 
were run in parallel with samples and used to build standard curves for the quantification of the 
environmental DNA samples collected. Cycle number was used to infer the number of DNA 
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copies (copy number) associated with each sample through standard interpolation ((Heid et al., 
1996). See Appendix 1.9 for standard curves used for interpolation.  
 Each Taqman® reaction amplified an 83 base pair segment of the COI gene. The total 
volume of each reaction mixture was 15 μL which consisted of 10 μL of TaqMan® (master mix 
(2X); Life Technologies), 0.4 μL of RSD-R, 0.4 μL of RSD-F, 0.4 μL of RSD-probe, 3.8 μL of 
ddH2), 5 μL of stock DNA. The PCR conditions were as follows: 2 min at 95oC, 1 sec at 95oC, 
and 20 s at 60oC repeated for 40 cycles. Each sample was run three times to properly assess the 
level of within sample variability.  
Data Analysis 
Each biological sample (n=4 per sampling site) was quantified in triplicate with 
TaqMan® qPCR and the average copy number of these three technical replicates was used for 
the analysis as in Barnes et al. (2014). An average of the technical replicates was used to help 
reduce variability in copy number introduced by qPCR. To ascertain the precision of the qPCR 
platform, a coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated for each set of technical replicates 
(CV=Standard deviation/mean). When the calculation for CV returned undefined values 
(division by a mean of 0) the CV was set to 0 (as in Serrao, 2016)). The occurrence of Redside 
Dace at each sampling site was assessed based on these averages (see details below). A 
methodology similar to that used by Serrao et al. (2018) was adopted to choose the optimal 
detection threshold (copy number at which a site was considered positive for RSD occurrence). 
A ROC curve approach was deemed appropriate to set defensible eDNA detection thresholds for 
winter sampling of cyprinids (Figure 3.2).  
ROC analysis of qPCR data involves an initial classification stage where all eDNA 
samples were designated as either “detections” or “non-detections”. The “non-detection” sample 
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set was made up of filter, DNA extraction, and field negative controls; the samples that 
nominally lack Redside Dace genetic material. The “detection” set contained all field samples 
that had a copy number output of greater than zero including positive controls. The ROC curve 
and its corresponding AUC were generated in R (https://cran.r-project.org) using the package 
pROC (R Core Team 2014). This analysis orders all datapoints in the data set and tests each 
point or “signal value” (here copy number) as a potential threshold. The program then classifies 
each as a true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) at 
that threshold. A TP was an environmental sample with copy number equal to or exceeding the 
threshold. A TN was a negative control with a copy number below the threshold. FPs were 
negative controls with copy numbers higher than the threshold. Finally, environmental samples 
with copy numbers lower than the threshold were classified FN. Sensitivity and specificity 
values were then calculated. Sensitivity was calculated as: [TP/(TP + FN)] and specificity as 
[TN/(TN + FP)]. Sensitivity and specificity values were calculated for each threshold (all ranked 
data points) and curve of sensitivity versus 1-specificity was generated (a ROC curve). Each 
threshold from which a sensitivity and specificity is calculated corresponds to a single point in 
ROC space. Higher threshold values correspond to decreased sensitivity and increased 
specificity. The opposite is true of lower threshold values which produce increased sensitivity 
and decreased specificity. pROC also calculates the AUC for the generated curve. The AUC 
represents the probability that a certain classifier (here the qPCR evaluation) will provide a 
higher signal value (copy number) for a randomly selected environmental sample than it will a 
randomly selected negative (Fawcett, 2006). AUC values closer to 1.0 represent more accurate 
assays (less likely to return classification results at random). An AUC value of 0.5 is indicative 
of an assay that returns random results (an AUC of 0.5 corresponds to a 50% chance of correct 
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classification). Lower AUC values indicate an inverted relationship between the classifier and 
the signal (worse than random results). Choosing an appropriate threshold is a balance between 
sensitivity and specificity (Fawcett, 2006). Sensitivity and specificity were calculated with 
MedCalc (https://www.medcalc.org/calc/diagnostic_test.php) for each candidate threshold . 
Thresholds of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3,4 5 and 10 copies per reaction were evaluated in this manner based 
on (Serrao et al., 2018b). Youden’s J statistic was calculated for each potential threshold 
(Youden 1950). The threshold value was selected based upon Youden’s J statistic with values 
closer to 1.0 representing a more optimal balance between sensitivity and specificity. A 
minimum detection threshold of 1 copy per reaction was selected as the optimal value as this 
threshold returned the highest J statistic. If the copy number of any of the biological replicates 
met or exceeded the 1 copy per reaction threshold, the corresponding site was considered 
positive for the occurrence of Redside Dace eDNA. This same threshold was used for all field 
and lab controls (including pre-filter controls and bag controls). Figure 3.3 shows a histogram of 
all non-zero measurements returned by the qPCR assay. 
All sites were then classified as ‘upstream’ or ‘downstream’ for further analysis (see 
Table 3.3). Classification was performed on a per tributary basis and took site location into 
consideration. In tributaries with an even number of sampling locations sites were evenly divided 
between ‘downstream’ and ‘upstream’ groups. In tributaries with an odd number of sites (such as 
the Rouge River series of sites) the middle site was categorized based on its location in 
comparison to other sites and the researcher’s judgement. Both sites on Little Rouge Creek were 
classified as upstream as they were taken from headwater reaches on separate forks of the 
tributary. A F-test was used to determine if the variance among mean copy numbers differed 
between ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ sites. A two- sample T-test assuming unequal variances 
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was then used to determine if mean copy number of biological replicates varied between the 
groups. These analyses were repeated on a subset of data. Here, only sites belonging to 
tributaries where Redside Dace DNA had been detected in this study were included. Site 
classifications (‘upstream’ vs ‘downstream’) did not change for the analysis and an F-test was 
again used to determine if ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ groupings had equal variances. This was 
followed by a two- sample T-test assuming unequal variances to determine if there was a 
difference in mean copy number of biological replicates between the site groupings.  
To determine if a relationship existed between flow and the strength of a detection a 
linear regression was performed relating flow and mean copy number for all sites (see Figure 
3.8) This was repeated for a subset of the samples with sites on tributaries lacking detections 
removed from the regression (See Figure 3.9). It should be noted that RoRi2 was not included in 
the flow analysis because no measurement of flow was taken at this site. Subsequently a two 
sample T-test assuming unequal variance was used to test if there was a significant difference in 
mean flow between sites where we detected Redside Dace DNA and sites where we did not (see 
Table 3.4 for detections at different thresholds in surveyed tributaries.  
Results 
Summary of data 
The average copy number reported for the 307 control samples (bag controls, prefilter 
controls, post-filtration controls and lab negative controls) was 0.084 copies reaction-1 with a 
standard deviation of 0.201. This mean represents data points (technical replicates) that ranged 
from 0 copies reaction -1 to 5.177 copies reaction -1. The median copy number returned by the 
qPCR assay for control samples was 0 copies reaction-1. Of the negative control samples 73.3% 
showed no evidence of Redside Dace DNA while 99.0% had fewer than 1 copy reaction-1 and 
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100% had a copy number lower than 2 copies reaction-1. Within the data set garnered from field 
samples (samples collected from areas with potential Redside Dace occupancy) the qPCR assay 
return results that ranged from 0 to 314.84 copies reaction-1. The median result was 0.221 copies 
reaction-1 while the mean was 4.12 copies reaction -1. Within the field sample group 36.16% 
displayed results of 0 copies reaction-1 , 31.25% had between 0 and 1 copies reaction-1, 17.41% 
had from 1 to 5 copies reaction-1 and 15.18% had greater than 5 copies reaction-1. Variability 
between the qPCR technical triplicates was ascertained by examination of coefficients of 
variation. The mean coefficient of variation was 0.345 for the controls and 0.51 for the samples. 
Within the control group the CV ranged from 0 to 1.414 with the median CV being 0. Within the 
field samples the maximum CV was 1.414 and the minimum was 0 with the median CV being 
0.314.  
Results of ROC framework  
Selection of an optimal copy number as a detection threshold involves evaluation of 
sensitivity and specificity values. Setting the threshold at 1 copy reaction-1 lead to a sensitivity 
value of 51.0% and a specificity of 99.0%. Increasing the detection threshold to 2 copies 
reaction-1  decreased sensitivity to 41.3% and marginally increased specificity to 100%. 
Detection thresholds of 3,4, 5 and 10 copies reaction-1 corresponded to sensitivity values of 
34.9%,26.6% 23.8% and 13.3% respectively. The specificity values remained consistently 100% 
at each of these thresholds. These cut off values correspond to the true negative and false 
positive values in Table 3.2. Higher or more stringent thresholds lead to decreases in sensitivity 
and marginal or no increase in specificity. This corresponds to the sharp rise in the ROC curve 
and is a reflection of the high specificity of the qPCR assay (Serrao et al., 2018b). The AUC of 
the generated ROC curve was 0.953 (see Figure 3.2). This is indicative of the predictive power 
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of the qPCR assay. Evaluation of the different J-index values displayed in table 1 indicates that a 
threshold of 1 copy per reaction is the optimal balance between specificity and sensitivity (Park 
et al., 2004). Once a defensible detection threshold of 1 copy reaction-1 was set by the ROC 
analysis, this threshold was used to classify each sampling site as showing evidence for the 
occurrence of RSD (detection) or lacking evidence of Reside Dace (non-detection). A threshold 
of 1 copy reaction-1 was selected over lower thresholds (0.1, 0.25. and 0.5) despite these 
thresholds returning higher J-index values. These lower thresholds were not used to ensure that 
the study returned conservative distribution results and because of the conceptual impossibility 
of copy numbers less than 1. Additionally, thresholds below 1 copy reaction -1 are likely to result 
in false positives (Type I error) because of the stochastic nature of qPCR at when dealing with 
low template samples (Armbruster & Pry, 2008). Several of the negative controls displayed 
detections above the selected threshold of 1 copy reaction -1. Samples associated with these 
controls were discarded and the remainder were used to for occupancy analysis. Detections in 
negative controls can arise from a variety of sources including contamination from other samples 
or equipment exposed to other samples. Additionally, even blank samples may erroneously show 
evidence of low levels analyte making choosing an appropriate threshold (one that excludes 
detections at or below the limit of blanks (LOB)) even more important. Additionally, several 
samples were flagged for poor amplification of internal positive controls. Copy number values 
for these samples were taken at face value for a conservative estimation of Redside Dace 
occupancy.  
Site position and flow results 
Of the 57 sites sampled, 28 showed evidence for the occurrence of Redside Dace based 
on the chosen detection threshold. These sites were spread across 13 of the 17 sampled 
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tributaries (see Figure 3.1). Of the 3 major regions sampled, 2 showed evidence for the 
occurrence of Redside Dace. Only the Hamilton region lacked evidence for the occurrence of 
Redside Dace. The strength of detection for each site was graphically reported based on whether 
it exceeded a particular detection threshold (see Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.78 and 3.9 as well as Table 
3.4).  
The F-test determined that variance in mean copy numbers differed significantly between 
‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ sites (P<0.0001). A two- sample T-test (assuming unequal 
variances) determined that the mean copy number was not significantly different between 
‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ groups (‘upstream mean’ =  6.232, ‘downstream’ mean = 2.215 ,P 
= 0.2088, see Figure 3.8). This is contrary to our hypothesized pattern of range contraction which 
would have been supported by significant differences in upstream and downstream signal 
strength corresponding to higher numbers of Redside Dace congregating in pools located within 
downstream reaches. Removal of tributaries that did not display any evidence of Redside Dace 
(which should reduce potential bias) did not qualitatively change these results. A two- sample T-
test assuming unequal variances determined a non-significant difference between mean copy 
numbers between the site groupings (‘upstream mean’ =  8.835, ‘downstream’ mean = 3.186, P= 
0.2057, see Figure 3.9). We concluded that the data showed a non-significant difference in the 
signal strength between upstream and downstream sites.  
To test our second hypothesis that flow rate should affect detection strength and be 
negatively correlated with eDNA signal in our study system we performed a linear regression 
between flow rate and mean copy number. The linear regression showed a non-significant 
relationship flow and mean copy number for all sites (R2 = 0.002, P>0.05, see Figure 3.2 for 
details). Removing sites on tributaries where no Redside Dace DNA was detected so that the 
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linear regression between flow and mean copy number was performed on the subset of sites 
belonging to tributaries with detections only (See Figure 3.9) did not lead to a significant 
correlation (R2 = 0.08, P > 0.05). The two sample T-test (assuming unequal variance) did not 
detect a significant difference in mean flow between sites where we detected Redside Dace DNA 
(mean= 0.38 m/s, SEM=0.068) and sites where we did not ( mean = 0.36m/s, SEM=0.049, P = 
0.8429, see Figure 3.11). We hypothesized that instantaneous flow at a sampling site may be 
correlated with detection strength and predicted a negative correlation between flow and eDNA 
in our system. However, the data did not support this hypothesis as a linear regression between 
flow and copy number was non-significant and we observed no difference in flow between sites 
where we detected Redside dace and sites where it was absent.  
Winter detections in relation to historic occupation 
Sampling in the Hamilton area was restricted to two historically occupied tributaries: 
Bronte Creek (BroC) and Spencer Creek (SpeC). These tributaries were identified as containing 
critical Redside Dace habitat by the OMNRF with Bronte Creek containing ~20km of critical 
habitat and Spencer Creek and adjoining Flamborough Creek containing ~32 km of habitat. 
These tributaries are critical Redside Dace habitat, however the most recent record of the fish 
within either Spencer of Bronte Creek was in 1998 (DFO, 2019) and Recovery Potential 
Assessment flags these Redside Dace populations as likely extirpated. Our results corroborate 
this hypothesis at the 1 copy per reaction detection threshold. None of the four sampling sites on 
Bronte Creek showed substantial evidence of Redside Dace. The strongest eDNA signal here 
was 0.692 copies per reaction, which would only evidence Redside Dace occurrence at the 
detection threshold of 0.5 copies per reaction, well below MIQE guidelines (Bustin et al., 2009) 
and the threshold recommended by J-indexes. Similarly, Spencer Creek showed no evidence of 
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Redside Dace at the 5 sampled sites at a threshold of 1 copy per reaction. The detection threshold 
would have to be lowered to 0.02 copies per reaction for the qPCR assay to flag the occurrence 
of Redside Dace at this location in our study. Here eDNA sampling in the winter agrees with 
historical sampling records. The absence of Redside Dace within these tributaries combined with 
the occurrence of suitable Redside Dace habitat implies that Bronte and Spencer creeks are 
possible reintroduction locations for this species. Figure 3.4 is a graphical representation of 
sampling sites and detection strengths for Spencer and Bronte Creeks.  
Sampling within the Ajax Region was more extensive with sampling occurring in East 
Carruthers Creek (CaCrE), West Carruthers Creek (CaCrW), Ganatsekiagon Creek (Gana), Urfe 
Creek (UrCr), Little Rouge Creek (LRRi), Robinson Creek (Robi), Bruce Creek (BruC), Berczy 
Creek (BerC), Beaver Creek (BeaC), Morning Side Creek (MoTr) and within the Rouge River 
(RoRi), a total of 11 different tributaries and 25 sampling sites. This region has more recent 
records of Redside Dace occurrence.  
The Rouge River and its tributaries were sampled extensively in the present study. 
Morningside Creek was sampled at two sites in our study with neither site displaying evidence of 
Redside Dace at a detection threshold of one copy per reaction. Redside Dace have been found 
within this tributary as recently as 2009, but a 2011 survey of 4 sites failed to detect the species 
(DFO, 2019). Our subsequent failure to detect the species within this tributary supports the idea 
of a potential extirpation for the Morningside population. We sampled two sites on Little Rouge 
Creek (eastern and western branches) with both sites showing evidence for Redside Dace 
occupancy. A detection at the western site suggests the occurrence of Redside Dace in a location 
it has not been found in the last decade (DFO, 2019). More recent reports of Redside Dace 
within the eastern branch of the Creek are also supported by our detection. Similarly, we found 
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evidence of Redside Dace at both sites sampled on Robinson Creek. Our detection is supported 
by reports of this species in the tributary found in the 2020 recovery plan (cannot find original 
survey that supports this detection). Our hits in this tributary are robust with mean copy numbers 
exceeding 10 at Robi1. Our survey detected Redside Dace DNA at both the sites samples on 
Bruce Creek, a result consistent with a 2012 capture of an individual on this tributary 
(COSEWIC, 2017). The signal strength of the eDNA detected within Bruce Creek was relatively 
small such that raising the detection threshold to 3 copies a reaction would result in non-
detection for this site (see Figure 3.5). Neighbouring Berczy Creek displayed more robust signals 
with copy numbers for all biological replicates being over 5 copies per reaction (see Figure 3.5). 
Our results are supported by past captures of Redside Dace in this tributary of the Rouge River 
with fish being captured in the tributary in 2009, 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 (COSEWIC 2017) 
and (Poos et al., 2012) estimating a relatively large local population. Our study also detected 
Redside Dace within the Rouge River itself. I sampled 5 sites on the Rouge River proper and an 
additional 2 sites on Rouge River tributary a. These sites are coded as Rouge River (RoRi) and 
Beaver Creek (BeaC) sites within the present study. Both sites on Rouge River tributary a 
(BeaC1 and BeaC2) displayed evidence of Redside DNA and were deemed occupied at the 1 
copy per reaction threshold. Occupancy in this reach of the Rouge has been confirmed in other 
studies within the last decade. Sites BeaC3 and BeaC4found on the main branch of the Rouge 
River, had more robust detections of Redside Dace DNA. These sites would be considered 
positive for Redside Dace at all tested thresholds. We found a lack of evidence for Redside Dace 
at the hydrologically contiguous sites RoRi2 and RoR3. However, just downstream of these sites, 
at RoRi1, we detected a substantial (>10 copies per reaction) amounts of eDNA. This could 
represent a discontinuous occupancy pattern for this reach of the Rouge. Figure 3.5 is a visual 
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representation of sampling site locations and detection strengths for the Rouge River and its 
tributaries. 
 Carruthers Creek was sampled at four separate sites Both branches of the stream, 
Carruthers Creek East and Carruthers Creek West were sampled at two different sampling sites. 
All sites sampled within this system displayed evidence for the occurrence of Redside Dace at 
the selected detection threshold. In Carruthers Creek East the mean copy number for all 
biological replicates save one were higher than one copy per reaction. The mean eDNA signal 
strength was higher in the western branch with all biological replicates displaying mean copy 
numbers higher than two copies per reaction (see Table 3.1). This finding is in accordance with 
historical records of Redside Dace occupancy within the system since Redside Dace have been 
recently found within this system multiple times. (DFO, 2019) 
 Urfe Creek and Ganatsekiagon Creek were each sampled at two different sites. Neither 
site sampled on Urfe Creek showed any evidence of Redside Dace DNA in any of the analyzed 
samples. All biological and technical replicates save UrCr2B (discarded due to anomalous 
amplification curve) completely lacked evidence for the occurrence of Redside Dace. Redside 
Dace have not been found in Urfe Creek since 1954 and therefore a lack of eDNA signal for this 
species in the present study is not surprising (DFO, 2019). Conversely, we had found evidence 
for the occurrence of Redside Dace in the neighbouring Ganatsekiagon Creek with biological 
replicates exceeding the detection threshold (one copy per reaction). Detecting Redside Dace 
within Ganatsekiagon Creek is also not surprising as it has been detected in this tributary as 
recently as 2015 with 46 specimens being collected (DFO, 2019). Figure 3.6 maps detection 
strength within this region.  
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Sampling in the Peel region was limited to the tributaries of the Credit River. 
Specifically, samples were collected in Levi Creek (Levi), Springbrook Creek (SprB), Silver 
Creek (SiCr), Huttonville Creek (HuVi), Churchville Tributary (ChTr), and Fletcher Creek 
(FlCr). Samples were collected at four sites on Levi Creek but none of these samples displayed 
any evidence of the occurrence of Redside Dace. This is in accordance with historical records 
since the species has not been detected in this tributary since 1954 (DFO, 2019). All other 
tributaries to the Credit River we sampled showed evidence of Redside Dace. Within Fletchers 
Creek, we detected Redside Dace DNA at one of four sampling sites. FlCr1, the site located 
closest to the confluence of Fletcher’s Creek and the Credit River, showed evidence of Redside 
Dace occurrence at the selected detection threshold. Redside Dace have been observed in this 
tributary as recently as 2014 (DFO 2019, COSEWIC 2017). The other three sampling sites in 
this tributary lacked evidence of Redside Dace at the selected threshold. Sampling was also 
conducted in Silver Creek, located in the more westerly portion of the Credit River drainage. 
Water samples were collected at 5 different sites along this tributary and Redside Dace DNA was 
detected in samples from 3 of the five locations. Copy numbers associated with two sites, SiCr 1 
and SiCr 5, did not exceed the detection threshold, however internal positive controls in 3 of 4 
biological replicates for SiCr5 showed poor amplification. This suggests the presence of 
inhibitory compound in the qPCR reaction that could have artificially lowered the eDNA signal 
in this sample. Even taking the presence of inhibitors into account, the detection patterns found 
in Silver Creek are consistent with recent records for Redside Dace in this tributary with 
observations of a congregation of over 50 individuals being reported in this tributary each year 
since 2014. (DFO, 2019). Redside Dace have not been detected in Huttonville Creek since 2008 
but one of the four sites sampled in the present study showed evidence for Redside Dace. HuVi4 
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was positive for the presence of Redside Dace DNA at the one copy per reaction threshold. At 
more stringent, thresholds this site would be considered negative for the occurrence of Redside 
Dace. Combining the low signal strength with lack of recent records within this tributary means 
that it would be prudent to validate this “hit” with repeated sampling using eDNA or more 
traditional sampling methods. Nearby Springbrook Creek was also sampled at four different 
sites. We detected the occurrence of Redside Dace at 3 of the 4 sampled sites in this tributary 
with copy numbers associated with water samples collected at SprB1, SprB2 and SprB3 all 
exceeding the one copy per reaction detection threshold. Redside Dace was last captured in 
Springbrook Creek in 2011 and so our winter eDNA surveillance most likely confirms the 
persistence of the species within the tributary. Finally, we detected Redside Dace at both sites we 
sampled on Churchville tributary (n=2). This is also consistent with the records presented in the 
2020 Redside Dace species recovery plan. See Figure 3.7 for a visual representation of which 
sites were considered positive for the occurrence of Redside Dace within this region. Overall, 
detections were consistent when compared with historical records for Redside Dace in each of 
the tributaries sampled.  
Discussion 
 To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first attempt to characterize the 
occurrence of an endangered freshwater fish species during winter conditions using eDNA. We 
used eDNA sampling conducted in a short time frame (~14 days) to determine if Redside Dace is 
present at 57 different sites in 17 tributaries across 6 different watersheds. Our results agree with 
contemporary knowledge of Redside Dace occupancy across tributaries. We detected Redside 
Dace in 49% of the sites and in 72% of the tributaries sampled and produced maps that display a 
rough estimate of Redside Dace occurrence during the winter. The agreement between our 
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results and contemporary knowledge of Redside Dace residency shows that eDNA can be used to 
rapidly assess the occurrence of a rare species in harsh sampling conditions where other 
traditional means of survey may be nearly impossible to deploy. 
We speculated that these changes associated with winter conditions may 
disproportionately affect habitat suitability of the headwater reaches of Redside Dace occupied 
streams. Reduction in habitat quality in headwater reaches resulting from flow reduction and ice 
overs should lead to a range contraction as Redside Dace move to more suitable downstream 
reaches. We hypothesized that the mean copy number for detections of Redside Dace at 
upstream sites should be significantly lower than those at downstream sites because copies per 
reaction can act as a proxy for abundance (Doi et al., 2017). However, we did not observe this 
pattern in the tributaries we sampled. In fact, upstream mean copy numbers were higher than 
downstream (see Figures 3.10 and 3.11), but the difference was not significant (P > 0.05). Higher 
mean copy numbers at sites further upstream could result from downstream transport of eDNA 
from upstream sites. This could indicate that Redside Dace actually disproportionately occupy 
the upper reaches of the sampled streams. This cyprinid is a headwater species (Poos et al., 2012) 
and a pattern of occupancy that favours these sites is not surprising, even in the winter. 
Additionally, occupancy within the sampled regions is much more likely to be explained by local 
patterns in habitat quality than by reach position within a tributary. Redside Dace is likely 
concentrated in habitats that can act as a refuge (i.e. deep pools with low levels of current) in 
winter (DFO, 2019). However, I did not see evidence of congregations of Redside Dace in pools 
in our data alone as there was a poor correlation between flow and copy number across our 
sampling sites (Figure 3.9). A correlation might be expected if we directly sampled areas (both 
pools and reaches) occupied with Redside Dace but the fact that our study was carried out in a 
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flowing system likely affected this pattern as water can carry an eDNA signal far downstream 
(Balasingham et al., 2017; Deiner & Altermatt, 2014).  
 Our results were used to generate binary presence/absence maps for Redside Dace within 
the tributaries we sampled. Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 display where sampling locations tested 
“positive” for Redside Dace occurrence based on a threshold of detection set at 1 copy reaction-1 
as recommended by the ROC curve analysis and J-statistics above. Using eDNA to ascertain 
occupancy in a flowing system is a difficult proposition as the transport of the signal through the 
tributary with flow can confuse the location of the source. A positive detection indicates the 
species occurrence at some distance upstream of the sampling site. How far such eDNA signals 
can travel downstream is a point of contention with downstream transport values ranging greatly 
(Balasingham et al., 2017; Foppen et al., 2011). A study by Deiner & Altermatt (2014) found 
that eDNA could still be detected as far as 12.3 kilometer below its source. Conversely, a study 
failed to detect environmental DNA 50 meters below a source in flowing system (Pilliod et al., 
2013). In a third study, water containing Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) eDNA was dripped into 
a riverine system with no record of their occupancy. Traces of eDNA could be detected a 
sampling site 960m downstream of point it was introduced into the river. (Balasingham et al., 
2017) The diversity of transport distance in these studies suggests that transport distances for 
eDNA may be highly specific to individual study systems with diverse variables such as 
temperature, pH, UV exposure, local biota, substrate, stream morphology, stream discharge, etc. 
all influencing transport rates and signal persistence (Barnes & Turner, 2016; Jane et al., 2015). 
Without quantifying study specific transport distances and persistence, it is hard to be sure 
precisely where an eDNA signal originates. These uncertainties should not diminish the utility of 
eDNA in occupancy surveys especially in branched headwater systems where forks allow signal 
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tracing or when signal persistence and likely downstream footprint have been ascertained. For 
instance, detections at SiCr2, SiCr3 and SiCr4 indicate a reach of the stream likely occupied by 
Redside Dace at the time of sampling. An upstream sampling site (SiCr5) lacked evidence of 
Redside making it unlikely that eDNA sampled from sites along the reach traveled from a 
location upstream of SiCr5 (see Figure 3.7 ). Additionally, SiCr1, located ~2 km downstream 
from the occupied reach, lacked evidence of Redside Dace. This pattern of detections seems to 
imply that the stretch of Silver Creek between SiCr1 and SiCr5 is occupied by Redside Dace 
during the winter. This pattern of detections may also hint at the distance low levels of eDNA 
might travel in this system. However, eDNA is an imperfect means of detection and false 
negatives at SiCr1 and SiCr5 are possible, meaning that Redside Dace could be present upstream 
and downstream of the occupied reach. The pattern of detections observed in Beaver Creek and 
at the beginning of the Rouge River are also of interest because they hint at a discontinuous 
occupancy pattern (see Figure 3.5). Upstream sites (BeaC4, BeaC3, BeaC2) showed evidence of 
Redside Dace occurrence while the downstream and hydrologically contiguous sites BeaC1, 
RoRi3 and RoRi2 lacked evidence of Dace. Finally, RoRi3 also showed evidence of Redside 
Dace. This pattern of detection could indicate discontinuous occupancy along this stretch of lotic 
habitat and again hints at signal persistence in this system as BeaC1 and BeaC2 are separated by 
~1.5 km. In other tributaries surveyed the results of our study seemed to indicate more 
continuous occupancy (see CaCrE, CaCrW, Gana, Robi, LiRi, BerC, BruC and ChTr) or a 
complete lack of Redside Dace occurrence (see UrCr, BroC, SpeC, Levi and MoTr). A better 
understanding of system specific persistence and transport could aid in interpreting the results of 
eDNA studies. Future work could incorporate a pilot project to determine how far different 
concentrations of source DNA can be detected downstream of their origin in a specific study 
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system. Such studies could incorporate synthetic oligonucleotides (Wilson et al., 2016) in order 
to differentiate introduced signal from natural occurrences. 
Serrao et al. (2018) previously tested for Redside Dace eDNA in several of the tributaries 
we surveyed in the present study. Serrao et al. (2018) conducted sampling during the spring and 
fall. The sampling protocol they employed (9L of water filtered per site) is similar to the one 
used in the present study (8L of water filtered per site) and should allow for comparison without 
major biases especially because procedures following sample filtration (DNA extraction and 
qPCR) were carried out in an analogous manner. Additionally, Serrao et al. (2018) were the first 
to use a ROC framework to establish a detection threshold for eDNA allowing for a comparison 
of AUC values, sensitivities, specificities, and J-statistics that describe efficacy of the qPCR 
assay in winter. The fall and spring surveys produced a ROC curve with an AUC of 0.89 while 
winter sampling produced a ROC curve with an AUC of 0.95. At a detection threshold of 1 copy 
reaction-1. Serrao et al. (2018) found that the qPCR assay had a sensitivity of 60.3% and 
specificity of 98.5%. Comparatively, our study found the assay to have a sensitivity of 51.0% 
and a specificity of 99.0%. The decreased reported sensitivity in winter survey could relate to the 
exploratory nature of the study rather than winter conditions. Serrao et al. (2018) mainly targeted 
tributaries with a known Redside Dace occurrence, while our study sampled locations that lacked 
Redside Dace entirely, especially in the Hamilton region. The stochastic nature of the qPCR 
assay means that it can return signal even in blank samples (Armbruster & Pry, 2008). This 
combined with how the detection group was defined when the ROC was generated could have 
led to increased numbers of false negatives and a lower true positive percentage. Serrao et al. 
(2018) reported a J-statistic of 0.68 while we found our J-statistic at the same threshold to be 
0.50. The lower sensitivity of the assay in the winter can account for the lower J statistic reported 
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in the current study. The specificity of the assay is high in the present study and in Serrao et al. 
(2018) because of the specificity of qPCR itself (few false positives). During the present study 
sampling was carried out in air temperatures that were well below 0˚C (see Table 3.1). Rapid 
sample freezing on the exterior of sample bottles as well a precarious access to sampling sites in 
ice conditions raised concerns with researchers about increased levels of contamination and false 
positives in negative controls. However, levels of contamination were comparable to those found 
by Serrao et al. (2018) with 69% of their negative control group having 0 copies reaction-1 and 
73.3% of the negative control group having 0 copies reaction-1 in the present study. Additionally, 
in the present study 99.0% of controls had fewer than 1 copy reaction-1 compared 98.4% in the 
study by Serrao et al. (2018). Very few negative controls had detectable levels of eDNA in both 
studies leading to the high specificities reported in both studies.  
The sensitivity of eDNA methods have been fairly well established (Darling & Mahon, 
2011; Jerde et al., 2011; Wilcox et al., 2013) and with potential of eDNA as a monitoring tool 
becoming more widely recognized it is become more and more important that stringent 
protocols, both material and statistical, be put in places to ensure the accuracy of study results. 
Developing sampling and qPCR protocols to reduce error rates has been the subject of recent 
studies (Gentile F Ficetola et al., 2015; Takahara et al., 2015; Chris C Wilson et al., 2016). But, 
best practices for data interpretation are still being developed. Hunter et al. (2017) demonstrated 
an empirical method of determining detection limits in low copy qPCR samples but Serrao et al. 
(2018) represents the first instance in which the ROC framework has been used for the 
interpretation of eDNA data. The results of the present study corroborate the findings of Serrao 
et al (2018) by showing that the ROC framework is a valid means of setting detection thresholds, 
especially when assaying low template samples (a hallmark of both lotic systems and imperiled 
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species). The high AUC (0.953) for our ROC curve is indicative of the ability of the assay to 
differentiate between detections and non-detections (Eng, 2005; J. A. Hanley & McNeil, 1982).  
As previously mentioned, Serrao et al. (2018) surveyed several of the same tributaries we 
sampled in the present study using comparable methods of eDNA sample collection, filtration 
and quantification. In fact, seven collection sites (across five tributaries) were used in both 
studies, allowing for a qualitative comparison of habitat occupancy across seasons (see Table 
3.5). Redside Dace DNA was detected in each site in at least one sampling season. Three of the 
seven sites displayed evidence for continuous occupancy with Redside Dace DNA being 
detected in all seasons and are likely important for Redside Dace year-round. Redside Dace were 
found in the most locations (6/7 sites) during the spring, potentially a result of expanded 
occupancy due to breeding. Winter sampling detected Redside Dace eDNA at four of the seven 
locations surveyed. This represents the most restricted distribution, but it should be noted that the 
relative intensity of detections was the greatest in this season (see Table 3.5). Given that the 
strength of an eDNA detection can be correlated with biomass (Doi et al., 2017; Kelly et al., 
2014; Pilliod et al., 2013; Takahara et al., 2012) this could represent increases in schooling 
behaviour in winter leading to increased concentrations of individual Redside Dace occupying 
restricted habitat. Schooling energy saving (Marras et al., 2015) and increases in this type of 
behavioural might be expected in winter. It should be noted that the increased average copy 
number in winter can be observed despite decreased metabolism (Novinger et al., 2000) and 
therefore eDNA shedding rates (reviewed in Barnes & Turner, 2016) in Reside Dace at reduced 
temperatures. These increased signals could also be a result of reduced flow rates in winter 
where surveyed streams are iced over and partially obstructed (reduced discharge) leading to 
higher concentrations of eDNA. It should be noted that a comparison between data gathered in 
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Serrao et al. (2016) and the present study needs to be cautious because of the large temporal gap 
between sample collections. A broader eDNA survey conducted during summer, spring and fall 
sampling seasons combined with thorough habitat characteristic assessments and with our data 
could provide a clearer picture of how Redside Dace habitat use changes between seasons.  
Despite the recent increase in studies that employ eDNA in the detection of cryptic 
species, very few studies have employed this technique in winter conditions, especially for 
species that occur at low densities. However, recent work has examined the feasibility of this 
technique when it comes to the detection of species and assessment of biodiversity during the 
winter months. Arctic coastal biodiversity has been successfully surveyed by eDNA with 181 
species detected in total (Lacoursière-Roussel et al., 2018). In this study, samples collected from 
under the ice displayed higher levels of species richness on average than those collected in the 
fall. Whether this reflects a community composition change (e.g., late Annelida reproduction) or 
is an artifact of colder water and ice cover better preserving eDNA in the water column is 
unknown. Not only has eDNA been used to assay biodiversity but it can also be used to 
determine habitat occupancy and species distributions. eDNA was successfully employed to 
detect northern map turtle hibernacula in an ice covered temperate lake (Feng et al., 2020). The 
authors speculated that communal overwintering behaviours and stationary hibernacula helped to 
improve detection rates despite map turtles displaying reduced metabolic rates. Another example 
of the efficacy of eDNA for detection of a low motility species in winter involves the 
management of invasive zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) (Amberg et al., 2019). The 
authors found that eDNA surveys allowed detection of zebra muscles in the winter months when 
traditional means of detection (microscopy to detect larval veligers) is impossible. eDNA has 
been used in the past to shed new light on the winter ecology of an aquatic species. For example, 
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Wu et al. (2018) found populations of Palaemon paucidens, a lacustrine shrimp, that remain in 
close proximity to the shore rather than migrating to deeper water for over winter. eDNA has 
also been used in the winter to monitor more transient aquatic species. A survey of finless 
porpoise in the Yangtze River was able to successfully determine the species distribution using 
eDNA (Tang et al., 2019). The authors of this survey found that eDNA levels were significantly 
lower in the January survey than in August despite lower temperatures in January (9.3– 10.7˚C) 
than in August (22.3–28.2˚C). These findings are contrary to what would be expected based on 
the assumption that colder water temperature would lead to preservation of eDNA and thus lead 
to higher copy numbers present in the water (Barnes et al., 2014). This is also contrary to our 
findings of increased copy numbers in the winter sampling season. However, the results of Tang 
et al. (2019) could be explained by lower metabolic activity in the mammals during cold months. 
This study represents use of eDNA during winter months, but the water temperatures reported 
are a far cry from those found within the streams surveyed in the present study. Dunker et al. 
(2016) tested the feasibility of employing eDNA to determine the success of eradication efforts 
for invasive Northern Pike (Esox lucius) in frigid Alaskan waters. Here the authors determined 
that eDNA represented a useful tool in adverse sampling conditions. However, this study was 
conducted following an eradication effort and largely focused on eDNA signals generated by 
captive or deceased individuals with little focus on de novo surveying. Conversely, Minamoto et 
al. (2019) successfully employed eDNA to conduct occupancy surveys in winter conditions, 
including collecting water samples from under ice. The authors concluded that eDNA was a 
valid method of conducting inter-seasonal surveys in salmonid species. Another study compared 
the efficacy of eDNA to minnow traps in assaying winter occupancy of salmonids in remote 
streams (Khalsa et al., 2020). The authors failed to detect Chinook salmon using minnow traps, 
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only detecting this species with eDNA. Clearly, eDNA is an effective method of surveying 
abundant species and species that are not transient, but little work has been done to assay this 
survey method on rare or imperiled species in the winter. One of the few studies conducted on a 
rare species using eDNA in the winter months examined trispot darter (Etheostoma trisella) 
distribution during its late winter breeding season (Johnston & Janosik, 2019). This study 
detected trispot darter when traditional sampling failed. Although this survey was conducted in 
winter, the conditions in the study sites are a poor representation of winters at more extreme 
latitudes. The present study represents the first time a transient and endangered species has been 
surveyed in winter conditions (sub-zero air temperatures, water temperatures approaching zero 
and snow cover) using eDNA.  
Knowledge of habitat occupancy is critical to informed management choices (Mooers et 
al., 2010). Occupancy should be known prior to selection of habitat for protection, identification 
of prospective habitat for rehabilitation, and reintroduction (both source population selection and 
identification of prospective reintroduction sites). This study has demonstrated that eDNA can 
provide occupancy for rare or endangered species, such as Redside Dace, across seasons. 
Knowledge of which tributaries this species uses throughout the year should allow for the 
protection of critical habit. Additionally, eDNA surveys can be used as a first step in showing 
that a particular is unoccupied. A lack of species occurrence is a perquisite for reintroduction and 
can also allow for targeted rehabilitation efforts (if habitat that can be rehabilitated for the 
species in question exists in that location). Our study found multiple reaches of potential Redside 
Dace habitat that appear unoccupied, at least during our survey period (see UrCr, BroC, SpeC, 
Levi and MoTr). eDNA can also assist in locating stable populations to act as source populations 
for reintroductions. The potential of this technology to determine biomass and/or abundance has 
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been identified (Doi et al., 2017; Kelly et al., 2014; Pilliod et al., 2013; Takahara, et al., 
Kawabata, 2012) which could be especially useful in locating source populations for 
reintroduction without causing harm. Advancements in eDNA technology and the rise of 
environmental genomics may eventually allow for determining of the genetic structure of 
populations through eDNA sampling. However, currently this technology is more limited and 
has its utility in occupancy and abundance estimates and can be considered a “first step” in a 
complete occupancy estimate.  
Environmental DNA is not the only method for assaying occupancy in sensitive species 
of fish. Recently research has begun to explore under cameras as a non-invasive means of survey 
(Castañeda et al., 2020; Castañeda & Mandrak, 2020; Struthers, 2015). This is an alternative 
non-invasive method of detection which returns higher detection probabilities than conventional 
sampling methods (Castañeda & Mandrak, 2020). This method also examined occupancy 
probabilities in Redside Dace, finding that underwater cameras delivered the highest detection 
probability (0.74) this is comparable to the detection probability reported by Serrao et al., (2018) 
of 0.7 using eDNA in similar habitats. However, more research needs to be done on the 
applicability of underwater cameras in winter conditions. Battery life may be compromised in 
near freezing temperatures and ice cover may limit the utility of visual identification means.  
Conclusion 
The findings of this study suggest that eDNA signal strength is not associated with within 
tributary sampling site position (upstream vs downstream) during winter. These results suggest 
that other factors, such as habitat quality, may play a larger role in determining Redside Dace 
occupancy than habit position along a tributary (upstream vs downstream). Additionally, no 
correlation exists between measurements of flow taken at sampling sites and mean copy number. 
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Instantaneous flow measurements and within reach sampling position may not be as pertinent to 
the detection strength of eDNA sample as other factors such as proximity of the DNA source to 
the sampling location or the amount DNA being shed into the water. Although resolving fine 
scale questions about a species position using eDNA remains challenging, we demonstrated the 
utility of this technique to approximate occupancy under challenging conditions. The results of 
our broad survey are in agreement with past occupancy mapping efforts and represent the first 
(to our knowledge) large scale survey of Redside Dace occurrence during the winter season. Our 
survey is an example of the use of eDNA to detect an endangered species using non-invasive 
methods in challenging conditions. We postulate that eDNA may be used as a first step in 
proving the absence of occupancy in reintroduction efforts. This method a low-cost method that 
can be used to guide more targeted survey efforts such as electrofishing and seining to confirm 
absence. These traditional methods can be applied with less fear of inflicting harm if a pilot 
eDNA study has returned evidence of absence for a species at risk. Demonstrating evidence of 
absence is also important in sustainable development, allowing land use without fear of 
compromising the health of endangered populations. Resources for the recovery of a species are 
limited and so it is important that they be applied in a targeted manner to maximize the species 
chance for recovery. eDNA can aid in this by quickly ascertaining occupancy across seasons for 
habitat protection or identification of sites for reintroductions. We have demonstrated that eDNA 
is advantageous as a non-invasive sampling method that can act to broadly ascertain the 
distribution of species across seasons. The applications of this technology are extensive with 
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Table 3.1. eDNA sampling site information for the January and February 2019 survey of 
Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) winter occupancy. Site codes are ordered downstream to 
upstream, following the order in which samples were collected. Flow is reported in meters per 
second. WT is the water temperature measured at the time of sampling while AT is the 
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Table 3.2. Summary of sensitivity, specificity, and Youden’s J for nine perspective detection 
thresholds for winter eDNA sampling of Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) in southwestern 
Ontario. Confidence intervals are given for sensitivity and specificity 




0.1 0.909091 0.752443 0.661534 84.96% to 95.07% 70.02% to 79.97% 
0.25 0.769231 0.882736 0.651967 69.15% to 83.55% 84.14% to 91.65% 
0.5 0.65035 0.964169 0.614519 56.62% to 72.81% 93.68% to 98.20% 
1 0.51049 0.990228 0.500718 42.56% to 59.49% 97.17% to 99.80% 
2 0.412587 1 0.412587 33.10% to 49.79% 98.81% to 100.00% 
3 0.34965 1 0.34965 27.19% to 43.38% 98.81% to 100.00% 
4 0.265734 1 0.265734 19.54% to 34.60% 98.81% to 100.00% 
5 0.237762 1 0.237762 17.06% to 31.61% 98.81% to 100.00% 





Table 3.3. Upstream and downstream groups for testing of winter range constriction hypothesis. 
Sites marked with ‘*’ were removed for subset testing because they were found on tributaries 
that lacked evidence of Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) occurrence. Upstream sites 
delineated by 1 while downstream were assigned a value of 0. Mean copy number and the 
standard error associated are also reported 
Site Code Flow 
(m/s) 







BeaC 1A 0.07 0 0.691954 0.927366 0.05796 
BeaC 2A 0.17 0 1.163218 1.670804 0.104425 
BerC 1A 0.8 0 13.19121 6.654296 0.415894 
BroC 1A* 0.35 0 0.130892 0.29459 0.018412 
BroC 2A* 0.17 0 0.193251 0.249585 0.015599 
BruC 1A 0.07 0 1.087867 1.248255 0.078016 
CaCrE 1A 0 0 2.346831 1.351898 0.084494 
CaCrW 1A 0.18 0 7.224376 2.658185 0.166137 
ChTr 1A 0.01 0 2.288465 2.306141 0.144134 
FlCr 1A 0.07 0 0.350696 0.554513 0.034657 
FlCr 2A 0.59 0 0.130497 0.421843 0.026365 
Gana 1A 1.34 0 1.980504 1.78799 0.111749 
HuVi 1A 0.4 0 0.217069 0.430289 0.026893 
HuVi 2A 0.4 0 0.082375 0.273208 0.017075 
Levi 1A* 0.42 0 0.089932 0.078661 0.004916 
Levi 2A* 0.63 0 0.087617 0.162781 0.010174 
MoTr 1A* 0.56 0 0 0 0 
Robi 1A 0.63 0 10.84547 8.514796 0.532175 
RoRi 1A 0.47 0 5.510912 8.420633 0.701719 
RoRi 3A 0.11 0 0.156488 0.278464 0.017404 
SiCr 1A 0.39 0 0.555541 0.490316 0.030645 
SiCr 2A 1.08 0 2.660116 1.881418 0.117589 
SiCr 3A 0.96 0 10.58438 3.916285 0.244768 
SpeC 1A* 0.29 0 0 0 0 
SpeC 2A* 0.17 0 0.004674 0.015501 0.000969 
SpeC 3A* 1.23 0 0.005873 0.01948 0.001217 
SprB 1A 0.13 0 0.757636 1.031984 0.064499 
SprB 2A 0.2 0 1.897583 2.147331 0.134208 
UrCr 1A* 0.36 0 0 0 0 
BeaC 3A 0.66 1 23.09107 14.1964 0.887275 
BeaC 4A 0.52 1 10.05546 7.334914 0.458432 
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BerC 2A 0.4 1 36.3882 15.7702 0.985638 
BroC 3A* 0.21 1 0.218165 0.46725 0.029203 
BroC 4A* 0.34 1 0.006764 0.022434 0.001402 
BruC 2A 0.38 1 1.195075 1.48777 0.092986 
CaCrE 2A 0.21 1 74.30245 125.1549 7.822184 
CaCrW 2A 0.29 1 7.243935 3.994611 0.249663 
ChTr 2A 0.17 1 0.352816 0.563926 0.035245 
FlCr 3A 0.11 1 0.196695 0.455854 0.028491 
FlCr 4A 0.27 1 0.090258 0.203951 0.012747 
Gana 2A 0.18 1 4.025246 4.418532 0.276158 
HuVi 3A 0.15 1 0.128684 0.426795 0.026675 
HuVi 4A 0 1 0.282483 0.633586 0.039599 
Levi 3A* 1.05 1 0.04666 0.082452 0.005153 
Levi 4A* 0.35 1 0 0 0 
LRRi 1A 0.6 1 1.19641 2.571656 0.160728 
LRRi 2A 0.08 1 3.957075 4.803208 0.3002 
MoTr 2A 0.24 1 0.125006 0.316542 0.019784 
Robi 2A 0.17 1 0.618966 1.456367 0.091023 
SiCr 4A 0 1 3.528817 3.141287 0.19633 
SiCr 5A 0.13 1 0.238602 0.476112 0.029757 
SpeC 4A* 0.25 1 0 0 0 
SpeC 5A* 0.3 1 0 0 0 
SprB 3A 0.78 1 0.972058 1.039473 0.064967 
SprB 4A 0.3 1 0 0 0 





Table 3.4. Maximum eDNA signal (of 4 biological replicates) for each site sampled and 
‘detection’ at 4 candidate thresholds. A site is considered a ‘detection’ and given a code of 1 in 
the table if the max eDNA signal for that site exceeds the threshold. Site codes correspond to the 






Max eDNA signal 0.5 1 3 5 Flow (m/s) 
BeaC1 0.951149 1 0 0 0 0.07 
BroC1 0.289112 0 0 0 0 0.35 
BroC2 0.497822 0 0 0 0 0.17 
BroC3 0.692 1 0 0 0 0.21 
BroC4 0.027056 0 0 0 0 0.34 
FlCr2 0.50973 1 0 0 0 0.59 
FlCr3 0.491227 0 0 0 0 0.11 
FlCr4 0.36103 0 0 0 0 0.27 
HuVi1 0.481153 0 0 0 0 0.4 
HuVi2 0.329501 0 0 0 0 0.4 
HuVi3 0.514735 1 0 0 0 0.15 
Levi1 0.162332 0 0 0 0 0.42 
Levi2 0.192698 0 0 0 0 0.63 
Levi3 0.118432 0 0 0 0 1.05 
Levi4 0 0 0 0 0 0.35 
MoTr1 0 0 0 0 0 0.56 
MoTr2 0.381133 0 0 0 0 0.24 
RoRi3 0.418537 0 0 0 0 0.11 
SiCr1 0.833909 1 0 0 0 0.39 
SiCr5 0.784702 1 0 0 0 0.13 
SpeC1 0 0 0 0 0 0.29 
SpeC2 0.018694 0 0 0 0 0.17 
SpeC3 0.023493 0 0 0 0 1.23 
SpeC4 0 0 0 0 0 0.25 
SpeC5 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 
SprB4 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 
UrCr1 0 0 0 0 0 0.36 
UrCr2 0 0 0 0 0 0.24 
BeaC2 3.239309 1 1 1 0 0.17 
BruC1 2.887622 1 1 0 0 0.07 
BruC2 3.467242 1 1 1 0 0.38 
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CaCrE1 3.778507 1 1 1 0 0.21 
ChTr1 3.088751 1 1 1 0 0.01 
ChTr2 1.104965 1 1 0 0 0.17 
FlCr1 1.243558 1 1 0 0 0.07 
Gana1 3.85201 1 1 1 0 1.34 
HuVi4 1.129932 1 1 0 0 0 
LRRi1 4.44301 1 1 1 0 0.6 
Robi2 1.85023 1 1 0 0 0.17 
SiCr2 3.754077 1 1 1 0 1.08 
SprB1 2.369786 1 1 0 0 0.13 
SprB2 4.957446 1 1 1 0 0.2 
SprB3 1.514336 1 1 0 0 0.78 
BeaC3 37.86687 1 1 1 1 0.66 
BeaC4 20.571 1 1 1 1 0.52 
BerC1 16.76015 1 1 1 1 0.8 
BerC2 61.92623 1 1 1 1 0.4 
CaCrE2 290.4919 1 1 1 1 0.18 
CaCrW1 10.16499 1 1 1 1 0.29 
CaCrW2 11.35699 1 1 1 1 0 
Gana2 9.734561 1 1 1 1 0.18 
LRRi2 9.756141 1 1 1 1 0.08 
Robi1 19.8197 1 1 1 1 0.63 
RoRi1 16.34046 1 1 1 1 0.47 
SiCr3 13.29179 1 1 1 1 0.96 
SiCr4 7.149016 1 1 1 1 0 





Table 3.5. Spring, fall and winter occupancy of Redside Dace at 7 sites in 5 tributaries based on 
eDNA survey results from the present study and Serrao et al (2016). Copy numbers (CN) are 
averaged across biological and technical replicates and corrected for sample volume. Average 
seasonal copy number and associated standard error are also shown 
 
























































Figure 3.1. Sampling locations (n=57) for the winter 2019 eDNA survey of Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) habitat. Sampling 
sites are found in six different watersheds and on 17 distinct tributaries. Tributaries are shown in blue. More detailed maps of 





Figure 3.2.  Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve for qPCR assay of eDNA samples 
collected from Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) habitat during winter. The curve is 
compiled from data gathered from 224 field samples and 307 negative controls. Assay results of 
0 copies reaction-1 and above were used to produce the ROC curve. Note: The curve is based on 





Figure 3.3. Histogram of mean detection strength for all non-zero samples (n=226). Controls 
that demonstrated low levels of analyte presence are included. The red line represents the 





Figure 3.4. Hamilton region sample collection locations and the detection strength at each sampling site based on highest detection 
threshold exceeded. Sites are labeled by code. See Table 3.1 for site characteristics and Table 3.4 for max eDNA signal at each site. 




Figure 3.5. Sampling sites on the Rouge River and its tributaries as well as the detection strength at each sampling site based on 
highest detection threshold exceeded. Sites are labeled by code. See Table 3.1 for site characteristics and Table 3.4 for max eDNA 




Figure 3.6. Sample collection locations found on tributaries to Duffins Creek and on Carruthers Creek. The detection strength at each 
sampling site based on highest detection threshold exceeded is also shown.  Sites are labeled by code. See Table 3.1 for site 




Figure 3.7. Sampling sites on tributaries to the Rouge River as well as the detection strength at each sampling site based on highest 
detection threshold exceeded. Sites are labeled by code. See Table 3.1 for site characteristics and Table 3.4 for max eDNA signal at 




Figure 3.8. Linear regression between flow and mean copy number for 57 sites sampled for 
Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus). Mean copy number was calculated based on an average 
of biological replicates. Error bars represent standard error around the mean for each sampling 
site 
  





























Figure 3.9. Linear regression between flow and mean copy number for 31 sites. Tributaries 
considered negative for the occurrence of Redside Dace (Clinostomus elongatus) at all sampling 
sites were not included in the regression. Mean copy number was calculated based on biological 
replicates for each site. Error bars are standard error around the mean copy number for each 
sampling site 
  




























Figure 3.10. Mean copy numbers for ‘downstream’ (n = 30) and ‘upstream’ (n=27) site 





























Figure 3.11. Mean copy numbers for ‘downstream’ (n = 20) and ‘upstream’ (n=19) site 


























Figure 3.12. Mean flow (m/s) at sampling sites where I detected Redside Dace (Clinostomus 
elongatus) DNA compared to sites where detected amounts did not exceed the 1 copy per 
























CHAPTER 4 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Declines in global biodiversity, especially in freshwater biodiversity are a growing 
concern (Dudgeon et al., 2006; Reid et al., 2018). Efforts to prevent this loss in diversity are 
ongoing. Conservation efforts require a wealth of information including: habitat requirements, 
life history traits, species-species interactions, distribution/habitat occupancy, and genetic 
characteristics of extant populations (Lamothe & Drake, 2019). Although much of this 
information can be gathered through traditional means of ecological survey, understanding the 
genetic structure of extant populations of any species requires that molecular techniques be 
employed (Mijangos et al., 2015). Additionally, species in decline often have small population 
sizes that are difficult to sample with traditional survey methods or cannot support the mortality 
associated with such techniques (Kidd et al., 2014). In this thesis we developed a set of 
molecular tools that may be used in the future to advance the conservation of an endangered 
freshwater fish by providing a better understanding of its population structure and by informing 
source population selection choices for potential reintroductions. We also apply a second 
molecular tool (eDNA) to gain a better understanding of seasonal habitat occupancy of a 
freshwater cyprinid. This knowledge can be used for the management of extant populations of 
this species. Clearly molecular tools can play a central role in advancing the conservation of 
freshwater fishes.  
The first chapter of the thesis describes the development of microsatellite markers for 
Lake Chubsucker, an endangered allotetraploid catostomid native to North America. 
Microsatellite markers are useful for surveying the contemporary genetic structure of extant 
populations (e.g. Ginson, Walter, Mandrak, Beneteau, & Heath, 2015; Serrao, Reid, & Wilson, 
2018), for evaluating gene flow between populations, and for identifying inbreeding and low 
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effective population sizes (Hodel et al., 2019; Selkoe & Toonen, 2006). The developed 
microsatellites are also useful in gathering information for source population selection and the 
establishment of captive breeding efforts/experimental populations. In combination with other 
molecular information, namely mitochondrial DNA sequences, can be used to ascertain both 
historic and contemporary patterns of genetic diversity in Lake Chubsucker populations. These 
patterns may be essential for its long-term conservation. 
The second chapter in this thesis employs another molecular ecology technique, 
environmental DNA (eDNA). Currently this technique is mainly applied to determine 
occurrence. eDNA is a powerful tool to answering questions of presence vs absence for a species 
(or multiple species) in a particular location (Ficetola et al., 2008; Lacoursière-Roussel et al., 
2018). The advantages of this survey technique are that it is sensitive and non-invasive (Jerde et 
al., 2011) . eDNA sampling is an indirect way detect a species (it does not require the direct 
handling any organisms) and causes little to no habitat disturbance, stress or mortality. eDNA is 
relatively recent technique with many early studies focused on detecting invasive species 
(Ficetola et al., 2008; Jerde et al., 2011; Song et al., 2017). More recently its use in detecting 
endangered species has come more to the forefront (Id et al., 2019; Olson et al., 2012; Reid et al., 
2017; Serrao et al., 2018b; Strickland & Roberts, 2019). In the second chapter of this thesis we 
use eDNA to map the winter occupancy of an endangered freshwater cyprinid, Redside Dace, in 
a rapidly developing urban setting. Understanding occupancy in all seasons is essential for 
conservation decision making (Khalsa et al., 2020; Weber et al., 2013). Occupied habitats must 
be protected while unoccupied habitats with adequate habitat represent potential sites for 
reintroduction. eDNA can be used to establish occupancy in tough winter conditions where 
traditional means of sampling are impossible (Khalsa et al., 2020; Minamoto et al., 2019). This 
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second chapter also employs a receiver operator characteristic curve to quantify the reliability of 
the eDNA assay in differentiating detections from non-detections at low signal levels (Park et al., 
2004). As a novel technique, eDNA lacks standardization in field and laboratory protocols as 
well as in the statistical treatment of data (Hunter et al., 2017). Ensuring the reliability of results 
is a priority and so an established statistical method of data treatment to set thresholds is 
required. The results of our eDNA survey show that eDNA is a reliable method of species 
detection across all seasons. Our survey covered many of the tributaries RSD is known to 
frequent and provides and up to date map of habitat occupancy across the six separate 
watersheds. The large breadth, 18 sampled tributaries (at 57 sites), winter conditions, flowing 
system and endangered target make this a study of note. The information we garnered could be 
used to help manage Redside Dace in the GTA and will allow for informed choices about 
responsible development in the GTA. 
Chapter 1 
Initial attempts at microsatellite discovery were made by screening primer pairs that 
amplified DNA in congeners for cross amplification success in Lake Chubsucker. These were 
largely unsuccessful due to amplification failure, lack of polymorphism in the target species or 
because they displayed evidence of polyploidy. The result of cross amplification tests was a 
single potentially informative locus but, characterization of extant population requires a multi-
locus approach. Therefore, the construction and sequencing of genomic DNA libraries enriched 
for microsatellite loci was deemed necessary. Potentially informative loci developed in this way 
were screened for in vivo applicability (amplification, polymorphism and putative disomic 
inheritance) leading to the discovery of 23 potential microsatellites. These 23 markers were 
tested in natural populations of Lake Chubsucker. A U-test for excess heterozygosity in the 
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natural populations analyzed supports the notion that the developed markers are inherited in a 
disomic manner (Meirmans et al., 2018). These markers were also tested for the presence of null 
alleles and to see if they were in linkage disequilibrium. The results of this process winnowed the 
number of developed markers from 23 to 19 because of apparent linkages between loci. 
However, the small population size and limited number of populations we tested these markers 
on means that patterns of linkage could be exaggerated in our study. Overall, we developed 19 
polymorphic microsatellite loci for Lake Chubsucker. Additionally, we provided evidence to 
support the idea that these markers behave in a disomic manner making them easily scorable and 
giving them the ability to be analyzed with programs and statistical regimes designed for diploid 
species. Finally, we created a large data set of potential future markers for Lake Chubsucker to 
more easily allow the creation of microsatellite primer sets for future research.  
Microsatellite Applications 
Lake Chubsucker is a widely distributed fish within North America but its populations 
are in decline across almost all of its range (Dirrigl & Hammerson, 2020). The microsatellites we 
developed here could play a critical role in the conservation of its populations throughout North 
America. Characterizing its population’s genetic structure will better inform conservation efforts 
through the establishment of evolutionarily significant groups (DUs), allow informed source 
population selection choices for reintroduction efforts and guide captive breeding protocols to 
minimize adaptation to captivity, preserve effective population sizes and reduce reproductive 
skew (Allendorf et al., 2013; Elgee et al., 2012). In Canada, Lake Chubsucker is limited to a few 
populations in South Western Ontario (Staton et al., 2012). Although some work has been done 
to characterize the genetic structure of these populations (see Hauser et al., 2019) how they fit in 
the context of the North American range of this species has yet to be ascertained. No work on 
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American populations of this fish has been published and thus a holistic picture of historic and 
contemporary patterns of genetic diversity for this fish is unknown. The microsatellites we 
developed are step towards the characterization of contemporary patterns of genetic diversity for 
the north American populations of Lake Chubsucker. The markers we developed could be the 
basis for selecting populations to draw from for reintroduction efforts. Understanding the 
genetics of a species is important in source population selection frameworks (Houde, 2015) but 
markers must first be developed to allow characterization. Source population selection is 
imperative in reintroductions, but it is also critical for the establishment of captive breeding 
programs and experimental populations for threat assessment experiments (Montgomery et al., 
1997; Saltzgiver et al., 2012). Captive breeding programs should be set up to incorporate as 
much good gene diversity as possible (Neff et al., 2011). Assaying extant populations to 
understand effective population sizes using microsatellites is a good first step for source 
population selection or the establishment of a captive population. Microsatellites are also useful 
for tracing maternity and paternity in captive breeding settings as they can be used for parentage 
assignments (Jones & Wang, 2010). Whether or not breeding efforts should include manipulating 
sex ratios and other techniques to reduce skewed reproductive success relies on the use of 
markers such as the microsatellites developed in this thesis. This especially true of broadcast 
spawning species, such as Lake Chubsucker, where parentage assignments are difficult 




Future Work  
Future work should focus on the application of the markers developed. A recent and 
comprehensive sampling efforts has been made to collect tissue for Lake Chubsucker from 
across its range. This sample set represents populations of Lake Chubsucker from across its 
range (see Figure 2.1). The developed markers should be applied to this range wide sample set 
while the tissues are still a representation of contemporary genetic diversity within and among 
Lake Chubsucker populations. Analysis with nuclear markers could also provide more 
information about effective population sizes of extant populations (Allendorf et al., 2013).Use of 
these markers in captive breeding efforts is also a worthwhile endeavour. Such an effort could 
help scientists better understand the breeding patterns in this species and could also be used to 
definitively establish the ploidy/ pattern of inheritance in the markers we developed. Our results 
support a disomic inheritance pattern for the developed markers but to say that these are diploid 
markers with confidence would require a captive breeding program and pedigree analysis (see 
Boscari, Barbisan, & Congiu, 2011). Captive breeding experiments to better understand breeding 
patterns and reproductive skew could be performed in conjunction with a pedigree experiment to 
prove the inheritance mode of the developed markers. Plans to carry out this work have been 
made in conjunction with Walpole Island First Nation. Additionally, historical patterns of 
distribution and genetic connectivity in Lake Chubsucker have yet to be described. 
Mitochondrial sequencing of samples from across this species range should be performed for a 
better understanding of these patterns and to put the work done by (Hauser et al., 2019) into 
context. Combined with information provided by the nuclear markers, mitochondrial DNA 
sequence analysis could provide patterns of diversity in both historical and contemporary 
contexts. Mitochondrial gene sequencing, especially sequencing of cytochrome oxidase 1 (COI), 
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is also important as it could tell researchers to what extent Lake Chubsucker has hybridized with 
other closely related species and where in its range it has hybridized (Hebert et al., 2003). COI 
sequencing is a widely used molecular taxonomic marker and its sequencing will confirm the 
that samples analyzed are indeed Lake Chubsuckers. Microsatellite markers are powerful tools 
for the characterization of genetic diversity and can be used in conjunction with other molecular 
techniques for conservation (Hodel et al., 2019; Selkoe & Toonen, 2006). 
Chapter 2 
A ROC curve was used to set detection thresholds for the eDNA survey of Redside Dace 
habitat occupancy. The ROC framework demonstrated that qPCR is an effective means of 
distinguishing detections from non-detections (Fawcett, 2006). Additionally, specificity values 
and contamination levels found in this study are comparable to those experienced by (Serrao et 
al., 2018a).This is further demonstration that eDNA is an effective method of surveying species 
at risk, even in difficult winter sampling conditions. Having established a detection threshold 
using the ROC curve, we applied this threshold to our sample set. We detected Redside Dace in 
12 of 17 sampled tributaries at total of 28 of 57 sampled sites. Redside Dace DNA was detected 
in Silver Creek (n=3), Huttonville Creek (n=1), Springbrook Creek (n=3), Bruce Creek (n=2), 
Robinson Creek (n=2), Berczy Creek (n=2), Fletcher Creek (n=1), Little Rouge Creek (n=2), 
Ganatsekiagon Creek (n=2), Rouge River (n=4), Churchville Tributary (n=2), Carruthers Creek 
East (n=2), and Carruthers Creek West (n=2). The patterns of detection we found correlated well 
with historical sampling records for this species within the sampled habitats.  
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Environmental DNA Applications 
With some ecologists believing that biota on earth is on the precipice of an 
anthropogenically induced mass extinction event (Ceballos et al., 2017), conservation efforts are 
becoming increasingly important. Accurately describing species distributions in a non-invasive 
way is incredibly important in conserving imperiled species. eDNA is a promising technology to 
assay species distributions, especially in aquatic systems(Coble et al., 2019; Jerde et al., 2011). 
Environmental DNA can be used in situations where traditional methods fail, such as in remote 
locations, areas where direct sampling can cause harm and when conditions preclude 
conventional sampling techniques (Castañeda et al., 2020; Khalsa et al., 2020). Our study is an 
example of difficult conditions as temperatures were well below 0⁰C during sampling and 
streams were often covered in ice. Demonstrates the utility of environmental DNA in the winter 
and it also supports hypothesized range retractions and declines for Redside Dace in Canada. Our 
study provides further evidence of extirpations of Redside Dace populations in Bronte Creek, 
Spencer Creek, Levi Creek and Morningside Tributary.  
Future work  
Next steps in advancing environmental DNA as a technology include developing rigorous 
means to employ this technique to determine species specific abundance. Identifying how many 
individuals are present in a water sample would be incredibly valuable. Research on using 
microsatellites to determine how many individuals contributed to the DNA in a water sample is 
ongoing. Currently, techniques are limited to biomass estimations (Doi et al., 2017; Takahara et 
al., 2012). Biomass estimations are useful but should be corroborated by other techniques that 
are more rigours as they may be biased by a variety of factors (Kingsly & Corlett, 2020). More 
research could also investigate the degree of variability in eDNA persistence between systems. 
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How long eDNA lasts in a system is highly variable (Barnes et al., 2014). Although previous 
work has investigated this topic in both controlled mesocosm setting and in natural systems, tests 
on specific systems should be conducted in order to contextualize and validate the results. This is 
complicated by DNA given off by dead organisms and the retention of DNA in sediment which 
both can give the false impression of occurrence (Dunker et al., 2016; Ficetola et al., 2015). Such 
studies are especially important in temperate climates where changing seasons and conditions 
such as temperature, biotic activity, UV and flow may alter eDNA persistence (Barnes & Turner, 
2016). Flow is a variable of special concern as eDNA can be transported far from its source by 
moving water causing a directional reduction in detection success resolution in flowing systems 
(Balasingham et al., 2017; Deiner & Altermatt, 2014; Jane et al., 2015; Nukazawa et al., 2018; 
Song et al., 2017). Season specific pilot studies to confirm persistence and transport of eDNA 
within a study system could resolve these issues. Such pilot studies could be costly, time 
intensive and would need to be repeated multiple times to keep up with changing environmental 
conditions. 
Under water video surveillance is another novel non-invasive method of detecting species 
in aquatic environments. Notably, recent work has identified the potential of underwater cameras 
to detect species at risk (Castañeda & Mandrak, 2020). Cameras, like eDNA, are non-invasive 
and can be applied in difficult to sample habitats (Struthers, 2015). A recent study by Castañeda 
et al. (2020) involved a direct comparison of eDNA sampling and the use of underwater cameras 
found cameras resulted in higher detection probabilities than eDNA. Additionally, eDNA and 
underwater cameras mounted on remotely operated vehicles have been used in conjunction to 
locate the hibernacula of a rare freshwater turtle (Feng et al., 2020) However, to the author’s 
knowledge, no work comparing eDNA sampling and cameras has been completed in winter 
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conditions. Assuming that camera systems are robust enough to handle frigid waters and can still 
detect species in low light settings, future work should compare these technologies in ice covered 
habitats. Finally, future work should compare eDNA sampling of Redside Dace habitats in 
Southern Ontario in summer to the results of the present study. This work would complete a 
season profile of Redside Dace occupancy started by Serrao et al. (2016).  
Molecularly informed reintroductions - applications for the techniques discussed in the 
context of reintroduction  
Numerous authors have highlighted the need to incorporate genetics into reintroductions 
(Frankham, 2010; He et al., 2016; Hogg et al., 2020; Houde et al., 2015). Here we present a 
framework for the implementation of molecular assays for informed reintroduction efforts for 
endangered freshwater fishes.  
Prior to reintroduction, eDNA surveys can be used to demonstrate evidence of absence 
for the species of interest within reintroduction habitat. The sensitivity of eDNA means it can  
detect organisms present at low densities within an the ecosystem (Jerde et al., 2011). 
Establishing the absence of a species should involve repeated year over year and seasonal 
sampling efforts and with the targeted use of established sampling methods to validate the results 
of eDNA surveys. Additionally, community composition can be ascertained using eDNA 
surveillance. This is extremely important when planning reintroductions for sensitive fish species 
rely on other species within their ecosystems (i.e. Redside Dace are communal fish spawn in 
Common Shiner and Creek Chub nests). Environmental DNA sampling can confirm the 
occurrence of necessary symbiont species. Community composition is also important when 
invasive species or species that share ecological niches (and thus are in competition with one 
another) may be present within an ecosystem. Once it has been determined that a potential 
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reintroduction site is unoccupied and lacks the presence of negative biotic-biotic interactions, 
reintroduction can proceed. 
Source population selection for reintroduction should be genetically informed (He et al., 
2016; Houde et al., 2015). Here microsatellites, like those developed in this thesis for use on 
Lake Chubsucker, can be used to aid in choosing the appropriate population to draw individuals 
for reintroduction. Source population selection frameworks that incorporate genetic information 
(like Houde et al. 2015) should be used to choose the appropriate population for reintroduction. 
For example, if a genetic bet hedging approach is determined to be the most appropriate 
approach for source population selection then the population(s) with high levels of genetic 
diversity should be used for reintroduction. Multiple source populations could be selected for 
reintroduction for maximal diversity. Microsatellites can be used to ensure minimal risk of 
outbreeding depression between the populations involved in multiple source population 
reintroductions. Microsatellites can also be used to assess if assortative mating occurs in post 
reintroduction populations(Slade et al., 2014). Reintroductions can also act as population 
bottlenecks and steps should be taken to assess diversity before and after reintroduction events to 
ensure that enough diversity exist for the population to adapt to changing environmental 
conditions (He et al., 2016). 
Finally, post-reintroduction population monitoring should be implemented following a 
reintroduction. Monitoring can be difficult in rare species and this challenge presents another 
opportunity for the use of eDNA. Currently eDNA would be most useful as a broad sweep prior 
to targeted sampling to collect genetic material for in depth genetic analyses. Advances in eDNA 
technology should allow indirect assessment of population genetic structure but currently the 
technology is more suited for estimates of biomass. This type of high-level assessment can be 
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combined with more conventional sampling methods to allow for the collection of tissue (or cells 
-i.e. buccal swabbing (Kidd et al., 2014)) for genotyping and more detailed assessment. 
Researchers can look for inbreeding at reintroduction sites (Berkman et al., 2020) or can look for 
post- reintroduction assortative mating (Slade et al., 2014) when multiple source populations are 
used or in population augmentation attempts. Post-reintroduction population monitoring can also 
be used to confirm reproduction following a translocation. Monitoring should be carried out over 
a sustained period to ensure that reintroduced population has been properly established (Lamothe 
& Drake, 2019).  
De-listing freshwater fishes in Canada- steps for molecularly informed conservation 
 
 De-listing a species at risk in Canada often requires that quantitative conservation criteria 
be met (Pawluk et al., 2019). Here I present a general strategy that could be employed to de-list 
freshwater fishes in Canada with the aid of the molecular tools discussed in this thesis. Different 
organisms have varying life histories and have historically occupied different areas of Canada 
prior to their decline (Lamothe et al., 2019). Such differences mean that quantitative recovery 
criteria are not the same for all species at risk (DFO, 2019; Tomelleri, 2011). I will provide a 
general description of how molecular tools may be used to assist in the recovery of an at risk 
freshwater fish and use Lake Chubsucker and Redside Dace as specific examples of how a 
Canadian freshwater fish may fit into such a recovery effort and benefit from the use of 







 Resources for conservation are limited which necessitates that recovery efforts be 
properly directed or targeted to be effective (Helfman et al., 2008). Such targeted efforts require 
knowledge of a species distribution (Mooers et al., 2010; Nichols & Williams, 2006). Here, I 
suggest the use of eDNA for indirect surveys of occurrence. This thesis has further demonstrated 
the utility of eDNA as a sensitive and non-invasive molecular tool to determine the occurrence of 
Redside dace, a rare species, in winter but eDNA monitoring is applicable for almost all species 
(Lacoursière-Roussel et al., 2018; Rees et al., 2014). eDNA can be used to determine the 
occurrence of invasive species or species associated with negative interactions as well (Amberg 
et al., 2019; Rees et al., 2014; Song et al., 2017). This knowledge can be used to avoid 
reintroduction into habitat that is already occupied by an invader or allow target eradication to 
ensure habitat suitability prior to reintroduction (Darling & Mahon, 2011). Annual monitoring 
efforts using eDNA should be employed so knowledge of the distribution of a species at risk is 
contemporary to the year and season. For example, Lake Chubsucker are wetland fishes and are 
difficult to sample using conventional methods meaning population sizes are unknown for 
Canadian populations (Lamothe et al., 2019). Often water is too deep or congested with 
vegetation for these methods to be effective in detecting Lake Chubsucker. eDNA could allow 
more targeted sampling by acting as a “first pass” that could direct further sampling efforts. This 
first pass could be followed up with more targeted conventional sampling methods so that the 
size of the population present could be quantified. Additionally, eDNA surveys of recovery 
habitat could ensure that reintroductions are carried out into a habitat that does not harbour 
remnant populations. Once the distribution of the species at risk has been determined further 
action to support its recovery can be taken (Nichols & Williams, 2006).  
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 Knowledge of a species distribution and census population size are not sufficient for 
informed recovery(Amos & Balmford, 2001; Mcmahon et al., 2014). Small populations, 
characteristic of northern range species (Glass et al., 2015) are often plagued with genetic issues 
such as inbreeding depression. A population genetics study can be undertaken to measure 
diversity within and among extant populations of a species at risk. This knowledge can then be 
used to inform proper recovery action. For example, a population genetics study of Redside Dace 
found that all extant Lake Ontario populations have moderate levels of genetic diversity (Serrao 
et al., 2018a) meaning that supplementation to alleviate inbreeding depression through the 
introduction of new alleles is likely unnecessary for Redside Dace. This does not mean that 
population supplementation to increase the census size of the Canadian populations of Redside 
Dace is out of the question. In fact, the study by Serrao et al. (2018) informs the selection of 
populations for such bolstering activities and for potential reintroduction into recovered habitat 
within the species historic range (Lamothe et al., 2019). This study was only made possible by 
the development of microsatellite markers for Redside Dace (Pitcher et al., 2009). Microsatellite 
markers for Lake Chubsucker are now available and would allow for a similar study in this 
species. Microsatellites can also be used to ensure that removal of individuals for reintroduction 
does not negatively affect the donor population (Hogg et al., 2020). Once the population genetics 
and distribution of a species are known, they can be used to help guide management choices that 
could lead to the recovery and eventual de-listing of the species in question.  
Recovery action 
Quantifiable goals must be set and then those goals must be met for a species to be 
considered recovered in a meaningful way (Pawluk et al., 2019). For example, the Redside Dace 
recovery potential assessment (DFO, 2019) uses population modeling to set a minimum viable 
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population size (MVP) for recovery. The report found concordance between a single population 
model and meta-population model to set the MVP at approximately 75,000 individuals. Vélez-
Espino and Koops (2008) suggest that between 2900 and 4300 individuals are required for 
individual populations of Redside Poos et al. (2012) estimated Redside Dace populations within 
Lake Ontario watersheds to range from ~200 to ~41,500 with most populations well below the 
MVP for this species. Recovery and subsequent de-listing for Redside Dace in Canada would 
require a substantial increase in the number of individuals present for most populations. If 
enough habitat exists to support increases in population size this growth in Redside Dace, 
numbers may need to be supported by human activity such as reintroduction (Lamothe et al., 
2019). If sufficient habitat is lacking, its creation should be top priority for species recovery 
(Stapley et al., 2010). Reintroduction of Redside Dace from stable populations from the United 
States or Canada may be required given the fragmented headwater nature of extant Redside Dace 
Populations (Lamothe et al., 2019). Population genetics study such as the one by Serrao et al. 
(2018) can be used to inform the selection of appropriate populations to maximize chances of 
reintroduction success and minimize potential outbreeding if extant and reintroduces populations 
were to come into contact with one another. COSEWIC requires that greater than 10 populations 
of species be present for it to be de-listed (COSEWIC, 2019b). Population supplementation and 
rigours efforts to ensure the continued viability of beleaguered urban habitat might be required 
for this recovery criterion to be met (Lamothe et al., 2019). Reintroduction should involve 
sustained translocations over multiple years with large population sizes to avoid inbreeding and 
Allee effects (Armstrong & Wittmer, 2011; Deredec & Deredec., 2007; Miller et al., 2009). 
Knowledge resulting from population genetics studies and a census may suggest that captive 
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breeding is required for recovery. If no population exist to support such a removal, captive 
breeding could help increase propagule numbers prior to reintroduction. 
Lake Chubsucker are thought to occur in ten locations within Canada and the demographic status 
of many of these populations is unknown or declining (Tomelleri, 2011). For this species to 
recover in Canada and be de-listed, recovery efforts should include the creation of additional 
populations of this fish. Thus, the recovery of Lake Chubsucker is dependent on natural 
recolonization from existing Lake Chubsucker populations to connected habitat (highly 
unlikely), reintroduction into already recovered habitat, or on the creation of habitat and the 
reintroduction of the fish into that habitat. These conservation actions should be informed by 
genetics (Amos & Balmford, 2001; Lamothe et al., 2019). It is likely that none of the extant lake 
Chubsucker populations within Canada could support the removal of individuals for 
reintroduction (Tomelleri, 2011). Population genetics studies of contemporary genetic 
differences between Lake Chubsucker populations could be employed to better select 
populations that are genetically similar to extant Canadian populations and that can support the 
removal of individuals for reintroduction. Given the decline in this species across its northern 
range, such populations may not exist (Dirrigl & Hammerson, 2020). This would call for the 
captive propagation of Lake Chubsucker in order to increase numbers to level suitable for 
reintroduction. Individual populations of Lake Chubsucker should be found in a minimum of 1 
km2 of good habitat and be at least 2730 individuals strong (Tomelleri, 2011). A minimum of ten 
such populations would be required for delisting. Given the current status of Lake Chubsucker 
within Canada and the paucity of data on the size of extant populations I speculate that its 
recovery will likely require the aid of drastic actions such as captive breeding and reintroduction 
that are greatly assisted by molecular tools.  
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Monitoring and population persistence 
 
 Following a reintroduction event both microsatellites and eDNA should be used to 
monitor the reintroduced population(Armstrong & Wittmer, 2011; Ottewell et al., 2014; Slade et 
al., 2014) . eDNA could be used to detect which areas of the habitat the species is using and how 
far it disperses from the reintroduction site (Bohmann et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2020; Roberts et 
al., 2016). Microsatellites could be used to monitor the genetic structure of the population and 
how the reintroduction affects that structure (Berkman et al., 2020; Ozer & Ashley, 2013). These 
markers can be employed to detect population bottlenecks and can also be used to estimate 
effective population size or number of breeders (Whiteley et al., 2015; Williamson-Natesan, 
2005). Microsatellites could also be used to make inferences about habitat connectivity using FST 
as a measure of gene flow between populations (Balloux & Lugon-Moulin, 2002; Roberts et al., 
2013; Schmidt & Schaefer, 2018) . Isolated and inbred populations are more vulnerable to 
extinction or decline (O’Grady et al., 2006) . Using FST and other genetic information provided 
by microsatellites can allow conservation action to restore connectivity or for a better 
understanding of assortative mating within a population. For example, Glass et al. (2015) found 
that Spotted gar (Lepisosteus oculatus) mate in an assortative manner and make distinct sub-
populations within the same habitat. This knowledge changes the treatment of those sub-
populations as sympatric barriers to gene flow can also lead to the issues associated with small 
population size. Analysis of the data provided by these markers would allow for the 
identification of outbreeding depression if a reintroduced population comes in contact with an 
extant one (Edmands, 2007). Reintroductions often take multi-year efforts to be effective and 
knowledge of which individuals or donor populations perform best could be gathered using 
microsatellites (Seddon et al., 2014). This knowledge could be used to support further recovery 
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efforts such as population supplementation or reintroduction. Recovery of a species at risk is an 
ongoing process and even after recovery targets have been met most species will require 
management including management informed by genetic tools. A flow chart describing how 
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Appendix 1.1. Results of screening members of the family Catostomidae for microsatellite markers for use in Lake Chubsucker 
(Erimyzon sucetta). Loci name, primer sequences, amplicon length ranges, original species, (and that species taxonomic relation to 
Lake Chubsucker) are reported. Additionally, amplification success with and without oligonucleotide tags is reported. Sample set 
refers to Appendix 1.3 (a individuals on which each primer was tested). Evaluation gives a coded assessment of the potential for that 
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Note: Forward and reverse primer sequences do not include the UniA and UniB tags 
Note: * PA = poor amplification; M = monomorphic; P = polymorphic; S = large amounts of stutter bands; U = Unknown, 
appearing polymorphic and diploid in gels but not confirmed on SeqStudio, PAT = poor amplification after tag addition, T = 





Appendix 1.2. Collection location and sample size for the Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon succetta) populations sampled (n=86). 
Finclips are preserved in 95% ethanol (v/v) and housed at the Great Lakes Institute for Environmental Research 
Locality Province/State Latitude Longitude  Sample Size 
Waubeessee Lake Wisconsin 42.817284 -88.168118 27 
Little Beaver Creek Illinois 40.95137 -87.5607 31 
Furrer Ditch Illinois 40.25747 -89.8008 50 
Cree Lake Indiana  41.50635 -85.2737 16 
Knapp Lake Indiana  41.34352 -85.60482 11 
Engle Lake Indiana  41.43554 -85.57483 13 
Gordy Lake Indiana  41.3497 -85.62695 7 
Crooked Lake Indiana  41.26168 -85.47963 32 
Hill Lake Indiana  41.10659 -85.9055 15 
Sparta Lake Indiana  41.39562 -85.56111 16 
Bear Lake Indiana  41.32253 -85.51777 10 
Story Lake Indiana  41.51322 -85.13676 7 
Hartz Lake Indiana  41.177505 -86.495303 6 
Silver Lake Indiana  41.62956 -85.06584 7 
Loon Lake Indiana  41.65258 -85.05038 8 
Cedar Lake Indiana  41.73899 -85.36883 2 
Brown Lake Indiana  41.73577 -85.19446 1 
Big Long Lake Indiana  41.55568 -85.23591 10 
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Reed Bingham Lake  Georgia  31.165822 -83.544701 50 
Lake Lindsay Grace Georgia  31.579682 -82.047962 50 
Houston Lake Georgia  32.503549 -83.677727 50 
Dunns Pond South Carolina 32.593712 -81.333799 4 
Lake George Warren South Carolina 32.828627 -81.180571 2 
Lake Moultrie South Carolina 33.341414 -80.138405 9 
Lake Moultrie South Carolina 33.265065 -80.101783 3 
Lake Moultrie South Carolina 33.368251 -79.97894 6 
Lake Moultrie South Carolina 33.369880 -79.975155 4 
Lake Moultrie South Carolina 33.370989 -79.976013 24 
Lake Moultrie South Carolina 33.398452 -80.000455 4 
Lake Tyler East Texas 32.277770 -95.1138 40 
Lake Tyler East Texas 32.237430 -95.91345 5 
Lake Tyler East Missouri 36.847694 -89.41851 30 
St. James Bayou Missouri 36.81163 -89.37353 11 
Lick Creek Missouri 37.019166 -90.190773 50 
Winnewana Impoundment Michigan 42.3549 -84.10104 50 
Killbuck Marsh Ohio 40.672078 -81.960279 2 
Turkey Foot Lake Ohio 40.966338 -81.539743 6 
Big Creek Alabama 30.714432 -88.345452 20 
Brantley Swamp Virginia 36.9105 -76.9766 1 
Seacock Swamp Virginia 36.92489 -76.9309 5 
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Round Hill Swamp Virginia 36.8508 -76.9386 27 
Warwick Swamp Virginia 37.109 -77.3133 1 
USGS Pond Virginia 36.77522 -77.16731 21 
Johnson Millpond Virginia 36.7967 -76.9844 7 
Lacassine Bayou Louisiana 29.997622 -92.845853 7 
Lochloosa Lake Florida 29.54696 -82.13741 9 
Newnans Lake Florida 29.67683 -82.22211 2 
Orange Lake Florida 29.42752 -82.1463 4 
Rodman Reservoir Florida 29.5008 -81.9105 23 
Fox Lake Indiana  41.626714 -85.025549 10 
Hamilton Lake Indiana  41.550438 -84.916582 10 
Lake Tarpon Florida 28.11158 -82.73624 15 
Lake Istokpoga Florida 27.34264 -81.29432 15 
Tributary to Aiken Creek Texas 33.39101 -94.15646 1 
Moccasin Creek Texas 32.60101 -94.62307 1 
Alabama Creek Texas 31.1533 -94.8793 1 
Conley Branch of Birdsong Creek Tennessee 35.913452 -88.086517 1 
Guadalupe River Texas 29.9647 -99.45245 7 
Unnamed Tributary Texas 30.40418 -94.49516 7 
Thompson's Creek Louisiana 30.96875 -91.3208333 1 
Santee River North Carolina 33.5287 -80.4177 1 
Lake Moultrie North Carolina 33.2948 -80.1562 1 
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Lake Moultrie Reservoir North Carolina 33.3516 -80.1143 2 
Lake Marion Reservoir North Carolina 33.3935 -80.1598 1 
McBride Slough Florida 30.23929 -84.26965 1 
Mud Lake Ohio 41.6476 -84.7671 3 
Snow Lake Ohio 41.4261 -81.1757 1 
Jackson Lake Ohio 38.9073 -82.5952 10 
Unnamed Tributary to the 
Kankakee River 
Illinois 41.162741 -87.639558 1 
Juniper Creek North Carolina 35.116831 -79.463341 2 
Ochlockonee River Drive Ditch Florida 30.17184 -84.69598 1 
Beaverdam Creek Texas 31.3163833 -95.8268333 1 
Daisey Creek Florida 29.3152778 -81.9730556 1 
Little St. Mary's River Florida 30.7320833 -81.8927667 1 
New River Florida 29.9269444 -82.4110556 1 
Wildcat Lake Florida 29.162725 -81.6283667 1 
Lake Rachel Florida 30.45746 -83.4616 1 
Wacissa River  Florida 30.2027778 -83.9691667 1 
Reedy Creek Florida 30.98677 -87.37294 1 
Big Creek NWA Ontario 42.59292 -80.45284 10 
L. Lake Ontario 43.22398 -81.91226 39 
Long Point Bay Ontario 42.51019 -80.90072 21 
Lyon's Creek Ontario 42.97642 -79.21863 9 
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Old Ausable Channel Ontario 43.24364 -81.85347 87 
St. Clair NWA Ontario 42.37374 -82.40411 10 
Walpole Delta Ontario 42.544635 -82.534271 7 






Appendix 1.3. Individuals used in congener screening stage of microsatellite marker development for Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon 
succetta). Appendix 1.4 gives details on collection locations for these sample sets 
 
  
Sample Set  Sample Codes 
Set 1  Fox Lake 1, Hamilton Lake 1, P3F1, P1JUV, P1M1, NCSM 74531, TCWC17187.02A, TCWC17553.03A, NCSM 
46662, UTFTC9930,72573NYSM, OAC 1731, OAC 1732, Walpole 3094, SCNWA 3068, BCNWA 3182  
Set 2 Fox Lake 1, Hamilton Lake 1, P3F1, P1JUV, P1M1, NCSM 74531, TCWC17187.02A, TCWC17553.03A 
Set 3 NCSM 60714, Hamilton Lake 1, Fox Lake 1, OAC 1757, OAC 1770, Rodman Res 10, Rodman Res 11, Rodman 
Res 12 
Set 4 NCSM 46662, UTFTC9930,72573NYSM, OAC 1731, OAC 1732, Walpole 3094, SCNWA 3068, BCNWA 3182 
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Appendix 1.4. Congener screening sample set locations. Samples ID, sample collection locations and the institution or agency 
responsible for sample collection of Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon succetta) are listed 
Locality Associated 
Samples 
Latitude/Longitude Country State County Institution/Agency 
Rodman 
Reservoir 
Rodman Res 10, 
Rodman Res 11, 
Rodman Res 12 




NCSM 74531 30.2392 -84.2696 USA Florida Wakulla North Carolina Museum 
of Natural Science 
Fox Lake Fox Lake 1 41.6267 -85.0255 USA Indiana Steuben Ohio State University 
STRIVE Lab 
Hamilton Lake Hamilton Lake 1 41.5504 -84.9165 USA Indiana Steuben Ohio State University 
STRIVE Lab 
Santee River NCSM 46662 33.5287 -80.4177 USA North 
Carolina 
Clarendon North Carolina Museum 
of Natural Science 
Lake Moultrie 
Reservoir 
NCSM 60714 33.3516 -80.1143 USA North 
Carolina 
Berkeley North Carolina Museum 
of Natural Science 
Juniper Creek NYSM 72537 35.1168 -79.4633 USA North 
Carolina 
Moore New York State Museum 
Big Creek 
NWA 
BCNWA 3182 42.5929 -80.4528 Canada Ontario Norfolk Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada 
Old Ausable 
Channel 
OAC 1731, OAC 
1732 
43.2436 -81.8534 Canada Ontario Lampton Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada 
St. Clair NWA SCNWA 3068 42.3737 -82.4041 Canada Ontario Chatham-
Kent 
Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada 
Walpole  Walpole 3094 42.5446 -82.5342 Canada Ontario Lampton Department of Fisheries 




UTFTC 9930 35.9134 -88.0865 USA Tennessee Camden University of Tennessee 






TCWC17187.02A 29.9647 -99.4524 USA Texas Kerr Biodiversity Research 
and Teaching Collections 
at Texas A&M 
Unnamed creek 
on Road 1293 
 TCWC17553.03A 30.4041 -94.4951 USA Texas Hardin Biodiversity Research 
and Teaching Collections 













Appendix 1.5 Biotinylated oligonucleotides used to enrich for microsatellite loci in Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon succetta) 
 
 
            
Dimers (2) 




(GTG)4.67 (TCC)5 (GTT)6.33 
 
Tetramers (28) 
(AAAC)5.25 (AAAG)5.5  (AACC)4  (AACG)4  (AACT)6  (AAGC)4 
 (AAGT)6  (AATC)6  (AATG)5.75 (ACAG)4.25 (ACAT)6  (ACCC)3.25 
 (ACCG)3.25 (ACCT)4.5  (ACGC)3  (ACGG)3  (ACGT)4  (ACTC)4.25 
 (ACTG)4.25  (AGAT)6.5  
(AGCC)3  (AGCG)3  (AGCT)4.5  (AGGC)3 






Appendix 1.6. Lake Tyler East Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon succetta) biometric data. Sample 
collection location as well as individual fish length (total length in millimetres) and weight (in 
grams) are recorded. Lengths and weights of genotyped fish are presented 
Sample ID Length Weight Latitude Longitude  
TETE08 275 313 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE09 181 86 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE10 177 85 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE11 249 229 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE12 233 188 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE13 257 251 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE14 186 90 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE15 145 35 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE16 244 233 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE17 226 185 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE18 158 53 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE19 129 31 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE20 162 63 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE21 119 25 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE22 145 48 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE23 163 63 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE24 139 35 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE25 170 72 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE26 147 43 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE27 151 52 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE28 147 41 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE29 142 43 32.2777 -95.11390 
TETE30 126 26 32.2777 -95.11390 






Appendix 1.7. Winnewana Impoundment Lake Chubsucker (Erimyzon succetta) biometric data. 
Sample collection location as well as individual fish length (total length in inches) are recorded. 
Lengths of genotyped fish are presented 
Sample ID Length Latitude Longitude 
MIWI 1 6.8 inches 42.34959 84.10942 
MIWI 9 5" 42.35139 84.11221 
MIWI 10 5.8" " " 
MIWI 11 7" " " 
MIWI 12 7.1" 42.3549 84.10104 
MIWI 13 5.5" " " 
MIWI 14 5.9" " " 
MIWI 15 5.1" " " 
MIWI 16 5.8" " " 
MIWI 17 5 " " 
MIWI 18 5.4 42.34826 84.10931 
MIWI 19 5.3 " " 
MIWI 20 5.3 " " 
MIWI 21 5.6 " " 
MIWI 22 5.3 " " 
MIWI 23 5.1 42.35152 84.11003 
MIWI 24 5.2 " " 
MIWI 25 5.4 " " 
MIWI 26 7.4 42.35723 84.1013 
MIWI 27 5.3 " " 
MIWI 28 5.3 " " 
MIWI 29 5.8 42.35117 84.09981 
MIWI 30 4.8 " " 




Appendix 1.8. qPCR values (copies/reaction) for TaqMan® PCR of all technical replicates for winter eDNA survey of Redside Dace 
(Clinostomus elongatus) habitat. Sample type, plate number, well identity are also described. Sample Codes correspond to sampling 
sites given in Table 3.1.  FC = final control, PFC = Pre-filter control, BC = bag control, The Rep1, Rep 2 and Rep 3 are technical 
replicates. Mean and Standard Deviation for the technical replicates as well as coefficient of variation are also reported 
Sample Code 
Sample 






BC1C1 BerC1 Control 7 D04 0.500845 0 0 0.166948 0.236101 1.414214  
BC1C1 CaCrE1 Control 6 E06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C1 FlCr4 Control 3 G03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C1 HuVi1 Control 2 F05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C1 Levi1 Control 4 F06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C1 SpeC1 Control 4 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C1 SprB1 Control 5 E11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C2 BruC2 Control 7 H08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C2 Gana1 Control 5 B04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C2 Levi4 Control 4 D10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C2 MoTr1 Control 6 D03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C2 SpeC4 Control 8 A04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C2 SprB4 Control 4 G08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C3 BroC4 Control 7 A03 0.470051 0.943035 0 0.471029 0.384993 0.817345  
BC1C3 FlCr1 Control 3 B07 0 0.93699 0.450528 0.462506 0.382618 0.827272  
BC1C3 LRRi Control 5 E05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C3 SprB2 Control 7 F08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC1C3 UrCr1 Control 7 E09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C1 BerC2 Control 7 C09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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BC2C1 BroC2 Control 3 D10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C1 CaCrE2 Control 6 F06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C1 ChTr2 Control 3 A12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C1 HuVi2 Control 2 F09 0 1.966089 1.458791 1.141627 0.833395 0.730007   
BC2C1 Levi2 Control 7 D08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C1 MoTr2 Control 6 D10 0 0.855478 0 0.285159 0.403276 1.414214  
BC2C1 SpeC2 Control 6 H07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C2 FlCr2 Control 3 C07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C2 Gana2 Control 5 A08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C2 SpeC5 Control 4 H10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C2 UrCr2 Control 4 F12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC2C3 LRRi Control 5 D09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3B3 FlCr3 Control 3 G11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C1 BruC1 Control 7 C06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C1 CaCrW1 Control 6 F12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C1 HuVi 3 Control 2 G04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C1 HuVi4 Control 3 A04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C1 Robi1 Control 5 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C1 SpeC3 Control 4 C04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C2 BroC1 Control 3 E08 0 0.914071 0.433272 0.449114 0.373336 0.831272  
BC3C2 CaCrW2 Control 5 C04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C2 Robi2 Control 7 F05 0.198845 0.115833 0 0.104893 0.081546 0.777421  
BC3C2 SprB3 Control 4 H04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C3 BroC3 Control 3 C11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BC3C3 Levi Control 4 B08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 1 BC Control 2 B08 0 1.451775 0 0.483925 0.684373 1.414214  
BeaC 1 PFC 1C Control 2 B11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 1 PFC1A Control 2 B09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 1 PFC1B Control 2 B10 0.821349 0 0 0.273783 0.387188 1.414214  
BeaC 2 BC Control 2 B12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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BeaC 2 PFC 3C Control 2 C05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 2 PFC3A Control 2 C03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 2 PFC3B Control 2 C04 0 1.841201 0 0.613734 0.867951 1.414214  
BeaC 3 BC Control 2 C06 0 2.086723 0 0.695574 0.98369 1.414214  
BeaC 3 PFC 3C Control 2 C09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 3 PFC3A Control 2 C07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 3 PFC3B Control 2 C08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 4 BC Control 2 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 4 PFC 1C Control 2 D04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 4 PFC1A Control 2 C11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 4 PFC1B Control 2 D03 0 1.835725 1.13427 0.989998 0.756343 0.763984  
BerC 1A PFC Control 7 C12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 1B PFC Control 7 D03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 1C PFC Control 7 C11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 2A FC Control 7 D06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 2A PFC Control 6 A08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 2B FC Control 5 G09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 2B PFC Control 7 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 2C FC Control 6 B03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BerC 2C PFC Control 5 G04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 1A PFC Control 3 E07 0 0 0.390617 0.130206 0.184139 1.414214  
BroC 1B PFC Control 3 E06 0 0 0.404484 0.134828 0.190676 1.414214  
BroC 1C PFC Control 3 E05 0.298497 0 0 0.099499 0.140713 1.414214  
BroC 2A FC Control 7 A09 0 1.131644 0 0.377215 0.533462 1.414214  
BroC 2A PFC Control 3 D09 0.593406 0 0 0.197802 0.279734 1.414214  
BroC 2B FC Control 7 A06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 2B PFC Control 3 D08 0.54309 0 0 0.18103 0.256015 1.414214  
BroC 2C FC Control 7 A07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 2C PFC Control 3 D07 0.578437 0 0 0.192812 0.272678 1.414214  
BroC 3 FC Control 3 H08 0.534682 0 0 0.178227 0.252051 1.414214  
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BroC 3A FC Control 3 D06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 3A PFC Control 3 C09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 3B PFC Control 3 C10 0 0.64241 0 0.214137 0.302835 1.414214  
BroC 3C FC Control 4 E06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 3C PFC Control 3 H07 0 0 0.452121 0.150707 0.213132 1.414214  
BroC 4A FC Control 7 A05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 4A PFC Control 7 A08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 4B PFC Control 7 A04 0.039595 0.443089 0 0.160894 0.200195 1.244264  
BroC 4C FC Control 7 A11 0 0 0.581571 0.193857 0.274155 1.414214  
BroC 4C PFC Control 4 D11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 1A FC Control 7 C04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 1A PFC Control 7 C03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 1B FC Control 6 B09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 1B PFC Control 6 B04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 1C FC Control 7 C07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 1C PFC Control 7 H07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2A FC Control 6 C06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2A PFC Control 7 B11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2B FC Control 7 C05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2B PFC Control 7 B10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2C FC Control 7 C08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2C PFC Control 6 B10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrE 1A PFC Control 7 B08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrE 1B PFC Control 6 D11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrE 1C PFC Control 7 H03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrE 2A PFC Control 6 E07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrE 2B PFC Control 7 B09 0 0 0.717845 0.239282 0.338395 1.414214  
CaCrE 2C PFC Control 7 H04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrW 1A PFC Control 7 G12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrW 1B PFC Control 6 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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CaCrW 1C PFC Control 6 G07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrW 2A PFC Control 5 B05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrW 2B PFC Control 6 G08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
CaCrW 2C PFC Control 7 G11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
ChTr 1 BC Control 3 A08 0 0 0.377166 0.125722 0.177798 1.414214  
ChTr 1A PFC Control 3 A05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
ChTr 1A PFC Control 3 A09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
ChTr 1B PFC Control 3 A06 0 0 0.415556 0.138519 0.195895 1.414214  
ChTr 1B PFC Control 3 A10 0.415388 0 0 0.138463 0.195816 1.414214  
ChTr 1C PFC Control 3 A11 0.533305 0.89234 0 0.475215 0.366605 0.77145  
ChTr 1C PFC Control 3 A07 0.558568 0 0 0.186189 0.263311 1.414214  
EXT NEG Apr 11 Control 7 B12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Apr 12 Control 7 H12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Apr 15 Control 5 H12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Apr 16 Control 5 H11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Apr 16 Control 7 H11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Apr 17 Control 5 H10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Apr15 Control 6 G12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXT NEG Mar 
21 Control 3 B03 0 0 0.101594 0.033865 0.047892 1.414214  
EXT NEG Mar 
22 Control 3 C08 0 0.319314 0 0.106438 0.150526 1.414214  
EXT NEG Mar12 Control 1 H05 0 0.47464 0 0.158213 0.223748 1.414214  
EXT NEG Mar14 Control 1 H06 0.740236 0 0 0.246745 0.348951 1.414214  
EXT NEG Mar15 Control 1 H07 0 0.473166 0 0.157722 0.223053 1.414214  
EXT NEG Mar18 Control 2 C12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXTNEG Apr 10 Control 4 H11 0.558433 0 0.564635 0.374356 0.264722 0.707139  
EXTNEG Apr 12 Control 4 H12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
EXTNEG Mar20 Control 2 F12 0.668727 0 0 0.222909 0.315241 1.414214  
FC 1A3 Control 2 D05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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FC 1B3 Control 2 D06 0 0 0.869125 0.289708 0.409709 1.414214  
FC 1C3 Control 2 D07 1.007789 0 1.532737 0.846842 0.636003 0.751029  
FC 2A2 Control 2 D08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FC 2B2 Control 2 D09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FC 2C2 Control 2 D10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FC 3A1 Control 2 D11 0.074069 0 0 0.02469 0.034916 1.414214  
FC 3B1 Control 2 D12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FC 3C1 Control 2 E03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 1A PFC Control 3 B04 0 0.778751 0.167601 0.315451 0.334672 1.060932  
FlCr 1B PFC Control 3 B05 1.036669 0 0 0.345556 0.48869 1.414214  
FlCr 1C PFC Control 3 B06 0.60222 0 0 0.20074 0.283889 1.414214  
FlCr 2A FC Control 3 F04 0.564952 0 0 0.188317 0.266321 1.414214  
FlCr 2A PFC Control 3 C04 0 0 0.401703 0.133901 0.189364 1.414214  
FlCr 2B FC Control 3 F03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 2B PFC Control 3 C05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 2C FC Control 3 E12 0 0 0.426375 0.142125 0.200995 1.414214  
FlCr 2C PFC Control 3 C06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 3A FC Control 3 E11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 3A PFC Control 3 H04 0 0 0.364226 0.121409 0.171698 1.414214  
FlCr 3B FC Control 3 E10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 3B PFC Control 3 H03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 3C FC Control 3 E09 0 0.238631 0.404778 0.21447 0.166131 0.774612  
FlCr 3C PFC Control 3 G12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 4A FC Control 3 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 4A PFC Control 3 G06 0 0 0.030222 0.010074 0.014247 1.414214  
FlCr 4B FC Control 3 F06 0.555658 0 0 0.185219 0.26194 1.414214  
FlCr 4B PFC Control 3 G05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 4C FC Control 3 F05 0 0 0.336923 0.112308 0.158827 1.414214  
FlCr 4C PFC Control 3 G04 1.681748 0 0 0.560583 0.792783 1.414214  
Gana 1A PFC Control 6 H12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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Gana 1B PFC Control 6 H11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Gana 1C PFC Control 5 A09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Gana 2A PFC Control 6 H10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Gana 2B PFC Control 6 H09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Gana 2C PFC Control 5 A03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi1-PFC1A1 Control 2 E12 0 0.220147 0 0.073382 0.103778 1.414214  
HuVi1-PFC1B1 Control 2 F03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi1-PFC1C1 Control 2 F04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi2-PFC2A1 Control 2 F06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi2-PFC2B1 Control 2 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi2-PFC2C1 Control 2 F08 1.735917 0 0 0.578639 0.818319 1.414214  
HuVi3-PFC3A1 Control 2 F10 0.883255 0 0 0.294418 0.41637 1.414214  
HuVi3-PFC3B1 Control 2 F11 0.910929 0 0 0.303643 0.429416 1.414214  
HuVi3-PFC3C1 Control 2 G03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi4-PFC3A1 Control 3 A03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi4-PFC3B1 Control 2 H11 0 0.29542 0 0.098473 0.139262 1.414214  
HuVi4-PFC3C1 Control 2 H12 0 1.986841 0.896686 0.961176 0.812405 0.84522  
Levi 1A PFC Control 4 E07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 1B PFC Control 7 G06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 1C PFC Control 6 G09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 2A FC Control 5 H09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 2A PFC Control 7 D09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 2B FC Control 7 G08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 2B PFC Control 7 D10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 2C FC Control 7 D12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 2C PFC Control 5 G10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 3A FC Control 7 D11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 3A PFC Control 4 A09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 3B FC Control 6 G10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 3B PFC Control 7 B06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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Levi 3C FC Control 7 G07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 3C PFC Control 7 B07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4A FC Control 6 G11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4A PFC Control 7 B04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4B FC Control 7 G10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4B PFC Control 4 C11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4C FC Control 7 G09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4C PFC Control 7 B05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1A FC Control 7 G03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1A PFC Control 6 G03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1B FC Control 7 F12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1B PFC Control 6 G04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1C FC Control 7 F10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1C PFC Control 5 D10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 2A FC Control 7 G05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 2A PFC Control 6 G06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 2B FC Control 7 G04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 2B PFC Control 6 G05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 2C FC Control 7 F09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 2C PFC Control 5 D04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 1A PFC Control 6 C07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 1B PFC Control 7 H05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 1C PFC Control 7 H06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 2A PFC Control 7 D05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 2B PFC Control 6 D04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 2C PFC Control 7 D07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 1A PFC Control 5 E12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 1B PFC Control 7 E10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 1C PFC Control 7 E11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 2A FC Control 7 E12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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Robi 2A PFC Control 5 F08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 2B FC Control 7 F03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 2B PFC Control 7 F06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 2C FC Control 5 G03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 2C PFC Control 7 F04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 1 BC Control 1 G09 0.831867 0.491034 0 0.440967 0.341448 0.774318  
RoRi 1 PFC 2A Control 1 G11 0 0 0.62066 0.206887 0.292582 1.414214  
RoRi 1 PFC 2B Control 1 G12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 1 PFC 2C Control 1 H05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 2 BC Control 1 G10 0 0.936339 0 0.312113 0.441394 1.414214  
RoRi 2 PFC 2A Control 1 H04 0 0 0.780665 0.260222 0.368009 1.414214  
RoRi 2 PFC 2B Control 2 A12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 2 PFC 2C Control 2 B03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 3 BC Control 2 B04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 3 PFC 2A Control 2 B05 0 1.90272 1.405151 1.102624 0.8057 0.730711   
RoRi 3 PFC 2B Control 2 B06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 3 PFC 2C Control 2 B07 0 5.177529 0 1.725843 2.440711 1.414214   
SiCr 1 BC  Control 1 E09 0.827966 0 0 0.275989 0.390307 1.414214  
SiCr 1A FC Control 1 D10 0 0 1.925766 0.641922 0.907815 1.414214  
SiCr 1A PFC Control 1 E11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 1B FC Control 1 D11 0 0.465403 0 0.155134 0.219393 1.414214  
SiCr 1B PFC Control 1 E12 1.300131 0 0 0.433377 0.612888 1.414214  
SiCr 1C FC Control 1 D12 0 0 0.612758 0.204253 0.288857 1.414214  
SiCr 1C PFC Control 1 F03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 2 BC Control 1 E10 0.827434 0 0 0.275811 0.390056 1.414214  
SiCr 2A FC Control 1 E03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 2A PFC Control 1 F04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 2B FC Control 1 E04 0 0.474189 0.637967 0.370719 0.27053 0.729746  
SiCr 2B PFC Control 1 F05 0.344719 0 0 0.114906 0.162502 1.414214  
SiCr 2C FC Control 1 E05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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SiCr 2C PFC Control 1 F06 0 0.992781 0 0.330927 0.468001 1.414214  
SiCr 3A FC Control 1 E06 0.790881 0 0 0.263627 0.372825 1.414214  
SiCr 3A PFC Control 1 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 3B FC Control 1 E07 0 0 0.661438 0.220479 0.311805 1.414214  
SiCr 3B PFC Control 1 F08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 3C BC Control 1 F10 0.79581 0 0 0.26527 0.375149 1.414214  
SiCr 3C FC Control 1 E08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 3C PFC Control 1 F09 0.31157 0 0 0.103857 0.146876 1.414214  
SiCr 4 BC Control 1 F11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 4A PFC Control 1 F12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 4B PFC Control 1 G03 0 0.490801 0 0.1636 0.231366 1.414214  
SiCr 4C PFC Control 1 G04 0 0.475836 0 0.158612 0.224311 1.414214  
SiCr 5 BC Control 1 G08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 5A PFC Control 1 G05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 5B PFC Control 1 G06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 5C PFC Control 1 G07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 1A PFC Control 8 A08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 1B PFC Control 8 A07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 1C FC Control 4 C05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 2A PFC Control 6 H03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 2B PFC Control 8 A10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 2C PFC Control 8 A09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 3A PFC Control 8 A06 0 0.5624 0 0.187467 0.265118 1.414214  
SpeC 3B PFC Control 8 A05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 3C PFC Control 4 B09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4A PFC Control 8 A03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4B PFC Control 8 A11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4C FC Control 4 A08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4C PFC Control 4 A03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 5A PFC Control 4 H05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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SpeC 5B PFC Control 7 A10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 5C PFC Control 6 H08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 1A PFC Control 7 E07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 1B PFC Control 6 A03 0.674555 0 0.528466 0.401007 0.289759 0.722578  
SprB 1C PFC Control 7 F11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 2A PFC Control 7 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 2B PFC Control 7 H09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 2C PFC Control 5 E06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 3A PFC Control 4 G09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 3B PFC Control 7 H10 0.556456 0 0 0.185485 0.262316 1.414214  
SprB 3C PFC Control 7 E08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 4A PFC Control 7 A12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 4B PFC Control 7 B03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 4C PFC Control 4 G03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 1A PFC Control 7 E05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 1B PFC Control 5 C05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 1C PFC Control 7 E06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 2A PFC Control 4 F07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 2B PFC Control 7 E04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 2C PFC Control 7 E03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BeaC 1A Sample 1 D03 0 0.406222 0.517138 0.307787 0.222299 0.722249  
BeaC 1B Sample 1 D04 0 0.615703 2.237743 0.951149 0.943845 0.992322  
BeaC 1C Sample 1 D05 2.236766 0 0 0.745589 1.054422 1.414214  
BeaC 1D Sample 1 D06 2.289881 0 0 0.763294 1.07946 1.414214  
BeaC 2A Sample 1 D07 1.44935 0.559489 0 0.669613 0.596797 0.891256  
BeaC 2B Sample 1 D08 5.284767 0.241471 4.191689 3.239309 2.166253 0.668739  
BeaC 2C Sample 1 D09 0 0 0.612962 0.204321 0.288953 1.414214  
BeaC 2D Sample 2 A03 0 1.008028 0.610864 0.539631 0.414597 0.768297  
BeaC 3A Sample 2 A04 17.2794 37.2286 31.20442 28.57081 8.354422 0.292411  
BeaC 3B Sample 2 A05 20.7819 55.92022 36.8985 37.86687 14.36149 0.379263  
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BeaC 3C Sample 2 A06 11.2804 21.33601 21.07734 17.89792 4.680484 0.26151  
BeaC 3D Sample 2 A07 5.398001 11.29525 7.392761 8.028672 2.449175 0.305054  
BeaC 4A Sample 2 A08 1.46226 6.249195 6.583864 4.765106 2.339458 0.490956  
BeaC 4B Sample 2 A09 3.899029 6.165141 0.179118 3.414429 2.467691 0.722724  
BeaC 4C Sample 2 A10 21.1853 20.21562 20.31207 20.571 0.436157 0.021203  
BeaC 4D Sample 2 A11 8.787241 17.58462 8.042088 11.47131 4.333447 0.377764  
BerC 1A Sample 5 G05 17.773 23.84316 6.776615 16.13093 7.063477 0.437884  
BerC 1B Sample 5 G06 23.77168 15.43835 11.07043 16.76015 5.26883 0.314366  
BerC 1C Sample 5 G07 8.178692 5.622741 2.948103 5.583178 2.135562 0.382499  
BerC 1D Sample 5 G08 18.47914 9.281874 15.11079 14.2906 3.799294 0.26586  
BerC 2A Sample 6 A09 33.12671 18.619 31.24899 27.6649 6.442189 0.232865  
BerC 2B Sample 6 A10 28.49424 31.11174 34.14933 31.25177 2.310803 0.073942  
BerC 2C Sample 6 A11 69.77273 62.70045 53.30552 61.92623 6.744964 0.108919  
BerC 2D Sample 6 A12 28.66391 20.41212 25.05361 24.70988 3.377539 0.136688  
BroC 1A Sample 3 E04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 1B Sample 3 E03 0.703363 0 0 0.234454 0.331569 1.414214  
BroC 1C Sample 3 D12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 1D Sample 3 D11 0 0 0.867337 0.289112 0.408867 1.414214  
BroC 2A Sample 3 D05 0 0 0 0 0 0 IPC failed 
BroC 2B Sample 3 D04 0.456508 0.736723 0.300236 0.497822 0.180574 0.362727  
BroC 2C Sample 3 D03 0.330314 0 0 0.110105 0.155711 1.414214  
BroC 2D Sample 3 C12 0 0.495237 0 0.165079 0.233457 1.414214  
BroC 3A Sample 3 H10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 3B Sample 3 H09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BroC 3C Sample 3 H11 0 1.64726 0.428739 0.692 0.69778 1.008353  
BroC 3D Sample 3 H12 0 0.541984 0 0.180661 0.255494 1.414214  
BroC 4A Sample 4 D12 0 0.081168 0 0.027056 0.038263 1.414214 IPC low 
BroC 4B Sample 4 E03 0 0 0 0 0 0 IPC low 
BroC 4C Sample 4 E04 0 0 0 0 0 0 IPC low 
BroC 4D Sample 4 E05 0 0 0 0 0 0 IPC low 
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BruC 1A Sample 6 B05 0.399058 0 0 0.133019 0.188118 1.414214  
BruC 1B Sample 6 B06 4.076213 2.66833 1.918325 2.887622 0.894497 0.309769  
BruC 1C Sample 6 B07 1.393832 1.248376 1.350275 1.330827 0.060953 0.045801  
BruC 1D Sample 6 B08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
BruC 2A Sample 6 B11 0.614883 0 0 0.204961 0.289859 1.414214  
BruC 2B Sample 6 B12 0 0.860854 0 0.286951 0.405811 1.414214  
BruC 2C Sample 6 C03 0.629571 0.539127 1.294741 0.821146 0.336912 0.410294  
BruC 2D Sample 6 C04 4.776979 1.92383 3.700916 3.467242 1.176454 0.339306  
CaCrE 1A Sample 6 D12 3.829234 4.563509 2.942778 3.778507 0.662632 0.175369  
CaCrE 1B Sample 6 E03 2.119775 1.395035 3.973118 2.495976 1.085595 0.434938  
CaCrE 1C Sample 6 E04 2.309634 0.356355 0.61524 1.093743 0.866236 0.791993  
CaCrE 1D Sample 6 E05 3.100215 2.433969 0.523106 2.019097 1.092234 0.540952  
CaCrE 2A Sample 6 E08 0 2.952837 0.366017 1.106285 1.314232 1.187969  
CaCrE 2B Sample 6 E10 2.701581 0 2.357952 1.686511 1.200767 0.711983  
CaCrE 2C Sample 6 E12 314.8449 285.3674 271.2635 290.4919 18.15727 0.062505  
CaCrE 2D Sample 6 F04 4.664015 2.903095 4.208152 3.925087 0.746237 0.19012  
CaCrW 1A Sample 6 F08 10.35159 8.721198 11.4222 10.16499 1.110544 0.109252  
CaCrW 1B Sample 6 F09 7.390513 7.138755 6.405971 6.978413 0.417623 0.059845  
CaCrW 1C Sample 6 F10 10.83201 3.752022 7.307687 7.297239 2.890402 0.396095  
CaCrW 1D Sample 6 F11 5.746239 2.416717 5.207614 4.456857 1.459259 0.327419  
CaCrW 2A Sample 5 B06 9.935424 2.185747 3.511267 5.210813 3.384348 0.649486  
CaCrW 2B Sample 5 B08 9.436322 5.566344 2.227204 5.74329 2.945768 0.512906  
CaCrW 2C Sample 5 B10 9.82108 7.561017 2.611848 6.664649 3.010633 0.451732  
CaCrW 2D Sample 5 B12 16.01807 8.582752 9.470143 11.35699 3.315734 0.291955  
ChTr 1A Sample 2 H03 0 5.249729 2.462994 2.570908 2.144551 0.834161  
ChTr 1B Sample 2 H04 6.011142 1.806363 1.44875 3.088751 2.071593 0.670689  
ChTr 1C Sample 2 H05 1.019691 1.144256 6.860585 3.008177 2.724538 0.905711  
ChTr 1D Sample 2 H06 0 0 1.458075 0.486025 0.687343 1.414214  
ChTr 2A Sample 2 H07 0.711132 1.835747 0.768015 1.104965 0.517263 0.468126  
ChTr 2B Sample 2 H08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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ChTr 2C Sample 2 H09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
ChTr 2D Sample 2 H10 0.9189 0 0 0.3063 0.433174 1.414214  
FlCr 1A Sample 3 B08 0.477682 0 0 0.159227 0.225181 1.414214  
FlCr 1B Sample 3 B09 1.05304 1.687912 0.989723 1.243558 0.315267 0.25352  
FlCr 1C Sample 3 B10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 1D Sample 3 B11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 2A Sample 3 B12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 2B Sample 3 C03 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 2C Sample 3 H06 0 1.52919 0 0.50973 0.720867 1.414214  
FlCr 2D Sample 3 H05 0.036779 0 0 0.01226 0.017338 1.414214  
FlCr 3A Sample 3 G10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 3B Sample 3 G09 0.886658 0 0 0.295553 0.417974 1.414214  
FlCr 3C Sample 3 G08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 3D Sample 3 G07 0 1.473681 0 0.491227 0.6947 1.414214  
FlCr 4A Sample 3 F12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 4B Sample 3 F11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 4C Sample 3 F10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
FlCr 4D Sample 3 F09 0.613546 0 0.469545 0.36103 0.261968 0.725614  
Gana 1A Sample 5 A10 1.641777 0 0.528087 0.723288 0.684317 0.94612  
Gana 1B Sample 5 A11 1.321219 1.762395 0.522338 1.201984 0.513224 0.426981  
Gana 1C Sample 5 A12 1.736698 5.506304 4.313027 3.85201 1.573083 0.40838  
Gana 1D Sample 5 B03 4.749361 1.684842 0 2.144734 1.966 0.916664  
Gana 2A Sample 5 A04 3.12014 4.818796 4.032481 3.990472 0.694109 0.173942  
Gana 2B Sample 5 A05 2.758668 0.406246 0 1.054971 1.216058 1.152693  
Gana 2C Sample 5 A06 2.715982 0 1.246959 1.32098 1.11003 0.840308  
Gana 2D Sample 5 A07 15.62862 10.42029 3.154777 9.734561 5.115456 0.525494  
HuVi 1A Sample 2 E04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 1B Sample 2 E05 0 0 0.701619 0.233873 0.330746 1.414214  
HuVi 1C Sample 2 E06 0.459748 0 0 0.153249 0.216727 1.414214  
HuVi 1D Sample 2 E07 0 0 1.443459 0.481153 0.680453 1.414214  
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HuVi 2A Sample 2 E08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 2B Sample 2 E09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 2C Sample 2 E10 0 0.988502 0 0.329501 0.465984 1.414214  
HuVi 2D Sample 2 E11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 3A Sample 2 G05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 3B Sample 2 G06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 3C Sample 2 G07 1.544204 0 0 0.514735 0.727945 1.414214  
HuVi 3D Sample 2 G08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 4A Sample 2 G11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 4B Sample 2 G12 0 1.816092 1.573704 1.129932 0.805087 0.712509  
HuVi 4C Sample 2 G09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
HuVi 4D Sample 2 G10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 1A Sample 4 E08 0.13628 0.222026 0.12869 0.162332 0.042324 0.260724  
Levi 1B Sample 4 E10 0 0.12641 0 0.042137 0.05959 1.414214  
Levi 1C Sample 4 E12 0 0.075333 0.130723 0.068685 0.053574 0.779992  
Levi 1D Sample 4 F04 0 0.044995 0.214729 0.086575 0.092462 1.068001  
Levi 2A Sample 5 G11 0 0.183946 0 0.061315 0.086713 1.414214  
Levi 2B Sample 5 H03 0.134785 0 0 0.044928 0.063538 1.414214  
Levi 2C Sample 5 H05 0.578094 0 0 0.192698 0.272516 1.414214  
Levi 2D Sample 5 H07 0 0.154583 0 0.051528 0.072871 1.414214  
Levi 3A Sample 4 A10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 3B Sample 4 A12 0 0 0.105822 0.035274 0.049885 1.414214  
Levi 3C Sample 4 B04 0 0 0.098804 0.032935 0.046577 1.414214  
Levi 3D Sample 4 B06 0.286342 0.068956 0 0.118432 0.122022 1.030305  
Levi 4A Sample 4 C12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4B Sample 4 D04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4C Sample 4 D06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Levi 4D Sample 4 D08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1A Sample 5 D11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
LRRi 1B Sample 5 D12 9.215294 0.911196 3.20254 4.44301 3.50177 0.788153  
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LRRi 1C Sample 5 E03 0 0 0.488898 0.162966 0.230469 1.414214  
LRRi 1D Sample 5 E04 0 0 0.538993 0.179664 0.254084 1.414214  
LRRi 2A Sample 5 D05 0 1.569478 0.558011 0.709163 0.64959 0.915995  
LRRi 2B Sample 5 D06 2.037014 1.560487 1.04174 1.546414 0.406441 0.262828  
LRRi 2C Sample 5 D07 7.126121 1.94812 2.375504 3.816582 2.346693 0.614868  
LRRi 2D Sample 5 D08 17.63849 3.045236 8.584701 9.756141 6.014978 0.616533  
MoTr 1A Sample 6 C08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 1B Sample 6 C09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 1C Sample 6 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 1D Sample 6 C11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 2A Sample 6 D05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
MoTr 2B Sample 6 D06 0 0 1.143399 0.381133 0.539004 1.414214  
MoTr 2C Sample 6 D07 0 0.081048 0.27563 0.118893 0.115664 0.972843  
MoTr 2D Sample 6 D08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 1A Sample 5 F03 34.46325 15.93634 9.059505 19.8197 10.7284 0.5413  
Robi 1B Sample 5 F04 10.56322 6.974019 5.164693 7.567312 2.243514 0.296474  
Robi 1C Sample 5 F05 19.13079 4.761153 4.832719 9.574886 6.757105 0.705711  
Robi 1D Sample 5 F06 9.068006 8.609152 1.582812 6.41999 3.425527 0.533572  
Robi 2A Sample 5 F09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
Robi 2B Sample 5 F10 0 0.483204 0 0.161068 0.227784 1.414214  
Robi 2C Sample 5 F11 5.272196 0.278494 0 1.85023 2.422365 1.309224  
Robi 2D Sample 5 F12 1.393703 0 0 0.464568 0.656998 1.414214  
RoRi 1A Sample 1 A12 24.36056 9.718163 14.94264 16.34046 6.058897 0.370791  
RoRi 1B Sample 1 C03 0 0 0.576846 0.192282 0.271928 1.414214  
RoRi 1C Sample 1 C04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 2A Sample 1 C05 0.701879 0.499921 0 0.4006 0.295022 0.736451  
RoRi 2B Sample 1 C06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 2C Sample 1 C07 1.064245 0 1.470817 0.845021 0.620145 0.733882  
RoRi 2D Sample 1 C08 0 0.989296 1.615134 0.868143 0.664917 0.765907  
RoRi 3A Sample 1 C09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
222 
 
RoRi 3B Sample 1 C10 0.784172 0.471438 0 0.418537 0.322315 0.770099  
RoRi 3C Sample 1 C11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
RoRi 3D Sample 1 C12 0 0 0.622241 0.207414 0.293327 1.414214  
SiCr 1A Sample 1 A03 0.733461 0.522086 1.246179 0.833909 0.304023 0.364576  
SiCr 1B Sample 1 A04 0.902516 0 0.589942 0.497486 0.374206 0.752193  
SiCr 1C Sample 1 A05 1.640288 0.389429 0.404064 0.81126 0.586242 0.722631  
SiCr 1D Sample 1 A06 0 0.238527 0 0.079509 0.112443 1.414214  
SiCr 2A Sample 1 A07 6.965331 0 1.316889 2.76074 3.021312 1.094385  
SiCr 2B Sample 1 A08 4.429788 3.580184 3.252259 3.754077 0.4962 0.132176  
SiCr 2C Sample 1 A09 1.7165 2.378153 4.441263 2.845305 1.16039 0.407826  
SiCr 2D Sample 1 A10 1.429599 0.555555 1.855867 1.28034 0.54124 0.422731  
SiCr 3A Sample 1 A11 18.45246 9.343831 12.07908 13.29179 3.816173 0.287108  
SiCr 3B Sample 1 A12 6.011496 9.825583 11.83821 9.225095 2.416344 0.261932  
SiCr 3C Sample 1 B03 14.24016 12.14098 11.61027 12.6638 1.135513 0.089666  
SiCr 3D Sample 1 B04 8.699497 1.93272 10.83825 7.156822 3.795786 0.530373  
SiCr 4A Sample 1 B05 3.696772 3.566555 3.04898 3.437436 0.279777 0.081391  
SiCr 4B Sample 1 B06 5.918087 5.573436 9.955524 7.149016 1.989483 0.278288  
SiCr 4C Sample 1 B07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 5A Sample 1 B08 0 0 0 0 0 0 IPC low 
SiCr 5B Sample 1 B09 0.745045 0 1.609059 0.784702 0.657494 0.83789 IPC low 
SiCr 5C Sample 1 B10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SiCr 5D Sample 1 B11 0 0.509118 0 0.169706 0.24 1.414214 IPC low 
SpeC 1A Sample 4 C06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 1B Sample 4 C07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 1C Sample 4 C08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 1D Sample 4 C09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 2A Sample 6 H04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 2B Sample 6 H05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 2C Sample 6 H06 0.056083 0 0 0.018694 0.026438 1.414214  
SpeC 3A Sample 4 B10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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SpeC 3B Sample 4 B11 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 3C Sample 4 B12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 3D Sample 4 C03 0.07048 0 0 0.023493 0.033225 1.414214  
SpeC 4A Sample 4 A04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4B Sample 4 A05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4C Sample 4 A06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 4D Sample 4 A07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 5A Sample 4 H06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 5B Sample 4 H07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 5C Sample 4 H08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SpeC 5D Sample 4 H09 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 1A Sample 6 A04 2.570351 1.692983 2.846025 2.369786 0.491627 0.207456  
SprB 1B Sample 6 A05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 1C Sample 6 A06 0.73561 1.246664 0 0.660758 0.511693 0.774403  
SprB 1D Sample 6 A07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 2A Sample 5 E10 1.414275 4.462758 0.562243 2.146425 1.674423 0.780098  
SprB 2B Sample 5 E09 4.1963 4.811241 5.864798 4.957446 0.688962 0.138975  
SprB 2C Sample 5 E08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 2D Sample 5 E07 0 0.944139 0.51524 0.486459 0.38598 0.793447  
SprB 3A Sample 4 G10 1.366796 0.609009 0.979796 0.9852 0.309389 0.314037  
SprB 3B Sample 4 G11 3.697636 0.845371 0 1.514336 1.581932 1.044638  
SprB 3C Sample 4 G12 0.630196 0 1.580572 0.736923 0.649664 0.88159  
SprB 3D Sample 4 H03 0 1.955316 0 0.651772 0.921745 1.414214  
SprB 4A Sample 4 G04 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 4B Sample 4 G05 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 4C Sample 4 G06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
SprB 4D Sample 4 G07 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 1A Sample 5 C06 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 1B Sample 5 C08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 1C Sample 5 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0  
224 
 
UrCr 1D Sample 5 C12 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 2A Sample 4 F08 0 0 0 0 0 0  
UrCr 2C Sample 4 F10 0 0 0 0 0 0  






Appendix 1.9. Plots of Redside Dace standards (106 down to 1 copies/reaction) with relation to 
the threshold cycle (Ct) where the copy number passes the baseline threshold for each plate of 
data. Plate and corresponding technical replicates are reported under each graph  
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Plate 5 Rep 2 
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Appendix 1.10. Plot of standards from 1 to106 copies/reaction in relation to the at the threshold 
cycle (Ct) where the fluorescence surpasses baseline threshold for (A) All standards (no data 
points excluded) and (B) Outlying data points were removed from the standard curve o improve 
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Appendix 1.11.  Sample acquisition sources 
 
Samples were loaned from museums including: the New York State Museum, The University of 
Texas at Austin Biodiversity Center, The University of Kansas Biodiversity Institute and Natural 
History Museum, the Chicago Field Museum, the Florida Museum of Natural History, Texas 
A&M University Biodiversity Research and Teaching Collection, Louisiana State University 
Museum of Zoology, University of Tennessee-Etnier Ichthyological Research Collection, 
Auburn University Museum of Natural History, North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, 
and the Museum of Biological Diversity at Ohio State University.  
 
Sampling was conducted by government agencies including: the Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, Georgia Department of 
Natural Resources, Indiana Department of Natural Resources, South Carolina Department of 
Natural Resources, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Michigan Department of Natural 
Resources, Virginia Department of Game & Inland Fisheries, Ohio State University’s Stream & 
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